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ABSTRACT
The important thing that every digital forensic
investigator must take into account in carrying out
digital forensics activities is the following steps and
procedures in digital forensics. These stages are
known as frameworks or SOP investigations. Stages
of the digital forensic process must be in accordance
with the rule of law and also the right mechanism.
However, the current investigation framework is still
in shortage where there are stages set in the
applicable standards such as ISO 27037: 2012, it is
not set in the framework. When the stage is missed in
the investigation process, it would be a problem and
can be sued in court and canceled the results of
investigations conducted regarding the existence of
procedures that are not implemented. Therefore, a
study was conducted to evaluate the previous
frameworks with the identification of important
processes contained in ISO 27037: 2012 so as to
provide an assessment of the extent to which the
existing framework meets the requirements of ISO
27037: 2012. Then an improvement on the
framework closest to the provisions in ISO 27037:
2012. So as to produce an investigation framework
that has been standardized.

KEYWORDS
Digital forensics, investigation framework, ISO
27037:2012,
standardized
framework,
SOP
Investigation.

1 INTRODUCTION
The current development of computer crime
continues to increase, even based on news
published by kompas.com that Indonesia is
ranked second in the list of the top five countries
with the highest cybercrime. Still based on news
published kompas.com also mentioned that in
the period of three years, there were recorded
36.6 million cybercrime attacks that occurred in
Indonesia, and Cybercrime Crime Police itself
has arrested 497 suspects from 2012 to April
2015 The estimated loss reached 33.29 billion

[1]. Based on these statistics can be seen in the
rapid development of this computer crime.
To be able to uncover cases of computer crime,
then used a processed with the scientific method
known as digital forensics. According to [2]
digital forensics is the science and method used
in the conservation, collection, identification,
analysis, documentation, and presentation of
digital evidence in order to facilitated or made
progress in the process of reconstruction of
criminal events. From this definition, it can be
seen that digital forensics is useful in the process
of investigating a criminal offense involving the
use of technology.
The important thing that every digital forensic
investigator must take into account in carrying
out digital forensics activities is the following
steps and procedures in digital forensics. These
stages are known as frameworks. In this case,
according to [3] the stages in digital forensic
process must be in accordance with the rule of
law and also the right mechanism. It is also
supported by [4] that the user of a framework in
the investigation of a case can lead to a
procedural proof process and keep the process
from contamination of evidence and be
accountable in the eyes of the law. Because of
the importance of guidance that produces this
scientific study, The completion of an
investigation should be used a well-structured
framework.
However, the current investigation framework is
still in shortage where there are stages set in the
applicable standards such as ISO 27037: 2012, it
is not set in the framework. So when there was a
provision in the standard that is missed in the
investigation processed because the framework
or SOP used does not refer to the standard, it will
be a problem and can be sued in court and
canceled the results of investigations conducted
regarding the existence of procedures that are not
implemented.
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As an example of a framework built by [5], there
is no stage or explanation of the stages in
securing the crime scene where it is regulated in
ISO 27037: 2012. The next example is the
framework built by [6], which in the phases of
its framework also there is no stage of securing
the scene of the case.
However, the current investigation framework is
still in shortage where there are stages set in the
applicable standards such as ISO 27037: 2012, it
is not set in the framework. So when there was a
provision in the standard that is missed in the
investigation process because the framework or
SOP used does not refer to the standard, it will
be a problem and can be sued in court and
canceled the results of investigations conducted
regarding the existence of procedures that are not
implemented.
Therefore we needed a studied to evaluate the
previous frameworks with the results of
identification of the important processes
contained in ISO 27037: 2012 so as to provide
an assessment of the extent to which the existing
framework meets the requirements in ISO
27037: 2012. Then an improvement on the
framework closest to the provisions in ISO
27037: 2012. So as to produce an investigation
framework that has been standardized.
2 RESEARCH REVIEW

framework itself consists of 5 main stages with a
total of 36 stages detail.
[4] conducts research related to the investigation
framework under the name of the Integrated
Digital Forensics Investigation Framework
(IDFIF) framework. IDFIF is built using a
sequential logic method and uses 6 model of
investigation framework as its development
base. IDFIF is built by taking into account the
six previous frameworks and accommodating
them into IDFIF so IDFIF expectations can be a
standard comparison of the investigative
framework. IDFIF is divided into 4 main stages
with 22 stages of detail.
While the problem raised in this study is the
framework of the current investigation is still
there are deficiencies where there are stages
arranged in standards such as ISO 27037: 2012,
was not set in the framework. The approach
taken to this solution is to evaluate the
framework before and then the framework
evaluation results become the foundation to
make improvements so that it will produce a
framework that has met the provisions of
international standards.
3 METHODOLOGY
In summary, the method and stages of the
research can be described as in Figure 1 below.

The following will discuss the review of research
that has been done previously related to the
framework of digital forensic investigation.
Beginning with research conducted by [7] which
proposed the framework of a digital forensic
investigation under the name of framework
Systematic Digital Forensic Investigation Model.
This framework is based on the development of
the DFRWS investigation model and 3 other
framework models. Based on these four existing
investigative models, they proposed a systematic
development of the investigative model and
consisted of 11 stages of the investigation.
[8] conducted a study of the investigation
framework and proposed a framework with the
name Integrated digital forensic process model.
This framework builds on the development of
previous
existing
frameworks
and
accommodates them into new frameworks.
There are 6 frameworks used as the foundation
for this new framework developed. This

Figure 1 – Methodology
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Identification of important processes ISO
27037:2012
This is an international standard that discusses
specific guidelines related to digital forensic
investigation activities. Which activities include
identification, collection, acquisition, and
preservation. All of these processes are
important processes that must be done carefully
to maintain the integrity of the evidence. The
methodology used in collecting digital evidence
will affect whether or not the evidence is
received in court. In addition to discussing
digital evidence, ISO also discusses general
guidelines on how to collect non-digital evidence
[9]. ISO 27037: 2012 consists of 7 chapters or 7
sections consisting of Scope, Normative
Reference, Terms and Definitions, Abbreviated
Terms, Overview, Key Components of
Identification, Collection, Acquisition, and
Preservation of Digital Evidence, and Instance of
Identification, Collection, acquisition, and
preservation. Based on the ISO 27037: 2012
document content structure, the focus on digital
forensic investigation is found in sections 6 and
7 and a little explanation in chapter 5 (part of the
digital evidence processing). While chapters 1
through 4 contains only the introduction and the
terms used. So that the focus to identify the
important stages is done in chapters 5, 6, and 7
in ISO 27037: 2012 document.
4.2 Identification of the Previous Framework
Stage
In this research, three types of frameworks used
to be evaluated are Systematic Digital Forensic
Investigation Model [8], Integrated Digital
Forensic Process Model [9], and Integrated
Digital Forensics Investigation Frameworks [4].
The first framework is SDFIM. In The SDFIM
framework, there are 11 stages listed as :
SDFIM = {Preparation  Securing the scene 
Survey & Recognition 
Documentation of Scene 
Communication Shielding  Evidence
Collection  Preservation 
Examination, Analysis  Presentation
 Result & Review.}

The second framework is IDFPM. In The
IDFPM framework, there are 37 stages which
have 6 main stages. The IDFPM listed as :
IDFPM = {Documentation  Preparation 
Incident  Incident Response  DFI
 Presentation}
where
Preparation = {Policy/Procedure 
Operational Readiness 
Infrastructure Readiness}
Incident = {Detect  Assess  Confirm 
Notify  Authorize  Deploy.}
Incident Response = {Approach Strategy 
Search  Recover  Seize
 Preserve  Transport
 Store  Collect}
DFI = {Collect  Authenticate  Examine 
Harvest  Reduce  Identify 
Classify  Organize  Compare 
Hypothesize  Analyze  Attribute 
Evaluate  Interpret  Reconstruct 
Communicate  Review  Reconstruct
 Hypothesize}
Presentation = {Report  Present  Decide 
Dissemination}
The last framework is IDFIF. In the IDFIF there
are 22 stages which have 4 main stages. The
IDFIF listed as:
IDFIF = {Pre-Process  Proactive  Reactive
 Post-Process}
where
Pre-Process = {Notification  Authorization 
Preparation}
Proactive = {Proactive Collection  Incident
Response  Crime Scene
Investigation (Even Triggering
Function & Communication
Shielding)  Documenting the Scene
 Proactive Preservation 
Proactive Analysis  Preliminary
Report  Securing the Scene 
Detection of Incident / Crime}
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Reactive = {Identification (Survey 
Recognition)  Collection &
Acquisition  Preservation
(Transportation  Storage) 
Examination  Analysis 
Presentation}
Post-Process = {Conclusion  Reconstruction
 Dissemination}

4.3 Evaluation of the Framework Phase with
ISO 27037: 2012
An evaluation was done by comparing the results
of identification of important processes in ISO
27037: 2012 with the stages in the framework
that has been described previously. The
evaluation table based on [10]. In the evaluation,
each stage will be given a code of numbers in
accordance with the sequence of stages. The
results of the evaluation framework can be seen
in table 1 below:

Table 1: Framework Evaluation Results
Important Process ISO 27037: 2012
Identification
Investigation planning
Preparation equipment & team direction
Assessment of TKP security risks
Security of crime scene
Evidence search
Identification of evidence
Determining the priority of evidence
Documentation
Recording of evidence (Chain of custody)
Collection
Determining the evidence seized or acquired at the scene
Conducting seizure of evidence
• Evidence is on
- Analyze whether to require volatile data from the device
- If need to do Live acquisition procedure
- If you do not need to check the security aspect and data vulnerability to electricity
- Perform a device shutdown procedure
• The evidence is not on
- Unplug all connected cables and batteries (if there is a battery)
- Perform the next collection procedure
Provide evidence labels
Backing up the evidence
Collect verbal information from witnesses
Acquisitions
Inspection of data security aspects of evidence
Determination of acquisition model conducted
• Acquisition of illuminated devices
- Perform live acquisition procedures to get volatile data
- If non-volatile data is also needed at that time, do also the acquisition procedure on the
non-volatile data
- If the device can be confiscated, perform evidence collection procedures
• Acquisition on non-lit devices
- Perform static acquisition procedures by performing imaging of data storage media
• Partial Acquisitions
- Can be done using a combination of live procedures and static acquisition
Implementation of the acquisition
Verify the results of the acquisition
Preservation
Provide seal of evidence
Examination of security aspects of the evacuation of evidence
Moving evidence
Storage of evidence

Contained in the
section framework
SDF
IDFP
IDFIF
1
1

4.1
2

2
3
3

4
4.2
4.2

4
4

1
1

6
6
6
6
6

4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3

2.1
3.2
2.1
2.1
2.1

6
6

4.3
4.3

2.2.1
2.2.1

7
7
3

4.4
4.1

3.2
3.1.2

6
6
6

5.1
4.3
4.3
4.3

2.1
2.1
2.1

1.3
2.6
2.2.1
2.1
2.1
2.2.2

4.3
8
8

5.1
5.1

3.2
3.2

6
8

5.1
5.2

3.2
2.3

7

4.4

7
7

4.6
4.7

3.3.1
3.3.2
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The overall evaluation results from the above
table can be illustrated by using a bar chart
related to which framework sequence most met
the requirements set forth in ISO 27037: 2012.

comprehensive. Because the current sequence of
phases is still separated from one stage to
another, it is necessary to adjust the sequence of
stages to conform to the provisions of ISO
27037: 2012. The summary of the improvements
made are:
4.4.1 Added New Stages
4.4.1.1 Risk Assessment on the scene

Figure 2: Graph of framework evaluation results

From the graph, it can be seen that the
framework of Integrated Digital Forensics
Process Model (IDFP) is a framework that the
most meet the requirements in ISO 27037: 2012.
Where there are 28 provisions in ISO 27037:
2012 set forth in the framework. But there are
still some provisions that have not been included
in the framework.
Based on the evaluation of the three frameworks,
the Integrated Digital Forensics Process Model
(IDFP) is chosen to go through the next step of
improving the framework so that the framework
can refer to the provisions in ISO 27037: 2012
comprehensively.
4.4 Building Framework Based on Evaluation
Results Based on ISO 27037: 2012
In accordance with the results of a previous
evaluation, then set the framework of Integrated
Digital Forensics Process Model (IDFPM) to be
repaired. The first improvement will complete all
the existing provisions in ISO 27037: 2012 that
does not exist into the framework. And from the
evaluation results, can be identified there are 10
provisions that do not exist in the framework
IDFP.
Fulfillment of these aspects of the provisions of
course in addition to increasing the existing stage
will be adjusted the sequence of steps back and
separation of several stages so that all aspects of
the provisions in ISO 27037: 2012 can be

In this framework the phases are not yet
regulated, whereas ISO 27037: 2012 section
6.2.2 provides an explanation that this stage is
important because it involves the security of
personnel and evidence at the scene and the
stage of the security risk assessment of the crime
scene before the personnel goes to the scene. On
the basis of this consideration, the stages of Risk
Assessment on The Scene are placed at the stage
before Deploy. Because the deployment stage is
a stage telling the team to get down to the scene
and start an investigation. So that the risk
assessment stage is done before informing the
team to get down to the scene.
4.4.1.2 Securing the scene
In this framework, the security stage of the crime
scene is not presented in a separate stage, the
security stage of the crime scene is placed only
in Incident's explanation in the published journal
written by the researcher. While this stage is one
of the important stages, ISO 27037: 2012 reveals
that the stage of securing the crime scene is done
to immediately secure evidence at the scene so
as not to be contaminated and maintain its
integrity. It also controls the scene of the crime
scene, there are some activities such as securing
and taking over the scene, isolating the scene so
only the licensed personnel who can enter the
scene, making sure the devices at the scene no
one is disturbed (if in the dead do not turn on,
vice versa).
Based on the explanation, the stage of securing
the scene needs to be added. For the position of
the stage itself, as also described in ISO 27037:
2012, the scene of securing the crime scene is
done as soon as it arrives at the scene. Based on
these considerations, the stage of securing the
scene is placed in the first position in the
Incident Response stage which is the stage of
activity at the scene.
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4.4.1.3 Identify prioritize evidence
This stage is not yet set in the IDFPM
framework. So this stage will be added to the
framework. The stages of identifying evidence
that has priority are more important because
some properties of evidence are easily damaged
or lost so that if not handled immediately, it will
risk losing or the evidence will be damaged. In
ISO 27037: 2012 section 5.4.2, it is explained
that in identifying, after conducting a search of
evidence, it is given priority over the evidence
found so that it can be handled early. Based on
these considerations and explanations, the phase
of identifying prioritize evidence is placed in the
position after the Search (the stage of seeking
evidence).
4.4.1.4 (Decision Symbol) The device on
and Need Volatile Data
Stages with the decision symbol for Device On
and Need Volatile Data is then it would be more
appropriate if this stage is combined to the
assessment because it is known what kind of
incident so that it can plan what kind of
investigation.
The stage of survey recognition is the stage of
conducting a survey of the crime scene and
conducting interviews with witnesses around the
scene to obtain verbal information from
witnesses. This is described in ISO 27037: 2012
section 7.1.1.2 which states that officers should
also hold discussions with individuals located at
the scene to obtain information relating to
potential evidence or evidence to be collected.
On this consideration, the stage of the survey
will be done after the stage of securing the crime
scene and before doing the search for evidence.
Because verbal information is used for searching
for evidence.
4.4.1.5 Live acquisition
This stage is the next stage of the stage Need
volatile data. Where volatile data is required, a
live acquisition procedure must be performed to
obtain volatile data from the device as soon as
described in ISO 27037: 2012 section 6.8.
4.4.1.6 Authenticate
Authentication stages after a live acquisition are
mandatory procedures that must be performed
after the acquisition to ensure that the data
acquired is equal to the original data. This is in

accordance with the explanation in ISO 27037:
2012 section 7.1.4.
4.4.1.7 (Decision) The device can be
seized, Device can be shut down and
Shutdown
This stage is still the stage of continuation of the
previous stage. If the device that has been carried
out live acquisition can be confiscated, then
check whether the device can be shut down,
because the procedure should be done checking
the security aspects and vulnerabilities of the
device against electricity, if no problem then do
the procedure shut down by force, and if the
device vulnerable to damage if turned off, then
perform a normal shutdown procedure. This is
regulated ISO 27037: 2012 section 7.1.2. after
the shutdown procedure then carried out the next
stage is the seizure of evidence that the
foreclosure stage has been set in the framework.
4.4.2. Separation of stages
4.4.2.1 Approach Strategy
Recognition and Plan

to

Survey

This stage is divided into 2 stages and separated
because in ISO 27037: 2012 section 6.7.2 it is
explained that the activity of making the
investigation plan is done in the stages of the
briefing session. In the framework IDFPM
explained that the stages of the briefing session
are in the Preparation stage. However, because
the stage of assessment of incidents occurring in
the assessment stage will be more appropriate if
the stage is combined to the assessment because
it is known what kind of incident so that it can
plan what kind of investigation.
The stage of survey recognition is the stage of
conducting a survey of the crime scene and
conducting interviews with witnesses around the
scene to obtain verbal information from
witnesses. This is described in ISO 27037: 2012
section 7.1.1.2 which states that officers should
also hold discussions with individuals located at
the scene to obtain information relating to
potential evidence or evidence to be collected.
On this consideration, the stage of the survey
will be done after the stage of securing the crime
scene and before doing the search for evidence.
Because verbal information is used for searching
for evidence.
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4.4.3 Name change stages
4.4.3.1 Collection to the acquisition
The terms of the collection stages in the
framework are described as the stages of
doubling the evidence. In the ISO document, the
term used is the acquisition. Because the term
collection is used to perform the physical
collection of evidence. On the basis of this
consideration, the collection stage is renamed to
the acquisition
After undergoing the process of fulfilling the
aspect of the provisions in ISO 27037: 2012 into
the Integrated Digital Forensics Process Model
(IDFPM) framework by adding stages and readjusting the sequence of stages, subsequent
improvements are made by eliminating and
combining the stages in the Integrated Digital
Forensics Process Model (IDFPM). The reason
for elimination because there are several stages
that should be done in one stage, divided into
several stages so that the framework becomes
inflexible. Some conditions do the elimination of
the stages in the framework are:
4.4.4 Stages performed repeatedly
4.4.4.1 Confirm
Described by [8] is an act of conforming to the
team the results of the assessment that an
incident has occurred for investigation. While
Notify described is an action to notify the team
of the incident that occurred. The act of
confirming is almost identical to the action of
notifying the team. Because essentially both
explain the existence of an incident that
occurred. So this stage can be combined.
4.4.4.2 Authorize
The Authorize described by [8] is an act to
obtain permission to conduct an investigation.
This action has been done in the Operational
Readiness stage where this stage is described as
an action to prepare all operational related
administration such as for permit and others. So
when it has obtained a license, of course, it can
be done to investigate.
4.4.5 Stages are not authority investigators
4.4.5.1 Recover
Recover described by [8] is an action to recover
the system as it was. This action is not the
authority of the officers who perform the crime

scene. So based on the regulation, Recover
action is not the authority of the investigation
team.
4.4.6 Stages incorporation because it is still
one piece with a certain stage
4.4.6.1 Examine, Harvest, and Reduce
Examine described by [8] is an act of examining
evidence and ensuring evidence is accessible.
Harvest described is an action to map what kind
of file system is used in digital evidence and
make sure the data can be extracted or opened.
And Reduce is the act of knowing the
identification of data elements by using unique
metadata and identifiers such as MD5 to find out
the types and types of files. These three stages
are interrelated activities. These three stages can
be unified by using the term Examine. As
described by [12] in the Forensic Examination of
Digital Evidence document: A Guide for Law
Enforcement published by U.S. The Department
of Justice Office of Justice Programs mentioned
that in Examination, several activities were
performed such as data extraction, data reduction
by using hash value, carving files, deleted file
recovery, and some other activities. So that the
Harvest and Reduce stages are part of the
Examine activity.
4.4.6.2 Organize
The organization described by [8] is the act of
organizing data that has been classified so that it
can focus on the data. This stage can be
combined with classifying stages because The
Classify explained that the data is grouped
according to the data pattern. Stages of this
grouping, of course, will also be arranged data,
because it has been grouped. And based on the
next stage is Compare mentioned that the data to
be compiled is data classify results. Not the
result data organize.
4.4.6.3 Attribute
The attribute described by [8] is an act of
seeking the linkage of findings to specific
individuals regarding the ownership of the data
in the digital evidence being analyzed. This stage
can be eliminated as it is still part of the process
of conducting the analysis. This is supported by
[12] in the Forensic Examination of Digital
Evidence document: A Guide for Law
Enforcement published by U.S. Department of
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Justice Office of Justice Programs which states
that one of the actions taken in conducting an
analysis is to identify ownership of data that
creates, modifies, or accesses the suspected data.

interpretation stage, which includes evaluating
digital evidence that has been analyzed to find
patterns, topics, similarities of people, and so
forth. To evaluate is part of the interpretation.

4.4.6.4 Evaluate
Evaluate described by [8] is an act of evaluating
the findings to ascertain whether the hypothesis
is made correct. This stage can be eliminated and
incorporated into the Interpret stage. This is
supported by [13] explaining that in conducting
digital forensic investigations, there will be an

After determining the eight stages are
eliminated, then the next is to build a beta
framework based on the provisions that have
been described previously. The results of the
beta framework can be seen in the picture below:

Figure 3: Beta Framework 1.0

4.5 Analysis and User Feasibility Review
about The Beta Framework 1.0
After the beta framework of improvement based
on SNI 27037: 2014 is completed, the next step

is to test the beta framework of this improvement
to see if the beta framework 1.0 has fulfilled all
the requirements of ISO 27037 and to know
whether the stages in this beta framework 1.0
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can be implemented in the investigation. The
planned trial is to provide a questionnaire on the
feasibility of using this framework as to whether
each of the steps in the framework is done in
conducting investigations and conducting
interviews to see their responses and comments
about the new framework. The selected
respondents were from Forensic Laboratory
Center for Computer Forensics of Indonesian
Police, Practitioners, and Academics.
4.5.1 Survey Results from Forensic
Laboratory Center for Computer Forensics of
Indonesian Police
The survey results obtained using a
questionnaire that almost all stages of the
framework can be done in the investigation
process and the framework has met all the
provisions of ISO 27037. But there are some
stages that are less suitable to be done and there
is the use of the term is less and there are stages
that have not been covered. From 38 stages of
investigation in the framework, there are 7 stages
that there are still deficiencies and there are 1
stages that have not been covered in the
framework. So that 82% stages in the framework
can be done in the investigation. Then do the
interview to get more detailed data. The results
of these interviews include:
1) In the documentation phase, an explanation
is made of forensic photography to perform
documentation. There are three types of
documentation done in the investigation of
documentation using photography, video,
and notes. These are not covered in the
explanation of the documentation stage.
2) Policy / Procedure step are explained again
the letters. In the police, there are warrants
of the investigation, search warrant, and
permit foreclosure.
3) Infrastructure readiness step is explained
that the equipment prepared in conducting
such investigation is the preparation of
hardware and software for forensic triage
purposes.
4) Stages of securing the crime scene should be
added explanation that also done the
installation of crime scene borderline or
commonly called police line. The
investigator has the authority to install the
Police line.

5) Search step should be changed to Evidence
Search to get a clearer terminology.
6) Stages of live acquisition are less suitable. A
suitable term for describing the activity is
Triage Forensic. Because the triage is a term
used in the initial handling to get data
quickly at the scene.
7) After the evidence reaches the laboratory, it
is not directly acquired. Do first a
preliminary hearing. The goal is to equate
the perception among digital forensic
analysts with investigators. What purpose
and instructions will be sought from the
evidence.
8) In doing the analysis there is not always a
hypothesis. Because the investigation was to
investigate the data or look for the data
related to the case. Not testing the truth of a
statement.
4.5.2 Survey Results from Practitioners
The survey results obtained that almost all stages
of the framework can be done in the process of
investigation framework and has met all the
provisions of ISO 27037. There is only one stage
that is considered less suitable. 97% of the stages
in the framework can be done in the
investigation. Then do the interview to get more
detailed data. The results of these interviews
include:
1) Unsuitable stages are Decide stages because
digital forensic practitioners are requested
assistance by the police to conduct an analysis
of electronic evidence, whichever party
involved has been submitted by the Police in
the expert help letter. So the practitioners stay
looking for what data wanted by the Police.
2) The main stages of Preparation, Incident, and
Incident Response are often the stages that
will be carried out by the Police as the
investigator. Practitioners are only requested
assistance to guide police investigators in
obtaining evidence at the scene so as not to
drop directly to the scene. However, all of
these stages in the Practitioner's view are
feasible and indeed carried out in the
investigation stage.
3) For the Present Report stage, If the court
decides that the written report made is
sufficient, then the presence of the
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practitioner in court as an expert witness is
not required, but if the court is insufficient to
submit the report verbally and be an expert
witness, the practitioner must come to court
and submit the report.

Table 2: Summary of improvements

1

4.5.3 Survey Results from Academics.
The survey results obtained that almost all stages
of the framework can be done in the process of
investigation framework and has met all the
provisions of ISO 27037. There is only one stage
that is considered less suitable. 97% stages in
the framework can be done in the investigation.
Then do the interview to get more detailed data.
The results of these interviews include:
1) Examine stages should be more detailed
related the explanation stage. The examine
stage should include activities to extract the
acquisition data. It also extracts files in
unallocated space, slack space, extracts file
system information such as folder structure,
file type, file size, timestamp. So it can be
easier to the next stage because all of the
data in the evidence have been mapped and
structured.
Based on the improvement records in the survey
results, the framework improvements are made
to complete the deficiency record and the
framework can have 100% percent that all stages
can be done in the implementation of the
investigation. Improvements were divided into
four groups. The summary of improvements
made such as table 2.

2

Type of
Improvements
Improvements
in
the
explanation
stages

Change
the
name stages

Stages are
fixed
Documentation

Information
-

Policy
/
Procedure
Infrastructure
Readiness
Securing the
Scene
Examine

-

Search

Replaced to
Evidence
Search
Replaced to
Triage
Forensic
Request for
the analysis
and purpose
correlation
between
investigators
and
digital
forensic
analysts.
Improvements
in plot stages.
Merger stages
to Analysis
Request.
Because in
this stage,
will be
delivered who
has linkages
with the
evidence.

Live
Acquisition
3

Additions new
stages

Analysis
Request

4

Improvements
stages

Hypothesis
Decide

-

After Analysis and User Feasibility Review
about The Beta Framework 1.0, then the next is
to improve the final framework based on the
summary table. The results of the final
framework can be seen in the picture below.
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Figure 4: The Final Framework 1.1
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4.6 Define the Process about The
Improvement
Framework
Based
on
Evaluation Results Based on ISO 27037: 2012
There are 6 major stages in the framework of the
improvement and retain the number of major
stages in the original framework. The
explanation of each of the stages in the final
framework of the improvement are:
4.6.1

Documentation

The process of documentation at this stage is a
continuous process and includes all stages.
Documentation in this stage includes activities
such as documenting good evidence with
photographs, always updating the chain of
custody, documenting the scene of the case, and
other activities related to the documentation.
4.6.2

Preparation

Is a preparatory activity that must be done to
make the process of investigation into the
handling of Digital Evidence.
4.6.2.1 Policy / Procedure: Stages of preparing
procedures and administration to
conduct investigations. There are 3
letters of administration. Its warrants of
the investigation, search warrant and
permit foreclosure.
4.6.2.2 Infrastructure Readiness: Stages of
preparing infrastructure like hardware
or software to be used for investigative
purposes.
4.6.2.3 Operational Readiness: Stages of
personnel preparation to conduct
investigations such as training for
personnel, and so on.
4.6.3

Incident

Is an activity in analyzing the types of incidents
that occurred before the investigative officer to
the scene of the Case.
4.6.3.1 Detect Stages of detecting incidents or
cases by using prior experience to find
out whether there is a common case
pattern.
4.6.3.2 Assess & Plan: The stage of assessing
the results of the detection of what kind
of pattern or type of incidents is
occurring.

4.6.3.3 Notify: Stages inform the team of the
results of the analysis performed on the
Detect stage.
4.6.3.4 Risk Assessment on The Scene: Stages
of risk assessment at the crime scene.
Risk assessment is conducted to keep
the investigation team safe and the
evidence.
4.6.3.5 Deploy: Stages tell the team to start the
investigation and go to the crime scene.
4.6.4

Incident response

It is an activity carried out at the scene of the
case with the aim of securing the existing digital
evidence so as not to be contaminated by other
matters.
4.6.4.1 Securing the Scene: Stages of a
mechanism for securing crime scenes
and protecting the integrity of evidence
like using the police line.
4.6.4.2 Survey & Recognition: This stage is to
conduct a preliminary survey to
evaluate the event and identify the
surrounding circumstances that have the
potential to become evidence. In
addition, it also identifies and
interviews with people who are around
the scene of the case and collect verbal
information from the people who are
around it.
4.6.4.3 Evidence Search: Stages of searching
for evidence.
4.6.4.4 Identify Prioritize Evidence: Stages
give priority to evidence found against
the vulnerability aspect of the data.
4.6.4.5 The device on or off: Stages of
analyzing the evidence found at the
scene of the case in a living condition or
not. If found alive, do the next
procedure, but if found dead, do
foreclosure procedures.
4.6.4.6 Need Volatile Data or No? : The stages
of analyzing whether the device found
in living conditions is required for its
volatile data.
4.6.4.7 Triage Forensic: Stages of performing
live acquisition of devices found alive
to obtain volatile data as well as nonvolatile data required as soon as
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possible. Perform the data security risk
assessment process first to ensure that
the acquisition procedure is accurate
and does not damage the evidence.
4.6.4.8 Authenticate: Stages of authenticating
the results of the acquisition to maintain
data integrity and ensure data
acquisition results are correct.
4.6.4.9 Can the device be seized? : The stages
of analyzing whether the device that has
been in the live acquisition earlier can
be confiscated or not. For example, if
the device is a server in the data center
then it is not possible for foreclosure. If
it is not possible for foreclosure,
perform a preserve procedure.
4.6.4.10 Can the device be shut down? : The
stages of analyzing whether the device
found in the living circumstances can be
turned off or not. For example,
smartphone device found, it should not
be turned off because it will do the
acquisition procedure in the laboratory.
4.6.4.11 Shutdown Device: Stages if the device
can be turned off, then the procedure to
turn off the device. Perform security
aspect and data vulnerability checks
against electricity first. If the data is
safe and not vulnerable, perform a
shutdown procedure by directly
unplugging the power cord or battery of
the device. But if it turns out vulnerable
data will be damaged, perform a normal
shutdown procedure.
4.6.4.12 Seize: Stages of loading evidence that
has been found at the scene to the
labeled evidence bag. Unplug all cables
connected to evidence and batteries (if
any) and then process the seizure of
such evidence for further analysis in the
digital forensics laboratory.
4.6.4.13 Preserve: Stages of securing, isolating,
and preserving evidence. Including
providing seals to the evidence that has
been inserted into the bag of evidence.
This statement also carried out the
examination of security aspects of the
evacuation of pieces of evidence.

4.6.4.14 Transport: Stages of the evacuation of
evidence from the scene of the case to
the storage of evidence.
4.6.4.15 Store: Stages of storing evidence in a
special room of evidence storage for
later analysis of the evidence.
4.6.5

Digital forensic investigation

It is an act of digital forensic analysis of all the
evidence found.
4.6.5.1 Analysis Request : Stages of Request
for the analysis and purpose correlation
between investigators and digital
forensic analysts.
4.6.5.2 Acquisition: Stages of acquisition. This
statement also checks the security
aspect of evidence before acquisition to
ensure that the acquisition process does
not damage the evidence. It also
determined the acquisition model to be
used. Using live, static, or partial
acquisition methods.
4.6.5.3 Authenticate: Stages of authentication
or verification of acquisition results
from one of which can be done with the
hash value.
4.6.5.4 Examine: Stages of examining evidence
and ensuring evidence of acquisition
results can be accessed. it should
include activities to extract the
acquisition data. It also extracts files in
unallocated space, slack space, extracts
file system information such as folder
structure, file type, file size, timestamp.
4.6.5.5 Identify: Stages of identifying data that
can be used as evidence and clues to the
case
4.6.5.6 Classify: Stages of grouping data based
on identification patterns performed.
4.6.5.7 Compare: The stages of comparing the
pattern of identification results with the
previous case for whether there are
similar patterns.
4.6.5.8 Hypothesis: Stages of making a
hypothesis based on similarity patterns
of findings with previous cases.
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4.6.5.9 Analyze: Stages of doing an overall
analysis of digital evidence to find clues
related to the case being handled.
4.6.5.10 Interpret: This stage will conduct an
evaluation of digital evidence that has
been done the analysis to find patterns,
topics, people involved, and so forth.
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ABSTRACT
Skype is one of the most used P2P applications on
the Internet: VoIP calls, instant messaging, SMS and
other features are provided at a low cost to millions
of users. Although Skype is a closed source
application, an API allows developers to build
custom plugins which interact over the Skype
network, taking advantage of its reliability and
capability to easily bypass firewalls and NAT
devices. Since the protocol is completely
undocumented, Skype traffic is particularly hard to
analyse and to reverse engineer. This paper will focus
more on Skype application which is to monitor the
normal and abnormal on its network traffic. The case
of the "Skype worm" proved to have a high
propagation rate, which is spreading almost
exponentially during the first days of operation,
considering that, as each new person became a
victim, all his or her contacts on Skype, Gtalk and
other instant messaging systems received these same
malicious links.

the whole botnets will be effortlessly identified
and close down. To keep away from the
shortcoming of brought together engineering,
botnet mirror Peer to Peer (P2P) systems
engineering and plan a botnet of a P2P control
component, with a specific end goal to build its
steadiness.
Peer is a PC when they can go about as the client
and server. Specifically time, the prerequisite of
the framework will decided the peer. In a peer to
peer network, the computer will run the same
networking protocols and software. P2P is free
framework, since peers can leave or join
effortlessly. After join the system, peer ought to
have the capacity to trade assets specifically
between the peer such as files, storages, data,
central processing unit (CPU) power and
information [4].

KEYWORDS
P2P Botnets, Skype, decision tree, naïve bayes, knearest neighbor

1 INTRODUCTION
Botnets that have turned into the essential guilty
parties for propelling conveyed dissent of
administration (DDoS) assaults, conveying spam
messages, and gathering touchy data on the
Internet. Botnets have remote control capacities
like Trojan stallions, and they can consequently
spread like Internet worms. Analysts likewise
find that botnets can be shaped by messages,
informal organizations [1], and shared (P2P)
systems [2][3]. Botnet when all is said in done,
are framed in a brought together design and has a
main issue of disappointment which is the C&C
server. That is, if the C&C server is followed,

Figure 1. An example of Skype apps using P2P
connection

This paper concentrates on Skype application
which is to screen the typical and irregular on its
system activity. The instance of the "Skype
worm" demonstrated which leads to have high
rate of engendering which is spreading amid in
15
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principal days of operation, considering that, a
new individual turned into a casualty, all
contacts on the Skype, Gtalk and other texting
frameworks got these same vindictive
connections.
The P2P application has been particularly
popular from last couple of years. mP2P
frameworks had previously been utilized as a
part of numerous application areas; the idea was
advanced by file sharing systems, for example,
the music-sharing application Napster (initially
discharged in 1999). After that, a research from
New York University (2003) has report that a
distributed application keeps running on your
machine, permitting you to interface specifically
to other clients' machines and giving mdifferent
clients the capacity to associate with your
machine, so as to exchange records mforward
and backward between the machines. There are
three key attributes mcharacterizing a P2P
application, which can find with other
companion, ready to impart13 msubstance to
other associate and ready to inquiry with other
associate. A P2P mapplication is fundamentally
utilized for sharing Music, Movies, Games and
different
files.
In this paper, the issue explanation is about the
trouble in distinguishing the conduct of Peer-toPeer (P2P) botnet. After that, the system
movement parameter turns into a key issue in the
examination. It might bring about the conduct of
the worm will trouble to recognize and
distinguish. In Skype system activity it might be
some trouble to recognize the variation and
worm. Next, the botnet assault in shared system
will spread quickly and broadly and the system
will influenced by insert to the entire availability
in P2P system.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we provides details background on
the skype apllication in P2P environment.
Section III will describes the methodology of
overall behaviour detection process include the
parameter used. Next, Section IV will provides
details machine learning analysis part with
details results and discussion. Finally, our paper
is concluded in Section V.

2 RELATED WORK
The P2P application has been particularly
popular from last couple of years. P2P
frameworks had previously been utilized as a
part of numerous application areas; the idea was
advanced by file sharing systems, for example,
the music-sharing application Napster that
initially discharged in 1999. After that, a
research from New York University has report
that a distributed application keeps running on
your machine, permitting you to interface
specifically to other clients' machines and giving
different clients the capacity to associate with
your machine, so as to exchange records forward
and backward between the machines. There are
three key attributes characterizing a P2P
application, which can find with other
companion, ready to impart substance to other
associate and ready to inquiry with other
associate. A P2P application is fundamentally
utilized for sharing Music, Movies, Games and
different files.
In a P2P each taking part node acts both as a
client and as a server and pays its cooperation by
giving access to some of its resources, most
much of the time, processing power and/or disk
space. Despite the fact that this thought is normal
to all P2P systems they contrast impressively in
their underlying architecture. Peer-to-peer is a
class of uses that exploit resources storage,
cycles, content, human presence available at the
edges of the Internet.
Next, a top to bottom analysis of P2P botnets is
given by [5] from University of Central Florida,
USA through a detailed description of P2P
botnets has been exhibited by systematically
focused the study on P2P lifetime, sorts of P2P
botnets and countermeasures for P2P botnets.
Different looks into that give points of interest of
P2P botnets is [6] where the background and
history of P2P botnets are discussed. [7] trusted
that the taxonomy of botnets detection
techniques need to comprehend before further
action is made. They have talked about on two
approaches of botnet detection techniques based
on setting up honeypots and Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDS) guided by a complete study that
has been finished. Next, they additionally have
clarified on existing P2P botnets topologies and
16
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structures. Finally, they need to admit that
botnets identification is a testing issue. The
surrounding environment like software or
equipment required at the time of testing for P2P
network. The network traffic of the environment
will be captured by Wireshark. After that, there
are two kind of analysis technique, which is
static and dynamic analysis [8]. The keyword of
these analysis are examined in this area is
Wireshark Network Analyser.
Skype is a computer program that can be utilized
to make free voice calls over the Internet to any
other individual who is additionally utilizing
Skype. It's free and considered simple to
download and utilize, and works with generally
computers. At Skype, we believe a true P2P
system connects all nodes in a network
dynamically to participate in traffic routing,
processing and bandwidth-intensive tasks that
would otherwise be handled by central servers.
Next, the Skype team succeeded in P2P
communications by leveraging all of the
available resources in a network, all without the
need for costly centralized resources.
Also, skype is an application that provides video
talk and voice call service. Clients may trade
such computerized records as pictures, content,
video and any others, and may transmit both
content and video messages. Skype permits the
making of video telephone calls. The study by
[9] discussed that Skype is a peer-to-peer (P2P)
VoIP customer created by the organization that
made Kazaa. Skype permits its clients to place
voice calls and send instant messages to different
clients of Skype customers. Fundamentally, it is
very much like the MSN and Yahoo IM
applications, as it has abilities for voice-calls,
texting, sound conferencing, and buddy lists.
Nonetheless, the basic conventions and systems
it utilizes are very different [10]. In addition, the
convention of skype is depicted which is a Skype
customer (SC) opens a TCP and a UDP listening
port at the port number arranged in its
association dialog box. SC randomly picks the
port number upon establishment.
Skype use P2P technology to accomplish certain
tasks. P2P Botnets which are more robust and
resilient than centralized botnets have emerged
of

the P2P technology evolve. A peer-to-peer
botnet is a decentralized group of malware
compromised machines working together for an
attacker’s purpose without theirm owners’
knowledge. The P2P is same as in the traditional
botnet, which includes am command-and-control
server, the bots are typically infected with a
Trojan horse and are often used for sending
spam or performing DDoS (distributed denial of
service) attacks. Peer-to-peer (P2P) botnets have
a random organization and operate without a
C&C server. Bot software maintains a list of
trusted computers (including other minfected
machines), information drop locations and
locations where the machines can update their
malware. Thus, P2P botnets has many benefits to
be explored as the way to change the network
security into the better one.
3 METHODOLOGY
Based on the Figure 2 will described the
flowchart of the analysis of P2P Botnet in Skype
application. On the first process is selecting the
data set which is P2P normal and P2P botnet
data set. This project is utilizing network traffic
that is adapted by [11]. Next, the normal traffic
for TCP in application were analysed through
Wireshark analysis.

Figure 2. Flow analysis of P2P Botnet in Skype
Application

In order to understand the dataset information,
data mining has been used to take out the
information from dataset and convert it into clear
structure for further used. Machine learning
concentrates on the advancement of PC projects
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that can teach themselves to develop and change
when presented to new information. In machine
learning, there is two type learning which is
unsupervised and supervised learning. The
unsupervised learning is when the examples
given to the learner are unlabelled, there is no
mistake or reward sign to assess a potential
arrangement. Next, the supervised learning is the
machine learning task of surmising a function
from label training data. In supervised machine
learning, there are some classification techniques
such as Decision Tree Learning and Naive Beyes
Classification.
This research will run the dataset in the
Wireshark and the dataset will continued to use
in data mining techniques classification to get
the accuracy results. The RapidMiner Studio
version 7.2 is using to get the results for the
dataset. The Wireshark Network Analyser is a
free and open source software which is used to
run the dataset to get the detection results. After
that, when the detection results of dataset that
have been filtered was successful achieved, the
dataset was continued being used in the next
stage; to covert the dataset to Comma Spread
Values(.csv) format using Tcp trace. Next, the
malicious traffic must be combined with the
benign traffic before converting the dataset to the
Comma Spread Values (.csv) format. The benign
traffic have been collected by connecting the
legitimate Skype user with the other skype user.
The communication activities consists of video
calls, voice calls and chat that been captured it
traffic using Wireshark.

Figure 3. The malicious traffic that have been run in
Wireshark

to the destination. The packet arrival is important
because it used to get the exact time of the
packet when it reached the destination.
Table 1. List of Parameters

Parameters
Port A

Description
The port that assigned in
program application act like
sender to send packet to its
destination.
Port B
The port that assigned in
program application act like
receiver to receive the
packet.
Interdeparture time
The successive departures
of time.
total_packets_a2b
Total packets carried from
port a to port b
total_packets_b2a
Total packets carried from
port b to port a
actual_data_pkts_a2b The actual data packet is
deliver from a to b.
actual_data_pkts_b2a The actual data packet is
deliver from b to a
outoforder_pkts_b2a The delivery of data
packets in a different order
from b to a
idletime_max_a2b
The low priority of time
that not impact programs
running from a to b
idletime_max_b2a
The low priority of time
that not impact programs
running from b to a
throughput_a2b
The amount of data that
moved successfully from a
to b in a given time period
throughput_b2a
The amount of data that
moved successfully from b
to a in a given time period
class
The category that have
been assign to the dataset.

The assumption is benign traffic is the
connection between legitimate skype users.
Next, the skype users must have antivirus such
as Kaspersky antivirus, which is the use of
antivirus not triggered any detection alert. The
combined dataset must be cleaning manually to
avoid noise and to get a good result.

In this paper, the list parameters used is the port
number, packet time arrival, time of the first
packet release. The packet time arrival is
captured when the packet is successfully arrived
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Figure 5. The Skype is running in the Wireshark

Figure 4. Dataset in Comma Separated Values File
(.csv) in Microsoft Excel

Then, the dataset must be combined which is the
malicious dataset traffic and the benign dataset
traffic. After that, the combined data is labelled
by 1 which is malicious and 0 is benign data.
The labelled dataset is first must be cleaning to
get the good results and to avoid noise. Next, the
clean dataset are proceed to the next stage which
is the dataset is processed based on parameters to
get the accurate results with RapidMiner Studio.

The RapidMiner Studio consist of classifier or
classification algorithm such as Naive Beyes,
Decision Tree and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
process which been choose as a process to get
the accuracy results. Next, the Apply Model and
Performance are selected and must be connected
to each other to have a successful result.

4 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In this section, the analysis result will be cover
up on P2P normal and P2P botnets traffic ehere
the analysis is done in Skype application. The
connection of Skype Application has been
demonstrated utilizing Wireshark. The Skype
Application prefers User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) for voice transmissions. Next, Ports 80
and 443 are the requirements for Skype and be
open for outgoing Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) transmissions. Moreover, Ports 5060 and
8000 ought to stay open for incoming and
outgoing UDP transmissions.
Figure 3
demonstrated the Skype is running in the
Wireshark while being connected with another
Skype. After that, to realize that the Skype is
running in the Wireshark, the protocol of Skype
is utilized to be filter in the Wireshark, which is
filter using udp.srcport equal to 31432.

Figure 6. Design of the Decision Tree process

Decision Tree Process gives an advantage which
is easier to explain and this process are much
meaningful compared to other process. Next, the
goal of the decision tree process is to create a
classification model that can predicts the
estimation of an objective attribute (regularly
called class or label) which taking input of a few
information characteristics of the ExampleSet.
After that, the Decision Tree process must be
connected to the Apply Model and Performance
to get the results.
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process. The accuracy is about the closeness
measurements between the dataset. Next, the
precision is showing the same results under a
fixed condition of the repeated measurements.
After that, the recall, called a s sensitivity and
based on understanding about the measure of
relevance.

Figure 7. Design of Naive Bayes process

While, the Naive Bayes classifier expect that the
presence (or absence) of a specific element of a
class (i.e. attribute) is disconnected to the
presence (or absence) of some other feature.
After that, the Naive Bayes Process must be
connected to the Apply Model and Performance
to get the results. Then, the K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) algorithm is very simple algorithm
compared to other machine learning. The KNearest Neighbor algorithm (KNN) will
searching k training examples which are the
closest one to the unknown example. The
“Closeness” is defined as a distance metric.
After that, the KNN process must be connected
to the Apply Model and Performance to get the
results.

From the Table 2, the highest and good accuracy
is using Decision Tree process which give
99.71% accuracy result compared to Naive
Bayes process which give 80.81% and K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) which give 98.94% accuracy
result. As stated by [12], 90% and above
accuracy give high performance of malicious
detection. Next, the highest and good precision
result is by using Decision Tree process which
give 99.69% precision result compared to Naive
Bayes process which give 94.27% and K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) which give 99.23% precision
result. After that, the highest and good result for
recall is using Decision Tree process which give
99.69% recall result compared to Naive Bayes
process which give 63.51% and K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) which give 98.53% recall
result.

Table 2: Comparison results in each process

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Figure 8. Design of K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Process

The RapidMiner Studio consist of classifier or
classification algorithm such as Naive Beyes,
Decision Tree and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
process which been choose as a process to get
the accuracy results. Next, the Apply Model and
Performance are selected and must be connected
to have a successful result.
In this section, the analyzing part is focused on
accuracy, precision, and recall result in each

This paper has provide critical attempt in
breaking down irregular information parcels in
Skype system activity. After that, this project
will examinations the variation or worm, for
example, T9000 Malware, Win32/Rodpicom,
Win32/Malware!Drop,Win32.Trojan,
and
numerous more which can be identify on the
skype system activity. This anticipate will
likewise enormously advantage to the experts
and the individuals who are going to include
around there of work as far as examining the sort
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of variations from the norm of information in
system movement. This anticipate can be a rule
for them later on examination.
The two fundamental dangers included
compared
to
variations
of
Win32/PowerLoader,which taints the framework
and reports back to the Command and Control
Panel (C&C), and Win32/Rodpicom, a worm
that can spread through various texting
applications. The Rodpicom10 worm is a
malware that investigates the framework
memory to discover the procedures relating to
texting programs; it gets to them and sends
distinctive
spread
messages
containing
pernicious code or some other PC danger to all
the casualty's contacts. Rodpicom does not
follow up on its own and is normally utilized by
different dangers as a proliferation vector. It
ought to likewise be noticed that this worm will
pick and utilize the framework's dialect keeping
in mind the end goal to spread. At the end of the
day, the general population behind this risk did
not specifically disperse their assault all through
the world; but rather the way that the worm
sends messages to all the casualty's contacts was
in charge of the proliferation levels that achieved
right around 750 thousand clients when they
tapped on those messages. In the two weeks
amid the assault spread, a sum of 69 records
distinguished by the ESET items as
Win32/Rodpicom.C variations were recognized,
relating to 5 unique hashes.
The issue come across on combined dataset
where the dataset must be cleaning manually to
avoid noise and to get a good result. The dataset
must be combined which is the malicious dataset
traffic and the benign dataset traffic. After that,
the combined data is labelled by 1 which is
malicious and 0 is benign data. The labelled
dataset is first must be cleaning to get the good
results and to avoid noise. Next, the clean dataset
are proceed to the next stage which is the dataset
is processed based on parameters to get the
accurate results with RapidMiner Studio.
Therefore, the characteristic result between the
normal traffic and the malicious traffic dataset in
Skype Application can be evaluated by using
data mining technique. The data mining
technique have been done in RapidMiner Studio
by using Naive Beyes, Decision Tree and K-

Nearest Neighbor (KNN) process which can be
used for analysing the malicious activity and to
get the accuracy result. Lastly, in testing phase,
Decision Tree process give high performance
result which can detect high malicious traffic.
This paper has been started by investigate the
characteristic of the P2P botnets behavior in
Skype application.
Next, the parameters,
protocol and dataset in P2P Skype application
was defined detailed in analyzing part. P2P
normal and P2P abnormal have main differences
in detecting the abnormal activity exists by
selecting suitable parameter and protocol.
Normally, the attacker will always scan the
network and retrieve the data after they success
enter the network. They will keep try to denial
the services in repetitive request to the server. In
this case, the data mining technique has been
used as the most promising approach to get the
accuracy detection result in identifying the
behaviour of P2P botnet.
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ABSTRACT
The emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) has lead to a technological transformation that integrates several technologies to
represent the future of computing and communications. IoT is
the interconnection of internet of computing devices embedded
in objects such as sensors, actuators and networks enabling
them to send and receive data. Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
is an integral part of IoT, which is the practice of allowing employees to use their own smartphones, tablets and laptops in the
workplace to access enterprise resources and applications. It offers several benefits like employee job satisfaction, productivity,
increased job efficiency and flexibility. With all the advantages
offered, BYOD environments are still less safe because of persistent security threats, attacks caused by loss, theft of personal
devices and corporate data leakage. BYOD enterprise network
is accessed through enterprise mobility management solutions
which monitor, controls and enforce access control policies to
devices accessing the network. This paper aims to close the gap
of the existing Network Access Control (NAC) systems focusing
on 802.1x protocols with a Novel Device type Behaviour Profiling
Technique. The Behaviour Profiling Technique used a dataset
proposed in [29] to develop a device type behaviour profiles of
five dell netbooks, three iPads, two iPhones 3G, two iPhones 4G
and two Nokia Phones using K-Means Clustering Algorithm.
Index Terms—BYOD security, Behaviour profiling, device fingerprinting, k-means clustering, anomaly detection.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

Network Access Control (NAC) systems unify
endpoint security solutions to enable access
control and enforce security policies to the
devices connected to the enterprise network.
NAC policies are capable of identifying its
devices connecting to the enterprise network.
These policies restrict access to the devices that
do not comply with the enterprise predefined
network access rules [9]. These predefined policies include security patches, firewalls, antivirus and anti-malware updates. NAC consists
of pre-admission and post-admission phases.
The former enforces access control policies before or after devices gain access to the network
and the latter resides between the switches
and access points to perform a combination of
internet firewall and intrusion preventions. In
addition to this, NAC block access to unauthorised devices to prevent the spread of malicious codes within an enterprise network
[5]. NAC authentication process follows IEEE
802.1x standard to define the authentication
policies for devices connecting to the enterprise
network. The IEEE 802.1x use Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) to improve NAC
authentication process over wired or wireless
access points. The authentication in 802.1x used
three terms such as supplicant, RADIUS server
and Authenticator to authenticate the devices
accessing the network. The supplicant is the
user or client trying to access the network, the
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RADIUS is the server authenticating the client,
and the Authenticator is the wireless access
point the device is attempting to connect. Bradford Networks white paper [35], provides detailed description of NAC authentication. NAC
was developed according to 802.1x standards
to enforce access control policies and ensure
the trusted devices have access to the network.
Prevalence of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
is the key reason NAC is increasingly becoming
an in-demand technology [11].
However, due to security concerns in BYOD,
organisations find it desirable to combine Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solutions and NAC for better and stringent security. Consequently, handling mobile devices
is another concern for network administrators,
because these devices are an easy target for
attackers and could be easily hacked. The traditional security measures such as firewalls,
antivirus and anti-malware solutions are no
longer adequate due to a proliferation of IoT
and the network traffic is too diverse to rely on
these measures. NAC has an inbuilt feature that
inspects and generates network traffic when
it is deployed in an enterprise network [14].
Another weakness of NAC is its inability to
detect the patterns of the devices and prevent
data leakage or potential devices that could
cause a considerable loss and damage to the
enterprise network.
This research builds on our previous work
in [33], here we develop a behaviour profiling
technique using a publicly available dataset
from [16]. The dataset was used in [29] to
develop a GTID to identify a device or device
type using fingerprinting technique. Therefore,
this dataset is suitable for building profiles
for each device type due to the following
reasons: (1) BYOD enterprise network used
Smartphones, Tablets and PC’s (2) The dataset
contains packet inter-arrival-time features of
Smartphone, Tablets and PC’s and (3) The
dataset was captured to understand the impact
of variation in clock skew and different configurations of fourteen mobile devices.
In section 2, we provide a brief description
of network access control systems with the
existing technologies. Section 3 presents a novel
behaviour profiling technique that used packet

inter-arrival-time feature to build a device type
profiles. These section was presented in three
parts: (1) Describing the dataset (2) Description
of the algorithm used and (3) The behaviour
profiling using K-means clustering. Section 4
present the experiments, Section 5 Analysis of
the device type behaviour profiling. Section 6
presents the results and section 7 concludes the
paper with future directions.

2

N ETWORK ACCESS C ONTROL S YS TEMS AND T ECHNOLOGIES
The enterprise network is a complex and dynamic environment that holds the communication backbone of computers and other devices across the IT departments and workgroup networks accessing and sharing data.
The NAC system seeks to authenticate and
authorise devices accessing the enterprise network. One of the limitations of NAC is that
it allow users to pass their credentials for
authentication through a RADIUS server not
the devices. Therefore, a user can use another
device, which could be unauthorised and legitimately access a network. Another concern, an
attacker can possess the device, steal the user’s
credentials and access the enterprise network
with a different device legitimately flooding the
network with more packet to steal information.
Our Behaviour Profiling Technique addresses
this concern by looking into the variation of
packet inter-arrival time patterns of the devices
connected to the BYOD enterprise network.
The second limitation of NAC is that it supports a limited range of devices such as windows and Macs and deem other devices like
printers and gaming systems unmanageable.
This issue was addressed in GTID [2]. The
GTID used information leaked by the devices
in network traffic from a wired segment to fingerprint different devices and device types. The
technique is resilient to various attacker types
to detect previously seen, and unknown devices using wired side observations and work
with different operating systems and protocols like TCP, UDP, ICMP. Similar works was
developed in [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27], [29] and [31] to improve NAC as part of
reconnaissance.
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Inverse Inc [8] developed a fully trusted open
source NAC solution called Packet fence with
a feature set that includes a captive-portal to
force authentication and authorisation in addition to remediation, registration and centralised
access management for both wired and wireless management. Packet fence supports 802.1x
layer2 isolation of problematic devices. Packet
fence is fully integrated with Snort/supricana
IDS and vulnerability scanner that checks the
device security before accessing the platform.
Regarding behaviour monitoring, packet fence
has features to monitor network traffic through
a link with IDS systems after authentication.
Another open source solution FreeNAC [9],
integrates 802.1x and Cisco VLAN Membership Policy Server (VMPS) port security mode
to provide access control, switch management
and live end-to-end network discovery. It can
track devices on the network and controls how
these devices access the network resources with
accurate information about network usage by
each device. Again, querying the switches for
network administrators to find out the devices
and users connected to the organisation’s network but does not manage the devices. The
devices are managed by MDM and NAC to
identify and allow network access to the devices registered on the network. It also prevents
devices from leaking information, controls and
manages users efficiently. There are a lot of security technologies targeting BYOD and NAC
to detect abnormal behaviours based on behaviour profiling and network traffic characteristics like a total number of flows and packets using Artificial Intelligence techniques [1].
NAC architecture adopted from [19] is shown
in Fig 1 to show how the devices connect to
enterprise network through NAC systems. Our
device type behaviour profiling technique can
improve this architecture by building a profile
for each device type and detect abnormal devices from each device type profile.

3

D EVICE TYPE B EHAVIOUR
ING T ECHNIQUE

PROFIL -

We developed our Behaviour Profiling technique based on the variations of packet IAT

Fig. 1: NAC Architecture

distributions from similar device types having the similar type of configurations, models,
memory and their effects in a network. The
rationale behind this technique is to understand the impact of IAT variation in device
type performance due to clock skews. Furthermore, the Behaviour Profiling Technique group
similar device types and build a model that
learn their differences by looking into the IAT
variations. The preliminary experiment in our
previous work in [33], developed a behaviourbased intelligent filtering technique that obtain
a behaviour profiles of fourteen mobile devices
with an intelligent filter that detects abnormal patterns from these devices. While current
work propose a device type behaviour profiling
technique that used a dataset publicly available
in [16].
3.1 Dataset Description
We have used a testbed data generated by [29]
that was used to fingerprint mobile devices to
identify a device or device type. The dataset
is publicly available in [16], it contains the
packet IAT features of 27 mobile devices including smartphone, tablets, laptops, printers
among others captured on TCP, UDP and ICMP
protocols respectively. The IAT is a statistical
analysis of the reproducible pattern of devices
(signals) that measure the delays between successive packets and characterised the rate of
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traffic flow from source to destination. The
dataset was divided into the isolated and real
testbed. The former was used to test the performance and the later was used to determine the
feasibility of their technique. The data contains
multiple files in (.mat extension) suitable for
use in Matlab. We extracted the data and covert
it into Comma Separated Value (CSV). The
dataset is categorised into three cases respectively.
• Case 1: Represents the flow of devices
sending packets at 64 bytes per second at
1Mbps.
• Case 2: Represents the flow of devices
sending packets at 1400 bytes per second
at 1 Mbps.
• Case 3: Represents the devices sending
packets at 64 bytes per second at 8 Mbps.
The real testbed data contains IAT records
of ten Acer netbooks, ten Asus netbooks, eight
Gateway Netbooks, two Google phones, two
other laptops and two tablets in three different
cases and applications respectively. The total
number of devices is equal to 208. The isolated
testbed data contains five dell netbooks, three
iPads, two iPhones 4G, two iPhones 3G and
two Nokia phones making a total number of 98
devices. We have used the isolated testbed data
because it contains IAT data from smartphone,
tablets, laptops which is suitable for profiling
BYOD devices connected to an enterprise network.
3.2 K-Means Clustering
K-Means clustering algorithm is one of the
most popular techniques in unsupervised machine learning, and it is fast, robust and relatively efficient [34]. It is also easy to understand
which can be used with iterative refinement
to produce the best result when the dataset
is distinct or well separated from each other
[34]. K-Means clustering algorithm is a method
of vector quantisation used when a resulting
group of data is unknown. This algorithm finds
the groups of similar patterns that exist in the
data to form a cluster centroids. The resulting cluster centroids are assigned to each data
points to form a new training data that would
be used for machine learning [34]. The k-means

clustering algorithm works between two steps
until no data points change the respective clusters, the sum of the distances is minimised, or
some of the maximum numbers of iterations is
reached.
The iterations occur after the algorithm initialised the estimates for k centroids to randomly assign the number of clusters. The algorithm iterates between two steps (i.e. data
assignment and centroid update step). For the
data assignment: the data is assigned to its
closest centroids. More formally, if cp is the
collection of centroids in D (device type) in
set IAT , then each data point x is assigned to
cluster k based on cp ∈ D dist(cp, x)2 , where
dist = Euclidean distance and it h cluster centroid denoted by Si . Then the centroid update
step will be recomputed using the mean of
all data points and assigned to the
centroids
P
clusters [34] denoted by IAT = S1i Xi ∈ Si Xi .
We have applied this formula and used the
algorithm proposed in our previous work in
[33] to ensure that the centroid update step
and data assignment guarantees no datapoint
change the clusters, the sum of the cluster distance is minimised and the maximum number
of iterations is reached.
3.3 Behaviour Profiling using K-means
It is widely recognised that employees utilise
their mobile devices in workplaces to be more
productive [6], [7]. These mobile devices are
used to perform many tasks when interacting
with organisational resources. In our previous
work in [33] we have developed a Device type
Behaviour Profile using K-means clustering algorithm. The algorithm was configured to use
a squared Euclidean distance function to compute the distances (i.e. similarities) between the
two clusters for each device type. We assume
the device type profile is represented by set of
vectors DevD = {IAT1 , IAT2 , .......IATn } where
D = device type and IAT is the distribution for
each device type. The BP algorithm (Algorithm
1 in [33]) distributes the IAT values into k
clusters according to distance d and produced
a cluster centroids cp. The squared Euclidean
distances was calculated between the clusters,
in a weighted Euclidean mode, using the inverse of the average proportions as weights.
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Suppose cj denote j-th element of the average
of each cluster. Then the squared Euclidean distance, denoted by E, between the two clusters
v = [v1, v2....vj] and nv = [nv1, nv2....nvj] is
defined as:
Ev,nv

v
u
j
uX
1
u
=t
(v − vj)2
j=1

cj

Where, v = varied and nv = non-varied
cluster for each device type. The squared Euclidean distance function computes the square
root of the sum of the squares of the differences between corresponding IAT values for
each device type. Note that all these features
contribute equally to the function value. The
IAT distributions are clustered based on their
similarities to build a behaviour profile for each
device type. The resulting K-Means data was
used in labelling a new profiled data that will
be used in our future work, i.e. the detection
of abnormal patterns from each device type
profiles.

4

E XPERIMENT D ESIGN

We explore iPerf-TCP case 2 data (described
in 3.1) and connects the data operator into
Rapidminer Studio [32]; the same procedure
can be applied to the remaining data explained
in section 4.1. However, considering all dataset
would lead to a very long paper with no significant added value. The iPerf TCP Case 2 trace
consists of 14 mobile devices and their specifications are shown in Table 2 in [2]. The data
was processed in RapidMiner using number of
operators. the following steps were followed:

4.2

Sample Operator

This operator was used to specify the range in
the data from specified conditions to randomly
generate samples from given IAT data. We have
used an absolute sampling method to balance
our data and to calculate the fraction of the
total number of IAT’s and add a sample ratio
for calculating the Euclidean distance.
4.3

K-means operator

This operator consists of four different parameters (Mixed, Nominal, Numerical and bregmann divergence). We set the parameter to
Bregmann divergence to squared Euclidean
distance, maximum optimisation steps to 100
and k = 2, to calculate the centroids and partition the data into two clusters.
4.4

Cluster Model Visualiser

This operator uses centroid-based cluster models to capture the essential details of each cluster and visualise it. The visualiser includes an
overview about the clusters with information
about the cluster centroids in a table along with
a choice of a plot to visualise the clusters.

5

A NALYSIS

OF

DEVICE

TYPE

BE -

HAVIOUR PROFILES

As stated earlier the data explored for this work
is numeric and unlabelled. We have applied
k-means clustering to calculate the distance
and discover the impact of IAT variation from
the same device types without being labelling
the data in advance. This was achieved by
specifying the number of clusters to build a
device type behaviour profile model. One of
4.1 Replace Missing Value Operator
the essential problems of k-means is selecting
The data was added and saved into Rapid- the number of clusters [34], we chose k = 2 asMiner Studio. As part of the data cleaning suming varied and non-varied IAT in the trainprocess, a Replace Missing Value operator was ing data to form two different cluster centroid
used to replace the missing values by taking points. The idea behind this approach is to
the average of the data points. We have used assume that the varied and non-varied IAT to
this setting to ensure the data is cleaned and form two different clusters. The clustered data
suitable for the k-means algorithm. The opera- was divided into two but does not determine if
tor calculates the average value for each device the cluster reflects varied or non-varied IAT. We
type having missing values and replaces the assume the large clusters belong to non-varied
missing values with an average value.
and the small belong to varied IAT. Although,
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the bigger clusters may contain outliers that
belong to small clusters.
The Device type behaviour profile of five
Dell -Netbooks (DevDN1-5), three iPads
(DevIP1-3), two iPhones 3G (DevIT1-2), two
iPhones 4G (DevIT1-2) and two Nokia Phones
(DevNP1-2) was presented in Table 1. These
device types were configured on the same
network to send the same type of packets at
the same rates. For DevDN1, we observed
cluster0 with 80.1% and cluster1 with 19.9%
of the data points. In DevDN2, 91.8% of the
data points fall into cluster0, and 8.2% fall into
cluster1. In DevDN3, 89.8% of the data points
fall into cluster0, and 10.2% into cluster1
and 97.9% data points fall into cluster0 and
2.1% fall into cluster1 in DevDN4. While in
DevDN5 97.9% of the data points fall into
cluster0 and 0.3% of the data points fall into
cluster1. Our behaviour profiling was not
build to detect a homogeneous device but to
build a device type profile. However, it can be
seen that DevDN1 is the only device type that
was partitioned into 80% and 20% of the data
points. While the smaller clusters in the other
device types were not more than 10% of the
data points.
As for the three iPads, we have observed
DevIP1 with 60.7% of the data points in cluster0 and 39.3% in cluster1. While 99.8% of the
data points fall into cluster0 in both DevIP2
and DevIP3 and 0.2% of the data points fall
into cluster1 in both the devices. As can be
seen from this device types DevIP1 is the only
device that was partitioned into 60% and 40%
of the data points. For the two iPhones 4G,
we have observed 62.3% of the data points
fall into DevIT1 cluster0 and 37.7% fall into
cluster1. While 63.9% of the data points fall into
cluster0 and 36.1% fall into cluster1 in DevIT2.
In this case, the percentage was similar for both
devices.
In the case of two iPhones 3G, 91% of the
data points fall into cluster0 and 9% fall into
cluster1 in DevIF1. While in DevIF2, 89.8% of
the data points fall into cluster0 and 10.2% fall
into cluster1. There were no much differences
in the percentage for these devices. For the
Nokia Phones, we have observed 89.8% of the
data points fall into cluster0 and 10.2% fall

Device Type

Cluster0

Cluster1

DevDN1
DevDN2
DevDN3
DevDN4
DevDN5
DevIP1
DevIP2
DevIP3
DevIT1
DevIT2
DevIF1
DevIF2
DevNP1
DevNP2

84,085
96,288
94,136
102,653
104,566
63,609
104,599
104,698
42,885
44,007
95,370
94,138
94,138
84,418

20,772
8,569
10,721
2,204
291
41,248
258
159
25,992
24,870
9,487
10,719
10,719
20,439

TABLE 1: Clusters of Dell Netbooks, iPads, iPhone 3G,
iPhone4G and Nokia Phones

into cluster1 of DevNP1. While DevNP2 was
partitioned into 81% and 19% respectively.
The result of behaviour profiling is promising as it addresses the limitations identified
in [1], [9], [10], [13] and [20] combined with
[25], [27], [29], [30] and [31] to come up with
Device type Behaviour profiling for detecting
abnormal devices. As can be seen from Tables
1 and 2, a developed device type profile and
the results of abnormal patterns detected from
the device type profiles. For Dell-Netbooks,
we observed DevDN1 as homogeneous with
inter arrival time of 0.187ms in one of the
cluster centroid point. In iPads, we observed
DevIP2 as homogeneous with inter arrival time
of 0.175ms in one of the cluster centroid point.
For iPhones 3G, we observed DevIT2 as homogeneous with IAT of 0.149ms in one of the
cluster centroid point. For two iPhones 4G, we
observed the devices having similar centroid
points with no IAT variations and for Nokia
Phones, we observed DevNP2 as homogeneous
with IAT of 5.279.

6

D ISCUSSION

OF THE

R ESULTS

To the best of our knowledge this is the first
technique that developed a behaviour profiling
according to device type unlike the existing
techniques developed in [1], [9], [10], [13] and
[20] that mainly concentrate on developing behaviour profiling according to network traffic, payloads and web usage to detect abnormal patterns from the network devices not
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Device Type

IAT1(ms)

IAT2(ms)

DevDN1
DevDN2
DevDN3
DevDN4
DevDN5
DevIP1
DevIP2
DevIP3
DevIT1
DevIT2
DevIF1
DevIF2
DevNP1
DevNP2

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002

0.187
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.175
0.003
0.002
0.149
0.002
0.001
0.001
5.279

TABLE 2: Device Type Behaviour Profiles of Dell Netbooks, iPads, iPhone 3G, iPhone4G and Nokia Phones

the device types. Fingerprinting techniques in
[25],[27], [29], [30] and [31] was developed to
identify a device or device type but does not
detect abnormal patterns from the network.
However, our technique combined the profiling
and fingerprinting techniques to address NAC
limitation by building a behaviour profiles for
range of devices such as Smartphones, Tablets
and PC’s that can be used in identifying the device types and detect abnormal patterns from
the profiles.

7

C ONCLUSION

Due to recent success in BYOD, more wireless data can be obtained from online data
repositories and wireless test-bed simulations
to developed more techniques that would help
in securing 802.1x network devices. In this
paper we have reviewed the existing behaviour
profiling and device fingerprinting techniques
were the former profiled and detect abnormal
devices and the later fingerprint a device or
device types as part of reconnaissance in security testing. We have developed a Novel device
type behaviour profiling technique for BYOD
enterprise networks. This technique combined
behaviour profiling and device fingerprinting
to develop an additional security that can be
added to NAC systems to detect abnormal devices. As described in the analysis section some
devices such as DevDN1, DevIP2, DevIT2, and
DevNP2 have quite higher values compared

to their counterparts. The results of the behaviour profiling is promising as we were able
to build a device type profiles and observed
the homogeneous devices from the profiles. We
are currently developing an Intelligent Filtering
Technique (IFT) using Cluster based multivariate outlier detection technique to automatically
detect abnormal devices from the device type
profiles.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the main concepts of computer
forensics and describes the techniques and tools used
in digital forensics. The application of the concepts,
tools, and techniques was performed by an
experimental case study (e.g., File sharing with
pedophile content.). The proposed case study was
carried out in a Linux system and includes the
following steps: computer tapping, analysis of storage
devices, chain of custody, steganalysis, using the
NuDetective tool, and the preparation of the forensic
report. Thus, it is intended to show a full criminal
investigation so that end users can, with some easy,
reproduce the steps described in this work.

KEYWORDS
Computer forensics, Linux, pedophilia, forensic
report.

1 INTRODUCTION
Today computer forensics has been the
technical basis used by researchers and
specialists in police forces such as Brazilian
Federal Police, FBI, Interpol, among others. In
this context, tools (e.g., [1].) used by forensic
scientists recover and analyze information
from various electronic devices (e.g., cell
phones, tablets, computers, etc.), and this
information can be used to solve crimes [2].
Forensic computer research, developed around
the world, has reached its peak among the
years 1999-2007, and the forensic term was
widely disseminated mainly by the TV series
Crime Scene Investigation (CSI) (e.g., Las
Vegas, New York, Miami, and Cyber.).
However, according to Garfinkel [2], despite
this exaltation of forensic activity, there are
relatively few cases of academic research that
are being successfully transferred to end users.
Thus, one of the important challenges for
forensic researchers is to make academic

productions profitable for the large public, the
end user. Therefore, the primary purpose of
this article is to describe the complete cycle of
a criminal case (e.g., stages that range from
the case opening until its closure with the
conclusion of the expert report.) by a case
study in which two individuals exchange
images with pedophilia content. The stages of
the case study cover:
1. Computer tapping;
2. Electronic devices search and seizure;
3. Generation and analysis of storage
units pictures;
4. Chain of custody document filling;
5. Image steganography analysis;
6. Image content analysis with the
NuDetective tool, used by the
Brazilian Federal Police; and
7. The conclusion of the crime case with
the expert report preparation.
In addition to the aforementioned
purpose, this study intends to present several
techniques and tools used in computational
expertise and the stages of a criminal
investigation case, so that end users, those
who are not specialists in the field, can, with
relative ease, reproduce the procedures and
the analyses performed here, the main
contribution of this paper.
The remainder of this article is divided
as follows: in Section 2 are presented the
fundamental concepts of digital investigation
with the topics criminal investigation,
computer forensics, digital crime, chain of
custody, stages of forensic investigation and
computational forensic tools; Section 3
presents the description of the proposal and
methodology; Section 4 presents the results
and discussion; and finally, in Section 5, the
conclusion and the possibilities of future
works are presented.
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2 DIGITAL INVESTIGATION
A criminal investigation is a segment
responsible for the production of expert
evidence, using scientific knowledge and
technological innovations [3]. In practice,
according to Ask [4], the criminal investigation
is the process that answers questions like: how,
where, when, why and by whom a crime was
committed. In this way, to elucidate these
issues, criminal investigation helps researchers
to gather evidence from a variety of sources in
order to reach a coherent conclusion. Besides
that, it is necessary for the forensic
investigators to fully understand the
circumstances that involve crime and not just
the solution to the crime itself. In this context,
the criminal investigation purpose is to recover
information that can be used as evidence in a
court.
According to McKemmish [5],
computer forensics is the acquisition,
preservation, analysis, and presentation of the
information electronically stored, that is, it is a
computation area that aims to extract
information contained in electronic equipment.
Forensic investigation, in this context, seeks
significant, relevant and objective digital
evidence, while preserving the integrity of the
data.
According to Casey [6], the digital
investigation follows the same principle of
criminal
investigation.
However,
the
investigation is done in cyberspace. Casey also
states there is no consensus among experts on
the digital crime definition. Some experts use
the digital crime term to describe any crime
that involves computers, in other words, the
term refers to a small set of attacks that are
defined by law and which may change
depending on each country legislation. For
example, in the USA, under the Computer
Fraud Act, the following acts are considered to
be digital crimes: theft of computer services;
unauthorized access to electronic documents;
software piracy; alteration or theft of
electronically stored information; extortion
committed with the use of computers;
unauthorized access to records (e.g., credit
cards cloning, passwords traffic and theft.);
virus transmissions and destructive commands
(e.g., viruses or commands which erase and

hijack data, etc.); and sale of consumer digital
data for telemarketing agencies.
2.1 Chain of Custody
It is the process used to maintain and
document the chronological history of
material elements, which aims to guarantee
the suitability and traceability of these
elements, from the identification and
collection to their destination1. In this context,
the forensic investigator (e.g., computer
expert.) should always be attentive and take
care of the chain of custody of all devices
seized for the expertise, registering them in
their form (Figure 2), individualizing and
sealing them in suitable packaging (e.g.,
boxes, sacks, cans, etc.) to be sent, if
necessary, to other examinations and
subsequently to the court.
2.2 Stages of Forensic Investigation
The
forensic
computational
investigation can be divided into the
following phases [7]:
a) Preservation - consists in preserving the
information stored in digital media following
some criteria such as isolating the area where
the equipment is to be inspected, ensuring the
integrity of the equipment and data, packaging
and labeling the evidence and fill out the
chain of custody form;
b) Extraction - involves the identification,
recovery, filtering, and documentation of the
information examined in the devices. It is at
this stage that technological resources are
used, for example, the files recovery can be
made using special programs, such as
foremost;
c) Analysis - It consists of finding digital
evidence that has a relation with the
investigated crime;
d) Formalization - this phase has as its sole
function the drafting of the final forensic
report, which must be attached to the other
documents of the process/case.
1

http://www.justica.gov.br/ The chain of custody
form used in this case study accompanies the Linux
Forensic Digital Tool Kit (FDTK) distribution:
http://fdtk.com.br/www/download/.
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In specific tests, for example, analysis
of NTFS file systems, the total number of
digital research stages may increase [8].
2.3 Forensic Tools
The Sleuth Kit (TSK)2 : TSK is an
open source toolset based on command-line,
developed by Brian Carrier3, its tools (e.g., mac
robber, mactime, etc.) can to do forensic
analysis on GNU/Linux systems and Windows.
TSK supports file systems like Ext3fs and
Ext4fs (Linux), NTFS, FAT16 (Windows) and
FAT32 (Windows). Also, TSK can be accessed
via the web through the Autopsy Forensic
Browser (AFB). The AFB’s interface is HTMLbased and allows the expert to manage several
disk images, Figure 4;
Wireshark4: is a tool that analyzes
network protocols and allows you to see what
is happening in the network at a microscopic
level. This program is cross-platform and was
initially created by Gerald Combs in 1998.
Thus, network traffic can be captured and
presented through a graphical interface (Figure
1). With this tool you can capture
conversations and even protocols such as
Telnet and FTP (without TLS);
Stegdetect5: is a forensic software,
created by Niels Provos, that finds hidden files
inside a JPG image. The detection schemes
used are jsteg, jphide, invisible secrets,
outguess 01.3b, F5, appendX and camouflage.
Using linear discriminant analysis, it also
supports new schemas for detecting new
steganography systems;
Steghide6: is a steganography program,
created by Stefan Hetzl, capable of hiding data
in various types of image and audio files. Its
main features are embedded data compression,
embedded checksum, and support for formats
such as JPG, BMP, WAV, and AU. Steghide is
efficient because many steganization tools
cannot efficiently detect steganograms with it
[9];
2
3
4
5
6

http://www.sleuthkit.org.
TSK uses parts of The Coroner’s Tool Kit that is
discontinued.
https://www.wireshark.org.
http://freshmeat.sourceforge.net/projects/stegdetect .
https://steghide.sourceforge.net .

USBview7: is a GTK application,
developed by Greg KroahHartman, which
presents the tree of devices on the USB bus,
for example, if they are currently connected
and their UUID (e.g., a unique identifier of
the USB device.);
NuDetective: is a forensic tool that
was developed by the Brazilian Federal
Police criminal experts Mateus de Castro
Polastro and Pedro Monteiro da Silva
Eleutério. It is used to examine data stored in
electronic devices, with the aim of locating
possible child pornography materials. It can
search the file name by comparing it with a
list of predefined names and phrases
commonly used to share child pornography
data on the Internet. In tests, it proved to be
highly efficient enabling the analysis of the
storage devices in a short period [1]. Other
forensic analysis tools and a proposed new
tool for evaluating file systems on Linux
systems are covered in [10].
3 PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION
The case study was created by
simulating a hypothetical situation in which
two individuals exchange pedophilia materials
(e.g.,
images.).
Through
a
judicial
authorization, the suspects computer network
was tapped (e.g., Ethernet.) in order to capture
exchanged messages between them. For this
task, the Wireshark sniffer (Section 2.3) was
used. To perform the tapping, the expert used
a computer with the Ubuntu Linux operating
system. After analysis of the staple logs
(Table 1), substantial evidence was obtained
of the pedophilia crime. Therefore, a warrant
was issued for the search and seizure of the
electronic equipment involved (e.g., storage
devices, pen drive, and HD’s.). One of the
suspects managed to incinerate his computer
in a domestic incinerator, and it was seized
only one pen drive with him. However, a PC
was seized with the other suspect. With the
equipment seized, the expert, following the
forensic procedures8 , created the images and
hashes of the storage units, a 2GB Kingston
pen drive and an 80GB Maxtor 3.5 SERIES
7
8

http://www.kroah.com/linux-usb/.
http://www.justica.gov.br.
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HD. In order to find evidence to prove the
crime, the TSK and Autopsy software were
used to verify the MACtimes of the devices. In
this investigation, it was also necessary to use
the USB View tool to find out the serial
number (e.g., UUID.) of the seized pen drive
and verify if this device has been inserted into
the seized computer HD.
The steganography technique was also
used, that is, the suspects hid the password that
allows access to the pedophilia files in a JPG
image. For this, the stegdetect software
(Section 2.3) was used to verify if the stored
images on the seized devices hid something. In
addition, the steghide tool was used, which was
used to discover steganogramed information in
files found on the pen drive. Thus, in order to
visualize and analyze the files found on the
seized devices, the NuDetective application
(Section 2.3) was used. In order to conclude
the investigation, a process was set up with the
final expert report, which contains the expert’s
conclusion and the chain of custody form of
the inspected devices (Figure 3).
3.1 Methodology
The present study used the Case Study
research methodology. According to Yin [11],
the case study is the preferred strategy when
questions like ”how” or ”why” should be
answered, when the researcher has little control
over the events and when the focus of the study
is in a contemporary phenomenon within some
real-life context, for example, in this case,
digital crimes. Some of the most famous
cataloged case studies are explanatory and the
hypothetical crime situation proposed here is
also. This can be explained by the fact that the
criminal expert deals with events that are
correlated (e.g., digital crimes.), which need to
be tracked over time and enlightened.
Furthermore, all computational procedures,
both criminal and forensics experts were
carried out in a computing laboratory.
Therefore, in order to conduct the experiments,
the experimental expertise situation, materials
and methods were divided as follows:
- Hardware Used:
1) Expert computer: Dell Inspiron
notebook with 1TB HD, 8GB RAM, and Intel
CORE i7 processor 5th generation;

2) Inspected Computer and pen
drive: Dex PC with 80GB of HD, 2GB of
RAM, Intel Dual CORE processor, and 2GB
pen drive Kingston;
- Software Used: Ubuntu Linux operating
system 12.04 LTS, Debian 6.0 Squeeze
Frozen, The Sleuth Kit v.4.4.2, Autopsy
Forensic Browser v.2.24, wireshark v.1.5.3,
stegdetect v.0.6, steghide v.0.5.1-9ubuntu1,
USBview v.2.02, NuDetective v.3.2.0,
Foremost v.1.5.7, dd v.8.26;
- The Sequence of Expert Procedures:
a) Ethernet network tapping; b) Generation
of the disk images and a hash of the images;
c) Timeline creation of the files contained in
the disk images; d) Recovery of the storage
units deleted files (e.g., pen drive and HD.); e)
Recovered files analysis, visual and
steganogical; and f) Expert report conclusion.
All forensic tools can be installed on
Linux distributions based on Debian using the
apt-get install command. However,
the installation of the NuDetective tool must
be done manually. To do this, you need to
request
the
following
e-mail
nudetective@gmail.com.
However, it is
only possible to obtain this tool if it is a police
forces agent or linked to a public institution
such as a university or research center.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using judicial authorization, a tapping
was implanted in the network of one of the
suspects, which was done through the
wireshark (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Packages Captured with Wireshark through
the computational tapping performed by the forensic
expert.
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The tapping result analysis, obtained by
a wireshark feature called ”Follow TCP
Stream”, showed that the tapped conversation
was something much more relevant than a
simple chat, Table 1.

yes inside the folder there
are two files one
compressed the other one
does notHTTP/1.1 200 OK

8

4.1 Tapped Conversations Analysis

the compressed file has
passwordHTTP/1.1 200
OK

9

After the conversations were captured,
the wireshark generated content was analyzed,
and only relevant information about the
suspect’s was extracted. All conversations
captured are shown in Table 1. It shows that
one of the suspects (e.g., Suspect 1.) sends
pedophilia material, called as fruits (Lines 2
and 5). Besides, the term organic (Line 5)
means, in this case, that the ”fruits” (e.g.,
girls.) are underage. It is also explained by one
of the suspects (e.g., Suspect 1.) how to open
the files and delete them (Lines 7 to 16). Based
on the information presented in Table 1, it is
possible to infer that suspects are already used
to perform this type of procedure, for example,
the sentence said by Suspect 1 states this: ”You
will use that usual program to open the
image, the key is inside the image ok.”, Line
14, Table 1.
Table 1. Conversation Captured from Suspects.
N.

Conversation Suspect 1

1

hiHTTP/1.1 200 OK

2

I have fresh fruitHTTP/1.1
200 OK

3

top qualityHTTP/1.1 200
OK

4

I’ll send you a basket with
someHTTP/1.1 200 OK

5

organic fruit

6

7

to open it you will need the
10
other
fileHTTP/1.1 200 OK

11

ExplainPOST
http://65.54.48.73/gateway/
gateway.dll?
SessionID=631631796.133360959
5 HTTP/1.1

12

of each item in the photo
you will use the first two
letters ok.HTTP/1.1 200
OK

okPOST
http://65.54.48.73/gateway/gatewa
y.dll
Action=poll&SessionID=6316317
96.1907108349
HTTP/1.1
I’ll tryPOST
http://65.54.48.73/gateway/
gateway.dll?
Action=poll&SessionID=6316317
96.1002622703
HTTP/1.1

13

14

You will use that usual
program to
open the image, the key is
inside the
image ok.HTTP/1.1 200
OK

that’s rightPOST
http://65.54.48.73/gateway/
gateway.dll?

15

linux is more secureHTTP/
1.1 200 OK

I have two programs, one in
windows and one in linuxMSG
***************@hotmail.com

16

after seeing delete all the
files of the pc and the
basket (pen
drive)HTTP/1.1 200 OK

okPOST
http://65.54.48.73/gateway/gatewa
y.dll?

I received the merchandiseMSG
*************@hotmail.com
How do I open the basket?POST
http://65.54.48.73/gateway/
gateway.dll?

Already didPOST
http://65.54.48.73/gateway/
unzip the fileHTTP/1.1 200
gateway.dll?
OK
Action=poll&SessionID=6316317
96.1041976191
HTTP/1.1HTTP/1.1

keep goingACK 16

the photo I sent you is the
key HTTP/1.1 200
OK

Conversation Suspect 2

Is it of good quality?
http://65.55.71.197/gateway/
gateway.dll?

keep goingPOST
http://65.54.48.73/gateway/
gateway.dll?
Action=poll&SessionID=6316317
96.1142146614
HTTP/1.1

4.2 Generating Disk Images and Hashes
The analysis of the suspect’s
conversation made possible a warrant for
search and seizure. In this operation, a
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computer and a pen drive were seized. To do
so, the first performed procedures were the
creation of the devices image and the
generation of the images hash9. The use of the
hash function is necessary because it generates
specific codes for each disk image. Thus, if a
single bit is changed in the image, the hashed
code changes and the image will be discarded
as evidence. The seized computer was booted
from a live CD, and the disk image was
generated on an external hard drive. Each of
the images was cataloged in the form, expert
document, chain of custody (Figure 2 and
Figure 3).

Figure 2. pen drive Chain of Custody form filled by a
forensic expert.

The procedures for generating the
images and creating the hashes have been
executed on the Linux terminal, for example:
1. Creating the pen drive Image: # dd if=/
dev/sdb1 of=/media/kingston.dd;

2. Generating Hash of the pen drive Image:
# md5sum /media/kingston.dd;
Hash:81a64aa50aa035f821a747904d711d00
3. Creating the HD Image: # dd
if=/dev/sda3 of=/media/hd forense.dd

4. Generating Hash of the HD Image:
# md5sum /media/hd forense.dd
Hash:9e9b4086ce24574182b342ac0a1e22ff

4.3 Timeline Creation
With the images and hashes of the
respective created media, the evidence and
hypotheses will be transformed into scientific
proofs applying the timeline concept in the
images. The timeline displays information
about the files contained in the images, for
example, when they were changed or deleted,
’last access’, etc. For creating the timeline, the
fls and mactime tools contained in the TSK
were used. The timeline results are presented
in Table 2. The timeline creation procedures
were performed on the Linux terminal, for
example:
#
fls
-r
-m
/
kingston.dd
kingston.dd.timeline
# mactime -b kingston.dd.timeline

Figure 3. HD Chain of Custody form filled by a
forensic expert.

>

The result shown in Table 2 (Line 11,
timeline ctime) indicates that the file
Colheita.rar was deleted at approximately
4:24:32 p.m. on the November 25th of 2010.
In this context, it is necessary to recover the
deleted file to use it as Therefore, the
foremost tool was used in the pen drive image
to recover it. Table 3 lists all the files on the
pen drive, including the ones recently deleted
(e.g., Colheita.rar as 00009328.rar.).
Example of the foremost using on the Linux
terminal:
# foremost -T kingston.dd

9

A hash function is an algorithm that maps variable
length data to fixed length data. The values returned
by this function are called hashed codes. Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_function.
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Table 2. Mactime Command Result.
N.

1

2

Date/Time

Wed Nov 10
2010
16:40:40
Wed Nov 10
2010
16:41:12

Timeline10 Permission

File

m..

rwxrwxrwx

/dark
day.jpg

m..

rwxrwxrwx

/Dark.jpg

rwxrwxrwx

[AUF]Norma
RFC.pdf

3

Tue Nov 23
2010
02:02:28

..c

4

Tue Nov 23
2010
02:03:18

..c

5

Tue Nov 23
2010
10:35:54

m.c

rwxrwxrwx

drwxrwxrwx

results in a file with the same name than the
one found in the pen drive ’Colheita.rar’
(Table 2). Therefore, based on this fact, the
next step is to confirm if the files are the
same. This way, it is necessary to check if the
pen drive has been inserted, at some point, in
the computer of the inspected HD. In this
case, the pen drive serial number must be
checked since all devices have a unique
universal identifier called UUID. Thus,
through Autopsy, an analysis was performed
on the generated logs (e.g., /var/log/syslog.)
by the system that was installed on the
inspected HD. As shown in Figure 5, it was
found the UUID of a Kingston pen drive:

/dark day.jpg

1 - Product: DT 101 II;
2 - Manufacturer: Kingston;
3 - UUID: 00142238268CF98036160930.

/.Trash-1000

Item 1 identifies the pen drive model,
item 2 the manufacturer and item 3 to UUID.
Based on the log information, the next step
was to use the USBview program, which
allows you to view information about the
captured media. In this way, it is possible to
verify if the UUIDs of the system log and the
pen drive are the same. Figure 6 shows the
result. As shown in Figure 6, the pen drive
serial number is the same as that found in the
syslog (Figure 5) of the seized computer, and
this evidence proves that the pen drive was
connected on the computer at some point. The
next step is to generate the hash code of the
files 00009328.rar (Table 3) and Colheita.rar
(Figure 4), if they are similar, proves the
connection between the suspects, Table 4.
Example of hash generation in the Linux
terminal:

drwxrwxrwx /.Trash-1000/

6

.a.

7

.a.

rwxrwxrwx

/.Trash

8

a.A

rwxrwxrwx

/Colheita.rar
(deleted)

9

.a.

rwxrwxrwx

/Dark.jpg

10

Thu Nov 25
2010
16:21:22

m..

rwxrwxrwx

/Colheita.rar
(deleted)

11

Thu Nov 25
2010
16:24:32

..c

12

Thu Nov 25
2010
16:43:18

m..

files

rwxrwxrwx

/Colheita.rar
(deleted)

drwxrwxrwx

/Colheita.rar
(deleted)

# md5sum 00009328.rar and
Colheita.rar.

4.4 HD Image Analysis
With the pen drive contents recovered,
the same line of reasoning was applied to the
HD image, but now, using Autopsy (Section
2.3), which has a graphical interface. Figure 4
presents the HD image being analyzed by
Autopsy. The Autopsy analysis (Figure 4)
10 m = mtime: is the change of time when a file is
modified, a = atime: refers to the last access of a file
or directory, and c = ctime: it monitors when there
are changes of content/exclusion.

#

md5sum

The result of applying the hash in both
files proves that they are the same. Therefore,
by unzipping the Colheita.rar file, two new
files are added from it, frutas.jpg and
frutas.rar. The .rar file requires a password
for extraction of its contents. According to
excerpts from the captured conversations
(Table 1), to extract the contents of the
frutas.rar file, a password that is
camouflaged inside the file frutas.jpg is
needed. This camouflage technique is known
as steganography.
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4

00774642.png

1KB

396617138

(32 x 32)

5

00780069.png

373KB

399395792 (1280 x 960)

6

00780817.png

420KB

399778389 (1280 x 960)

7

00781658.png

373KB 400209198

(1280 x 960)

8

00782405.png

402KB 400209198

(1280 x 960)

9

00783209.png

343KB 400209198

(1280 x 960)

Table 4. Hash Comparison.
Figure 4.
HD Graphical Image Analysis with
Autopsy Forense Browser.

Seized
Media

Found Files

pen drive 00009328.rar
HD

Colheita.rar

Hash md5sum
680a2dda6b8e7077617eff962fcc979d
680a2dda6b8e7077617eff962fcc979d

4.5 Steganography

Figure 5.
Browser.

SysLog analyzed by Autopsy Forense

Steganography is a cryptography
subdiscipline, while cryptography protects the
information,
steganography
hides
its
existence, that is, it sends a message (e.g.,
trademark, secret communication, etc.) in a
shell (e.g., video, image, audio, or computer
code.) [12]. The stegdetect program detects if
a file contains other hidden files within it.
With the execution of this program in the
frutas.jpg file, the result was positive,
indicating that in that image the
steganography technique was used, that is, a
positive result for jphide(**). Lines a and b
show the stegdetect tool application:
a) In: root@pc:/home/holmes# stegdetect
-tjopi -s10.0 frutas.jpeg
b) Out: frutas.jpeg : jphide(**)

Figure 6. Information Generated by USBview.
Table 3. Recovered Files by Foremost.
N.

Name
(bs=512)

Size

File Offset

1

00009328.rar

332KB

4775936

2

00008296.pdf

170KB

4247552

3

00742427.gif

148KB

380123047

Comment

The next step is to use a tool to extract
the information that is hidden in the image.
The chosen tool was steghide. This tool can
be used for both steganography and for
extracting steganography information in files.
However, for content extraction, an access
key is needed. The clues on how to obtain the
access key are described in the tapped
conversation shown in Table 1, between lines
7 and 12. The access key is the word formed
by the first two letters of each item of the
image represented in the frutas.jpg file,

(288 x 240)
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Figure 7. The lines x, y, and z present the use
of the steghide tool:
x)
In: root@pc:/home/holmes# steghide
extract -sf frutas.jpeg
y) Out/In: Enter passphrase:
z) Out: wrote
extracted
data
to
"achou.jpg".

As shown in the output of the command
on line z, there is an image (e.g., achou.jpg.)
hidden inside the file frutas.jpg. The image
found is written the word ALEGRIA, as
shown in Figure 8.

This way, after unzipping the file .rar,
it was found the following directory structure
../frutas/organicas/
containing
ten
images .JPG, Figure 11. In this step was used
the program NuDetective which marked all
the
images
in
the
directory
../frutas/organicas/ as suspicious content,
Figure 10. Thus, after the images analysis, it
was concluded, in fact, that all of them are
files that contain children’s pornographic
graphic content11 , Figure 11.

Figure 7. The secret key: ”PEAPBA”.

Figure 10. A Number of Suspected Files Detected by
NuDetective.

Figure 8. Image achou.jpg, Extracted from Inside the
Image frutas.jpg.

The image achou.jpg is the access key
(e.g., ALEGRIA.) to extract the frutas.rar
content, Figure 9.

Figure 11. Analysis of the Images Found in the
frutas.rar file, using NuDetective.

4.6 Forensic Report

Figure 9. Entering the Password, ”ALEGRIA”, for
Extracting the contents of the frutas.rar file.

According to Eleutério and Machado
[7], the forensic report should address the
11 According to Brazilian law 11,829 Art. 241-A
published on November 25th, 2008.
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primary procedures performed, including the
techniques used to preserve, extract and
analyze the digital media content. In Brazil,
especially in the Brazilian Federal Police [7],
the report has the following structure:
Preamble - report identification; Historical
(optional) - previous facts and of interest to the
report; Material - detailed description of the
analyzed material in the investigation;
Objective
report
purpose;
Technical/Forensic
Considerations
(optional) - technical concepts that may be
important for understanding the report;
Examinations - descriptive and experimental
part of the report; Answers to Questions or
Conclusions - objective summary of test
results. Finally, in this work, we present the
section Objective and the two last sections of
the expert report, Exams, and Conclusions, [7].
4.6.1 Objective
This section should contain at least two
summarized paragraphs. Thus, because the
report is a technical-scientific document, its
content should avoid terms such as: ”The
examinations purpose is to respond to [...]”.
→ Example of the Objective Section Applied
to the Case Study: The examinations aim at
providing the characteristics of the submitted
material, as well as recovering and analyzing
information about them (e.g., informational
tapped content and storage devices, for
example, pen drive and HD.), related to the
pedophilia suspect Brian G. Dog, NIN:
*******, and Glenn Quagmire, NIN:
*******.
4.6.2 Examinations
The Examinations section describes,
objectively, the steps taken to obtain the
evidence and the numerous developed
procedures during the analyzes.
→ Example of the Examination Section
Applied to the Case Study: Based on the
generated images of the seized storage media,
the information obtained from the system log
and the USBview program, it was found that
the inspected pen drive was connected to the

inspected computer. For example, both the
file found in the Maxtor HD image,
’Colheita.rar’, and the one recovered on the
Kingston pen drive, ’00009328.rar’, have the
same content (e.g., ’frutas.jpg’ and
’frutas.rar’ file.) and the same hash code
md5sum. Therefore, these files are the same.
The ’frutas.rar’ file, obtained from
’Colheita.rar’ file, was protected by a
password, so it was necessary to discover it.
The access password was discovered in the
following tapped conversation thread, Table
1: ’[...] to open it you will need the other file
[...] the photo I sent you is the key [...] of
each item in the photo you will use the first
two letters ok [...] ’. With this, it was possible
to conclude the enigma, since the image
’frutas.jpg’,
also
obtained
from
’Colheita.rar’, presented the design of three
fruits, pear, apple and banana, and the two
initial letters of each fruit form the PEAPBA
anagram, which is the steganographic key to
recover the hidden message in this file. Also,
based on the following tapped conversation
excerpts, Table 1: ’[...] you will use that
usual program to open the image the key is
inside the image ok [...]’, it came the
confirmation that there was something hidden
inside the ’frutas.jpg’ file and, therefore, the
stegdetect program was used, which
confirmed that there is a steganography file
inside the image ’frutas.jpg’. As a result, the
steghide program was used, and with it, it
was possible to uncapsulate the secret
message hidden inside the ’frutas.jpg’ file,
the file ’achou.jpg’. This file presents the
message ’ALEGRIA’, which is the password
used to extract the content from ’frutas.rar’.
Thus, 10 images with ’.jpg’ extensions were
extracted from the ’frutas.rar’ file, which
shows naked children, in a compromising
situation.
4.6.3 Answers to Questions or Conclusions
This last section can have two names
that are: Answers to the Questions, if there
were any request by some authority, for
example, specific questions that must be
answered with the report; or Conclusions,
which is used when there are no specification
of questions (i.e., our case.). Regardless of the
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name, this is the section of most interest, since
it will be read by judges, lawyers, prosecutors,
delegates or others involved in the
proceedings. Therefore, the text of this section
should be as transparent as possible, so that a
non-specialist in computer science can
understand. In addition, because it is the last
part of the award, it must contain, in the end,
the total number of pages of the report,
including annexes and appendices, signatures
and experts identification data.
→ Example of the Conclusions Section
Applied to the Case Study: In this context,
therefore, as detailed in the Exams section, the
report can state that the files found in the HD
and in the pen drive are the same and that the
pen drive was connected to the seized
computer. Thus, based on the evidence, the
investigation concludes that the suspects are
related and are involved in pedophilia. With
the report, the experts return all the material
sent for examination sealed correctly in the
envelopes of security No. 0009876 and No.
0009877. Without further to work, the experts
seal the present report that, elaborated in 14
pages, read and agreed, sign the agreements.
PETER GRIFFIN
CRIMINAL EXPERT - Mat. XXX
STAN SMITH
CRIMINAL EXPERT - Mat. YYY
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this article, we present several
techniques and tools used in computer
forensics to investigate and solve cyber crimes.
Thus, in order to put into practice the ethical
tools of computer forensics, it was performed a
case study by the creation of an experimental
scenario of child pornography file sharing. In
this context, several stages of the forensic
investigation were described in detail, such as
the installation and use (e.g., in a Linux
environment.) of the Autopsy tools, TSK, dd,
foremost and NuDetective, among others.
Among the techniques presented, the following
stand out: the disk images generation and
analysis; file recovery; the concept and

application of steganography through the use
of steghide and stegdetect tools; chain of
custody form filling; and the expert report
conclusion. Therefore, it is hoped that this
case study will serve as a guide for those users
with little technical knowledge so that they
reproduce what was presented here with
confident ease. As future work, it is intended
to extend these case studies in Microsoft
Windows systems, mobile devices, and
Internet of Things (IoT).
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ABSTRACT
Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) is the integration of
computation and physical systems that make a
complete system such as the network, software,
embedded systems, and physical components. Major
industries such as industrial plants, transport,
national grid, and communication systems depend
heavily on CPS for financial and economic growth.
However, these components may have inherent
threats and vulnerabilities on them that may run the
risk of being attacked, manipulated or exploited by
cyber attackers and commit cybercrimes.
Cybercriminals in their quest to bring down these
systems may cause disruption of services either for
fame, data theft, revenge, political motive, economic
war, cyber terrorism, and cyberwar. Therefore,
identifying the risks has become imperative in
mitigating the cybercrimes. This paper seeks to
identify cybercrimes and risks that are associated
with a smart grid business application system to
determine the motives and intents of the
cybercriminal. The paper identified four goals to
mitigate the risks: as business value, organizational
requirements, threat agent and impact vectors. We

used the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) to
determine the importance of the goals that
contribute to identifying cybercrime and risks in
CPS. For the results, a case study is used to identify
the threat and vulnerable spots and the prioritized
goals are then used to assess the risks using a semiquantitative approach to determine the net threat
level. The results indicate that using the AHP
approach to identify cybercrime and risk on CPS
provides specific risk mitigation goals.

KEYWORDS:

Cyber
Physical
System,
Cybercrime, Risk Mitigation, Smart Grid, Cyber
Security, Analytical Hierarchical Process.

1 INTRODUCTION
CPS infrastructures and applications have
brought economic, business and societal impact
benefits nationally and globally in the areas of
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Transport, Energy, Healthcare, Manufacturing,
and Communication. CPS is the integration and
configuration of computation, network and
physical processing systems that are embedded
together and uses computers, sensors, actuators,
and network monitors to control processes [1].
CPS technology integrates the dynamics of
analysis and design, modeling, abstractions of
physical processes with those of the software,
hardware and network topologies and provides
a (smart grid) system infrastructure.
Cybercrimes are the actual crimes committed
using computers and the internet to manipulate,
delete, alter, redirect or compromise and the
exploitations that are carried out including
advanced persistent threats. They are more of
the consequences and effects of cyber attacks
and they include data theft, industrial espionage,
intellectual property theft, ID theft, and DoS.
Cyberattack is the physical attacks that are
initiated against the CPS through remote
penetration, brute force, spear phishing, and
hacking and SQL injection attacks. The attack
media include Remote Access Trojan (RAT),
rootkit, botnet, cross-site scripting, session
hijacking, IP spoofing, redirect script, spyware,
ransomware, and others. Cyber attacks are
carried out through many different forms of
threat agent such as Trojans, viruses, botnets,
spyware, and worms which are instrumental in
facilitating certain cybercrimes. Cybercrime can
be initiated from anywhere in the world on
Network Control Systems (NCS) and
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems [2]. CPS are autonomous
systems that make a decision in real time using
agents and requires real-time availability of
information.
CPS implementation has inherent
challenges and vulnerabilities embedded in
them due to the evolving organizational
processes and the changing threat landscapes.
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This has led to many problems such as poor
requirements capturing, software errors, and
misconfiguration and lack of risk assessments.
These
implementation
challenges
and
vulnerabilities may run the risk of being
exploited by cybercriminals in their quest to
bring down the systems and cause disruption of
services for fame, revenge, political motive,
economic war, cyber espionage, cyber
terrorism, and cyberwar. There have been recent
cybercrimes such as Stuxnet attack [2] and
Duqu malware [3]. Ukraine Power plant [4],
Ransomware attacks on UK NHS [5] [6], Saudi
Aramco power plant attack [7]. These
cybercrimes have impacted greatly on the
organizational business process and had had a
socio-economic impact on these nation states.
These perpetrators can cause zero-day attacks,
evil maid attack, Denial of service attack,
resonance attacks, and spyware, ransomware,
spoofing, rootkit, and botnet attacks. Most
organization integrates their systems with
SMEs, suppliers, and distributors for business
processes and service deliveries on a supply
chain environment. However, most of the
systems that these systems are not properly
secured.
There are existing works that have
looked at cybercrime and CPS risks, threats,
vulnerabilities and attacks such as Nicol et al
2016 [8], Cardenas et al 2011 [9], Humayed et
al 2017 [10], Wand & Lu 2013 [11], Sun et al
2018 [12], and Anderson et al. 2012 [13].
However, gaps exist such as poor requirements
capturing that leads to misconfigurations
especially on software that is bought off the
shelf. Which also impacts on the network
infrastructures that integrates with the cyber
digital system. Also, none of the authors
considered cybercrime and risk from evolving
organizational threat landscape using the
Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) [14].
This paper seeks to identify cybercrimes and
risks that are associated with a smart grid
business application system to determine the
motives and intents of the cybercriminal. The
paper considers business value, organizational
requirements, and threat agent and impact
vectors as the mitigation goals. The paper looks
at the cybercrime and risk for CPS, and not
cyber attacks. The main contributions of this
paper are threefold: first, we identify threats and

attacks that have the potential to cause
cybercrime risk. We integrate concepts from
CPS risk assessments, frameworks, standards,
and controls required to understand the
attacker’s motives and intents. Secondly, we use
the AHP method to determine the net risk levels
on the organizational asset and pairwise
comparisons for decision making in identifying
the risks. We used the Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP). [14], [15] to determine the
importance of the goals. Finally, we used a
semi-quantitative approach to determine the net
threat level. The reason being that not
considering the risk assessment will prevent the
organization from achieving the goal. CPS
platforms provide organizations the abilities run
their businesses goals or objectives with third
party systems cybercrime risk may prevent that.
A case study is used to evaluate the comparative
importance of the goals and equate the results.
The results show that using the AHP approach
to identify cybercrime and risk on CPS, provides
specific risk mitigation goals.
The structure of the paper is as follows:
section 1 looks at the background of CPS risk
and cybercrime. Section 2 outlines the state of
the art, an overview of CPS, attacks, risk,
cybercrime. Section 3 looks at the methodology
and study approach. Section 4: Implementation
of the risk mitigation process and results.
Section 5 discusses the risk mitigations goals,
relative importance, net results, risk
management, and limitations. Section 6 presents
the conclusions and future works.

2 RELATED WORKS
This section reviews the papers and related
works done for the state of the art that provides
concepts to understand the recent trend of
cybercrime and risks on CPS smart grid from
organization context. For the paper, we define
cybercrime, then review the start of the art of
CPS attacks, threats, vulnerabilities and risks.
Risk and Controls in CPS. Standards and
Controls.
2.1 Cybercrimes
Cybercrime is any crime committed using
computers, and the internet. Gordon & Ford
2006, [16], Shodhganga 2007 [17], posits that it
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is only a cybercrime if the internet places a
central role and not an incidental one.
However, the Council of Europe defines
cybercrime as offenses ranging from criminal
activity against data to content and copyright
infringement CoE 2001, [18]. Zappa 2014,
defines cybercrime as a set of illegal operations
that takes place on the internet [19]. UNODC
2013 defines cybercrime as the misuse of
information resources and or the impact on them
in the informational sphere for illegal purposes
[20]. Trojans, Viruses, Bots, Spyware, and
Worms, are instrumental in facilitating certain
cybercrimes.
2.2 CPS, Infrastructure, Attacks, Threats,
Vulnerabilities and Risk
In this section, we look at the overview of CPS
and consider the concepts of CPS attacks,
threats, vulnerabilities and risk management
framework
2.2.1 CPS Smart Grid Infrastructure
CPS is an integration of the computation and
physical process that makes a complete system
[9]. CPS smart grid uses renewable energy
resource distribution in an efficient and reliable
way to provide demand and response
intelligence [10]. The infrastructure comprises
of the application system and network system.
The applications integrate Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems,
Programmable Logic Controls (PLC), Sensors,
Actuators and other communication networks
for electric power generation, distribution, and
transmission [21]. SCADA system uses remote
telemetric units (RTUs) and (PLCs) to monitor
equipment across various substations, gather
data in real time from the various sources and
ensure proper control of network servers for
business processes including input and output
analyses [22]. The network application provides
interfaces, interconnectivity and programmable
logic required for implementing automation
processes for the field devices and Home
Energy Management Systems (HEMS)
software. [23] [24]. We consider concepts from
IEC 61850 and develop a diagram that
integrates the electric power distribution
systems.
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Figure 1. Proposed Smart Grid System
Infrastructure
The supporting infrastructures include the
integrations of intelligent devices that use
various hardware and software components as
well as communications networks to provide
monitoring and controlling of the core business
operations and processes for the energy
management system [10] [24] [25]. According
to IEC 61850, the smart grid uses Modbus and
DNP3 network for field devices and advance
protocols
[27].
The
control
centers
communicate with the field devices at various
substations through wireless network protocols
such as Inter Control Centre Protocols (ICCP)
and TCP/IP.
2.3 Cyber Physical Systems Attacks
CPS attacks are those cyber attacks that include
DDoS, Spyware and Ransomware attacks that
could lead to various cybercrimes on the system
such as industrial espionage and ID theft, data
theft and data manipulations after gaining access
to the system resources. CPSs have been at the
core of national and international critical
infrastructure and major industrial systems [2].
The increasing dependency on CPS has brought
about the increased cybercrime attacks as these
control systems become the backbone of every
economy. There are various attack scenarios
that can be initiated on CPS that could cause a
zero-day attack. An attacker could insert
malware or spyware into the software to exploit
an unpatched vulnerable spot that is usually
unknown to the vendor who bought the software
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off the shell. The following are a few attacks that
could be initiated:
2.3.1 Evil Maid Attack
An evil-maid attack is a security exploit that
targets a computing device that has been left
unattended or shut down. Here the evil maid
who is mostly internal staff (a Corporate Spy) or
(Industrial Espionage) attacker could boot the
system with a boot loader or USB drive, installs
a key logger and then captures encryption keys
then uses it to steal data.
2.3.2 Resonance Attack
Resonance Attack is an attack that the
perpetrator compromises some sensors or
controllers that forces the physical system to
oscillate at its resonant frequency. For instances,
exploiting the zero-day attack vulnerability and
then compromise the real timer systems and
prevent the actuators from picking up the correct
signals from the sensors thereby providing
wrong information.

monitor specific industrial processes. Malware
such as a random access Trojan attack the
victims CPS remotely, hide and install itself as
a payload without the victim’s knowledge and
obfuscate.
2.3.5 Ransomware
A malicious software virus designed to stop a
system from functioning completely by
encrypting the data and sending a message to the
owner to pay a ransom amount before the data
will be released. Consequences are that they
cause financial loss, puts human health at risk
and industrial sabotage Wanna cry attack [5].
Infected 230,000 computers in over 150
countries with NHS, Spanish Phone Company
Telefonica, German State Railways and others.
[6], Petya ransomware spread rapidly through
network systems that use MS windows
operating systems infected and subverts the
Programmable Logic Control (PLC) on the
industrial systems. [5].
2.4 Cyber Physical System Threats

2.3.3 Denial of Service Attack (DoS)
DoS attack is a cyber-attack that the perpetrator
interrupts the network in an unauthorized
manner, disrupts services and denies authorized
users from having access to the network
resource affecting the control systems
performance, especially in a distributed system.
On a Wireless Network Control Systems, a
perpetrator could cause optimal jamming attack
which maximizes the linear quadratic Gaussian
control in plants to affect the control system
performance [28].
2.3.4 Malware Attack
Malware is a software program that propagates
a network system and exploits vulnerable spots
such as virus and Trojans. A malware attack
‘Stuxnet’ [2] was designed to target five Iranian
Critical Infrastructures an Organizations
suspected to be Uranium enrichment
Infrastructures. The worm initially spreads
discriminately, and have a highly sophisticated
malware payload designed to target Siemens
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems configured to control and

A threat is anything that has the potential to
cause harm and securing CPS from threats
comes with its own challenges. Here we identify
the threats that have the potential to cause
general threats and then look at specific threats
to CPS. Potential threats may cause a lot of
damage and disruptions to the systems, and loss
of data to organizations [9]. We identify five
potential sources that a perpetrator can pose a
threat. These are the source, target, motive,
attack vectors, and potential consequences [10].
Threat source falls in three categories:
1. Social engineering is a threat that attackers us
to deceive victims to release private
information. The use that to cause DoS attack,
panic, fear, and chaos.
 Unexpected threat or accidental threat, are
threats that happen accidentally or through
legitimate CPS components such as network
system faults that lead to failures and down
times.
 Target: Application components or users
such as servers, network, and sensors.
1. Motives: A reason to launch an attack.
Attacker’s motives are revenge, economic,
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political, create terror and panic, or
cyberwar.
2. Attack vector: Attack method and
trajectories used to deploy attacks successful
such
as
interception,
interruption,
modification, and fabrication.
3. Consequences: Impact of the damage caused
by the compromise of the CPS security triad
confidentiality, Integrity, and availability,
reputation, cyber industrial espionage.
2.4.1 CPS Threats Motives
The motives and intents of the cybercriminal
determine the nature of an attack. To be able to
ensure that CPS risks are assessed for proper
mitigation, we look at attacks on CPS
applications and methods that are specific to
attacker’s motivation, intentions, sources used,
target, vector, and the impact.
 APT Hacker: attackers (motive) is to cause
APT attack: Attacker carries out
reconnaissance to identify (vulnerable spot)
and penetrate the system and exploit the
wireless capabilities (vector) and manipulate,
control and disrupt operations (impact).
 Financially Motivated (Motive): Could be
internal and uses social engineering or
external remote attack (vulnerable spots) aim
is to reduce utility bill and tariff, or divert
money, hack into the system or inject false
data (vector) cause system to record wrong
utility data (target) and cause financial loss
(impact).
 Politically Motivated: Passive espionage
attack. The attacker uses spyware to gather
intelligence remotely (vulnerable spots) carry
out reconnaissance on targeted nation’s
critical infrastructures (target) and initiate
malware (vector) to steal confidentiality
information (impact).
 Cyberwarfare: military power (motive)
initiated an attack from a nation (vulnerable
spots) to cyberwar against another nation
(target) by remotely attacking its critical
infrastructures e.g., national grid or access
field devices (vector) leading to power shut
down sabotage, or economic loss (impact).
 Physical System Attack: (motive) on power
plants or cause cyber terrorism: an attacker
identifies (vulnerable spot) on CPS, could
cause resonance attack sensor and actuators

that measures the temperatures of a particular
environment (target) manipulate and cause
the system to to oscillate (vector) sending
false data measurement to the control center
or shut system down (impact) [9].
2.4.2 Advance Meter-Reading Infrastructure
(AMI) Attack
The CPS Smart grid uses smart meter appliances
to provide electric power to organizations and
households. The AMI is a device that provides
advanced energy monitoring and recording, data
collection, and load management capacities of
consumers to the organization. The AMI is a
two-way communication system that can reach
every device in a distributions space [10]. For
instance, the electric power company may use
AMI for reading digital meters and has a
diagnostics port and a wireless adaptor
embedded on the digital devices that interact
with the meter's data for billing and diagnostics.
The AMI takes the various data readings and
sends them to the control system.




An internal attacker could exploit the hardcoded password that is used to authenticate
users. Then manipulate the development
tools that integrate with HEMS and CMS
application software that interfaces with the
wireless mobile devices.
A malware or DDoS attack can be initiated
externally on the digital meter that is
equipped with a diagnostics port and wireless
interface meter readings.

2.5 Vulnerabilities
CPS Vulnerabilities are those spots on network
nodes, link and the various endpoints on the
infrastructures that could be exploited. These
vulnerable spots are the firewalls, IEDs, IPs,
HTTP headers, filters, Routers, network,
Websites, password, and servers. Other
vulnerabilities include inserting malware or
spyware in software that is bought off the shelf.
2.6 Cyber Physical System Risks
The risk is the probability of an attack being
initiated or something bad happening to the
critical infrastructure. CPS risks include those
threats that have the potential to cause harm to
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the application processes, network, and physical
infrastructures. We review works that
considered assessing those risks as discussed in
2.3. Nicol et al 2016, proposed a risk assessment
of cyber access to physical infrastructures in
CPSs [8]. Cardenas et al. 2011, analyzed
security
mechanisms
applicability and
challenges to CPS for deterring attacks [9].
Wand & Lu 2013, presented a survey of
cybersecurity issues for smart grid and
highlighted cyberattacks from substation
control systems [11]. Similarly, Sun et al 2018,
review cybersecurity testbeds for research that
demonstrates
cybersecurity
risks
[12].
However, Axelrod 2013, proposed a model that
determines CPS risk across a broad range of
public and private sectors organization. [21].
However, the authors did not factor in
cybercrime risks on the application systems.
2.7 Managing Cyber Physical System Risks
Managing CPS risk is a challenging task for
industry adoption due to the heterogeneous
nature of the CPS smart grid. CPS risks of
cybercrime attacks include process failure,
component failure or application failure as
discussed in 2.5. Humayed et al. 2015 proposed
a unified framework that consists of three
orthogonal coordinates [10]. Wan & Al
Farugue. 2015, proposed a framework for the
design of secure control systems for CPS [29].
Al Faruque et al. 2010, proposed a securityaware model based on the design in methods to
assess the security of CPS within four types of
architecture level attacks [30]. Lewi 2002,
reassess the risks of cyber threat on national
critical infrastructures and highlights the set of
issues that relate to cyber-terrorism and cyberattacks on critical infrastructures [27]. The
author posits that the premise of cyber terrorism
is that as national infrastructures become more
dependent on computer networks for
organizational requirements and operations so
are new vulnerabilities. However, the emphasis
placed on cybercrimes such as manipulation,
alteration, APT and exfiltration is not addressed.
2.8 Cybercrime Risk Controls and Standards

reviews in place, it could be managed in the
event of any threat. CPS risk could prove more
damaging to organizations due to its integrated
nature should something bad occur that could
impact negatively on an organizational goal. For
us to have a risk on these CPS in a given
situation, we need to have both the probable
threats and vulnerabilities that when exploited,
and could cause major disruptions. Shoukry et
al 2013, devised a robust output feedback
controller that is resilient to attacking the
scheduling of packets in a network control
system. [32]. Similarly, Kayode et al 2014 [33],
proposed a formal model for risk management
in cybercrime control systems. The framework
recommended three steps namely, Risk
Assessment, Risk Mitigation, and Evaluation.
However, the framework does not include
evolving threats and vulnerabilities such as
Advanced Persistent Threats (ATP). Leyden
2017 [34], a proposed framework built on
vulnerability disclosure, ISO/IEC29147-2014,
to provide reports of security flaws consistent
with what NCSC describe as an active cyber
defense. Similarly, Gordon et al [35], proposed
a three-step approach to cyber-incidence risk
management framework to manage the risk
arising from cyber incidents. However, the work
did not include software vulnerabilities that can
negate all the features proposed including
resonance attacks and APTs that are evolving.
NIST 2014 [36], proposed a cybersecurity
framework that will provide collaboration
between government and private sector to use
common mechanisms to address and manage
cybersecurity risks without placing additional
regulatory needs on businesses. NIST 2017 [37],
provides context on how an organization views
cybersecurity risks and proposes four ties from
Partial (Tier 1) to Adaptive (Tier 4) that align
cybersecurity activities with its business
requirements, risk tolerance, and controls. CIS
Controls 2018 [38], provides a prioritized set of
practices that mitigate attacks. ISO27005:2011
[39], provides information security risks
applicable
to
application
systems.
ISO31000:2009 [40], provide risk management
principles and guidelines for varying needs of an
organization.

Cybercrime risks in CPS are inevitable,
however, with risk assessments, analysis, and
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2.9 Existing Gabs

3. METHODOLOGY

The related works revealed several gaps. In
assessing risk, we observed that [8], [9], [11]
analyzed security mechanism applicability and
challenges to CPS, and did a survey of
cybersecurity security requirements on the
smart grid.

In this section, we adopt the AHP and semiquantitative approach for the methodology
based on the art and observations. We use CPS
cyber-attack vectors to determine the risk levels
as impediments of the mitigation goals. To
determine their relative importance, we
prioritize the goals using the Analytical
Hierarchical Process (AHP) [14] [15]. The
concept includes identifying tangible and
intangibles assets and how much more one
element dominates another in term of relative
importance with respect to a given attribute. We
quantify the attributes to be the cyber attack
risks on the assets that need assessment to
ensure the CPS are secure.

 However, the authors did not consider
cybercrime threats to CPS application
systems.
 Their works did not consider cybercrime
risk from the integration of information and
smart grid communication perspective.
 Existing the studies focused on the
cyberattacks, not the cybercrimes
In managing CPS risks [10], [28], [29], [30],
proposed different to managing risks.
However, the work did not include:
 Identifying emerging threats and
vulnerabilities in software bought off the
shelf and cybercrime attacks such as
spyware and APTs attacks that are evolving.
 The existing work did not consider attacks
from SMEs, suppliers, and distributors who
are more susceptible to cybercrimes.
 Exiting works relied more on cybersecurity
for CPS attacks and not on cybercrime.
Based on our observations, our work seeks to
assess cybercrime and risk from evolving
organizational threat landscape using the
Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP). The
paper identified cybercrimes and risks that are
associated with a smart grid business application
system to determine the motives and intents of
the cybercriminal. The contributions of this
paper discussed in section 1, includes using
AHP and subjective judgments to identify and
assess risks for decision makings. The paper
contributes to using AHP method to determine
the net risk levels for cybersecurity strategic
planning,
resource
selection,
resource
allocation, and policy formulations. The results
show that using the AHP approach to identify
cybercrime and risk on CPS, provides specific
risk mitigation goals.

3.1 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The AHP uses pairwise comparisons and relies
on expert judgement to derive priority scales
[14]. We use the AHP method to derive
pairwise comparisons for decision making in
identifying cybercrime risks. We evaluate the
relative importance of the goals in 3.3 using
expert judgment and semi-quantitative approach
to determine the net risk level. The reason for
using the AHP approach to identifying
cybercrime and risks on CPS is that:
 AHP uses subjective judgements in
decision
makings.
From
an
organizational perspective, AHP is used
for cybersecurity strategic planning,
resource, and budget allocation, audit
purposes, policy formulations, and
implementation. This may influence
business value.
 From an implementation point of view,
the AHP approach provides a logical risk
assessment framework to determine the
benefits of each alternative. The
pairwise comparison matrix provides us
the ability to determine the preferences
of each alternative over another, hence,
the
results
for
determining
organizational requirements are reliable.
 The reason for considering the
mitigations goals is that cybercrimes
threats are only identified after it has
occurred. Organizations that intend to
evolve their business on cyber supply
chain platforms may use the AHP
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approach
capture.

as

part

of requirements


3.1.1 The Rationale for Using AHP Approach
for Cybercrimes and Risks for CPS
Most organizations integrate their systems with
SMEs, suppliers, and distributors for business
processes and service deliveries in the cyber
supply chain environment [41] to achieve
organizational goal. In CPS application
developments, we look at people, process before
the technology required to support the
integration and processes. We believe using
AHP and subjective judgements approach
places more emphasis on people and processes
to identify and assess risks for decision making
and cybersecurity strategic planning. The
rationales below are for assets, business, and
socio-economic impact factors:




Impact on Assets: cybercrime risks on
SMEs in terms of their business assets,
finance, socio-economic, and insurances
are high as they are most susceptible to
cyber attacks leading to cybercrimes and
cascading effects. Webber 2003, posits
that SMEs are the heart of every
economic growth as they make up the
social fabric [42]. However, these
businesses are mostly the victims of
cybercrime as they fail to deploy
security policies to manage cyber risks
and are used as targets to CPS systems in
a supply chain environment. SMEs [19]
make up 99% of all businesses in the EU
employing 86.8 million people,
equivalent to 66% of the workforce.
Financial
Impact:
SMEs
use
inexperience IT personnel’s, hence are
prone to threats and vulnerable to
attacks. Anderson et al. 2012 [13], looks
at the infrastructures supporting
cybercrime and proposed a framework
for analyzing the cost of cybercrime
against defense cost, direct losses, and
indirect losses. Capgemini 2012 [43],
estimated the global cost of cybercrime
to $388 billion with a direct cash cost of
$114 billion including money stolen and
spent on attack resolutions. However, a
study in 2009 estimated the cost of
stolen intellectual property and



expenditures for fixing the damage from
the data breach to be $1 trillion.
Economic Impact: According to
Ponemon Institute, cybercrime has
increased 22.6%, the average cost of
cybercrime on 95% companies suffer
64% experienced web-based attacks,
44% experienced stolen or hijacked
computing devices, and 42% on
experience malicious codes attack. UK
spent £27 billion per year loss to the UK
economy on cybercrime. Approximately
80% or £21 million borne in companies.
In Germany, the estimated cybercrime
losses were 90 billion Euros in 2010. In
a study conducted in five countries,
Australia, France, Germany, UK and
US, the cost per company arising from
data breaches reached $4 million in
2010, a rise of 18% from 2009.
However, these estimations did not
factor in developing countries such as
Africa, looking at the global and
evolving nature of cybercrimes.
Business Impact: WEF 2008, the report
indicates that without adequate policies
in place, the economic losses caused by
cyber attackers could be up to $3000
billion by 2020 [21]. The impact was
evident in the 2017 WannaCry and Petya
Ransomware attacks. WEF highlighted
the need to address cybercrime risks by
all stakeholders. Hence, we use AHP to
evaluate cybercrime risks.

3.2 Survey Context
Based on the understanding of the CPS security
issues, we used IT security experts from an
organization that uses smart grid systems. The
participants were IT Directors, CISOs, IT
managers, systems administrators, and technical
experts. Online questionnaires were considered
as well as face to face interviews in the case.
Considering the nature of the questionnaires and
the sensitive nature of cybercrime the question
was generic to provide us the basics of threats
and vulnerabilities.
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3.3 CPS Risk Mitigation Goals
In this section, we compare the CPS risk
mitigations
goals
qualitatively
and
quantitatively and follow the AHP approach to
evaluate the relative importance. We compare
the risk mitigation against these four goals:
Business Value, Organizational Requirements,
Threat Agent and Impact Vectors.








Business
Value:
This
includes
organizational assets, market value,
customer base, collaborations, business
partners, market stance, directions, and
system infrastructures.
Organizational Requirements: Includes
the activities and operational requirements
needed for successful implementation of
business objectives such as service delivery,
policies, and procedures, service level
agreements, roles, and responsibilities.
Threat Agent: This goal identifies all the
nature of threats, vulnerabilities, and
attacks. The threats include phishing, spear
phishing, cross-site scripting attack, session
high jacking attacks, and SQL injections.
The vulnerabilities include the spots that the
threat agent could exploit such as the web
servers, firewalls, DMZ, and IDS/IPS.
Attack
vectors
include
malware,
ransomware, spyware, Advanced Persistent
Threat (ATP) and DoS attacks that could be
initiated in the threat landscape.
Impact Vectors: This function considers all
the probable consequences of the
cyberattacks listed as the threat agents on the
CPS. The impact includes loss of assets,
revenue, reputation, expertise, customers,
market stance and collapse of the business.

3.4 Risk Assessment Method
The study adopts a semi-quantitative risk
assessment method to determine the risk level
due to the invisibility nature of cybercrime.
Using a complete quantitative method to
determine the risk probability values will be
challenging for risk management. The Semiquantitative risk assessment approach will assist
in determining the relative importance of
implementing the countermeasures to protect
the CPS assets and the cost of alternatives. We
calculate the net risk value expected based on

the threat vectors of a particular attack on a
system with the frequency of occurrence within
a period to estimate the number of times a threat
exploited would be successful on a
vulnerability. Therefore, the risk assessment
follows a semi-quantitative method to calculate
the net risk values.
4 RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE
RISK MITIGATION GOALS
The study follows the AHP net risk mitigation
calculation for the relative importance of the
mitigation goals. [14], [15], based on an
organizational context, each goal’s relative
importance level is compared with other goals.
We use the scales of the (1-9). Refer table 1. (1)
indicates extremely low risk in terms of the
importance to a threat or an attack and (9)
indicates extremely high risk in terms of its
importance should a cyber-attack actually
occurs on the CPS compared to another goal.
Ones the importance levels of each goal is
obtained compared to another, the Comparative
Matrix (CM) levels are stabilized to determine
the weight. The AHP method is used to calculate
the ratio in the equation to confirm levels of
consistencies. The weighted value should sum
up to (1). Where the ratio is 10, it shows
inconsistent and the value must be redefined
[15].
Let:
CR: Consistency Ratio
CV: Consistency Vector
RV: Random Consistency Vector
CM: Comparison Matrix Value
Risk Mitigation Goals
 BV: Business Value
 OR: Organization Requirements
 TA: Threat Agent
 IV: Impact Vectors
4.1 Risk Mitigation Goals
The relative importance of the net risk
mitigation calculation depends on the business
value in terms of assets, organizational
requirements in relation to (user, systems and
operational requirements), the assigned
vulnerability that the treating agent could
exploit and the impact vector.
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Table 1. Net Risk Relative Importance
__________________________________________________________________________________
Relative Importance
Levels
Probability
Explanations
______________________
1
Extremely Low
Acceptable mitigation of two goals that contribute equally
3
Low
Moderate mitigation or slightly in favor of a goal over the other
5
Medium
Strong mitigation goal that favor one goal over the other
7
High
Very strong mitigation goal that its dominance demonstrate
practice
9
Extremely High
Extremely High Evidence of favoring one mitigation goal over the
other is clear
2, 4, 6, 8.
Variance
Intermediary values that determines oscillations between
mitigations vectors
________________________________________________________________________________
Table 2. Comparative Matrix
_____________________________
Comparative Matrix Values___
BV
OR
TA
IV
BV
9
7
5
9
OR 7
1
7
5
CMi TA
5
3
1
9
IV
9
2
3
1

(CR)=

𝐶𝐼
𝑅𝐼

(1)

Step 2: Net Risk Mitigation Calculations
The net risk mitigation calculations depend on
the related threat agents (TA). The threat agents
are the causes of risks factors that we need to
determine the threat probability level and impact
to estimate the outcome. Refer to table 2. Due to
the invincibility nature of cybercrimes we use
subjective judgment and consider the rules
below [9], to support our estimations:
 Rule 1: Impact depends on the affected
mitigation goal: were risk impacts
mitigation goals such as business value
and organization requirements, then the
impact is deemed as high.


Rule 2: Where the risk is higher than
what the organization expects, we
consider the risk factor it as extremely
high.



Rule 3: Subjective judgement is suitable
for calculating the net risk as it assists in
avoiding wrong estimations.

4.2 Net Risk Results
The net risk results has used the summation of
the various levels of risk that impacts on the
goals. We calculate the various level of risks and
relative importance by risk mitigation goals. We
apply the same approach to calculate the risk
value, probability, and impact.
Let,
Ri: Value of Risk
ri: Individual risk factor value
ri1……riN: N influence risk factor of a risk Ri.
P(ri): Probability of risk factor ri….
Probability scales = low/unlikely (less than
0.30), medium/likely (0.30-0.49), high/critical
risk (0.49--0.59), extremely/certainly high
(above 0.60)
I: Impact of overall risk Ri
Impact scales = low(less than 0.30) medium
(0.30--0.49) high (0.49--0.59) extremely high
(above 0.60)
Rnet: Net risk of Ri
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Rw: Relative weight of the affected mitigation
goal [BV, OR, TA, IV] by Ri.
Risk level scales: low risk (less than 0.30),
medium (0.30--0.49) critical risk (0.49--0.59),
highly critical risks (above 0.60)
ri=P(ri) x I
(2)
1

Ri= 𝑁 ∑{ri1, ri2, ri3…….,rin}
.(3)
Rnet = ∑ Rw x Ri

(4)



backups, regular updates, insurance, training
and awareness workshops and adoption of
cloud services.
Extremely High risk (above 0.60) TA
could impact on BV with high impact factor
on IV and implies that identified control
measures on the CPS for the risks are
required to be implemented immediately
with a contingency plan. This could cause
financial loss, economic, trust and
reputation damage to the organization. The
countermeasures are required for such
attacks resonance attacks, ransomware
attack and malware attack that may sabotage
the systems.

4.3 Determining Risk Levels

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF
RISK MITIGATIONS LEVELS
0.7

0.59 0.6

0.6

Risk Levels

Determining risk levels using AHP methods
requires a tradeoff between the mitigation goals.
Saaty [14], posits that in using AHP, decisions
involve many intangibles and tangibles that
need to trade off. To achieve that, we measured
the decisions alongside tangibles and evaluated
the measurements to determine how well they
serve the objectives of the decision. We adopt
the pairwise comparisons method to determine
which risk level has a greater risk impact and
requires mitigation. We determine risk level
using table 1 as follows:
 Low risk of (less than 0.30) TA has minimal
impact on BV: Implement security strategy
to mitigate the risk such as formulation
Policies, educating users, regular updates
and constant monitoring of the threat.
 Medium risk (between 0.30-0.49) TA is
considered moderate and needs constant
monitoring and as it may never happen such
a Zero-day attack, but when it does the
consequences may cost system failure and
financial impact.
 High risk (between 0.49-0.59) OR process
needs to be evaluated to mitigate TA:
Indicates has a high impact factor and effect
on the CPS and requires security reviews to
mitigate the risk. Developed a plan for the
execution of the control measures within a
specific period. Implement controls to
counter such cyber-attacks as DoS Attack,
APT, spoofing, evil-maid attack. The risk
management process includes having
countermeasures in places such as regular

Relative
Importance of
Risk
Mitigations
Levels

0.49

0.5
0.4

0.3

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

2

4

6

Linear (Relative
Importance of
Risk
Mitigations
Levels)

Risk Values

Figure 2. Relative Importance of Risk
Mitigation Goals

5 IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we use a case study to evaluate
the likelihood of cybercrime risks on the smart
grid. The goal is to determine the level of risk
associated with each of the mitigation goals in
the event of a cybercrime.
5.1 AHP Participants
Based on the understanding of the CPS security
issues, we used IT security experts from an
organization that uses smart grid systems. The
participants were IT Directors, ISOs, IT
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managers, systems administrators, and technical
experts.
5.2 Case Study Context
An electric power distribution network
communication system uses mesh topologies and
SCADA systems as the main infrastructures that
support the CPS smart grid system. The
organization uses Customer Management
Systems (CMS) the application system that
integrates the core business objectives. The
systems include customer data records, billing
systems and bill payment transactions to
electronic transaction systems, and banking
services.
The organization found out that an intruder has
penetrated the network server remotely through
the public facing IP service that is used for the
prepaid and post-paid service network system.
Table 3. Identification of Assets, Vulnerable
Spots, and Cybercrimes
Assets
Smart Grid
Network
System
CMS
Servers
AMI/Handheld
Devices

Vulnerable
Spots
Network/ Firewall
Sub Station / IPs /
Firewall
Password/Remote
Penetration
Web Server/Mail
Server
IP Address

HEMS

Password

SCADA/RTU

Network/Server

Prepaid
Systems

Website/IP
Address

The organization also outsources its sensitive
customer data, financial information, business
strategy, and organizational structures to third
party companies, data centers and vendors for
storage, processing, analysis and aggregation for
business decisions.
5.3 Asset Identification
Assets identification is the process of
documenting all the critical infrastructures of
the CPS. Organizational assets are the staff,
data, servers, infrastructures that when put
together could be used to achieve an
organizational goal or the business value. These
assets are tangible and intangible assets that
could be affected and various cybercrimes that
can be committed. In the risk management
process, asset identification is critical in
carrying out risk identification and assessment.

analysis to determine the likelihood and impact,
and for monitoring and control.

Cybercrimes
DDoS,
Resonance
RAT,
Firewalls
ID Theft,
Data Theft
Spear Phishing
/ IP Spoofing
Data
Manipulation/
Redirect
Scripts
Alter Billing
Systems
Rootkit /
Botnet
RAT, Session
Hijacking

5.4 Threat Identification
Threats are those cyber attacks that have the
potential to cause harm to the CPS application
systems. We identify those threats as malware,
spyware and ransomware attacks that could
cause security effects as confidentiality,
integrity, availability, accountability, and nonrepudiation to the business value. Threat
identification assists in risk categorization, risk

5.5 Results
Figure 3 below, depicts the relative importance
of risk mitigation goals from the weighted value
of the scenario. The prioritized risk is the
business value with a weighted value of 70% as
it determines the organizational goal and the
needed to secure it is critical. Organizational
requirements have a weighted value of 55% as
it determines the organizational business
processes including the user, system and
operational policies required to ensure business
values are achieved. Threat agent has a weighted
value of 45% and it is used to in ensuring
business continuity. Failure to identify those
threats agents in line with the organizational
requirements could cause threats such as
malware, spyware and ransomware attacks. The
impact value has a weighted value of 60% as the
impact could cause security effects such as
confidentiality,
integrity,
availability,
accountability and repudiation issues to the
business value.
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Weighted Value %

Results from the Relative Importace
Mitigation Goals
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Figure 3. Results of the relative importance
of risk mitigation goals from Scenario
5.6 Comparisons of the Results
This section summaries the findings of both the
state of the art and the results. Most of the
literature justify the need for a considering
cybercrime and risk for CPS. Our results and
scenario identified the risks and critical areas as
well as the related mitigating goals. The results
of the case studies and risk mitigation goals
indicate that the relative importance of the
mitigation goal is subjective to the
organizational assets and the associated risk as
listed in table 3. Moreover, mitigating factors
such as standards and legislative frameworks
also affect mitigation goals. Participants agreed
that penetration testing, auditing, regular
updates, and segmentation are key requirements
to prevent and reduce downtime in the event of
cybercrime attacks.


.Business Value: The results reveal that
risks on the BV are extremely high as any
cybercrime on the organizational assets,
could
impact
on
finance,
trust,
collaborations, business partners and the
smart grid system infrastructures. To
mitigate cybercrimes, the organization must
ensure that it uses the deep packet inspection
firewalls that is able to detect attacks from
all the suppliers, third party vendors, and
SMEs. The IEDs becomes vulnerable when
the firewall is not able to detect and prevent
intrusions and can lead to attacks such as
DDoS and Resonance attacks that causes





oscillation to the power supply and utility
readings.
Organizational Requirements: The results
show that descriptions of the processes and
constraints that are generated during the
requirements engineering phase form the
basis for the system developments. These
processes and constraints are statements that
support the user requirements and system
requirements used to achieve the
organizational goal. The use of activities and
operational requirements are needed to
identify risk factors that can affect business
objectives. The user requirements capture
operational
constraints,
the
system
requirements set out the detailed functional
and service constraints about what the
customer requires from a system and the
constraints under which it operates. This
details will be used for risk assessments to
manage risk, implement policies and
procedures, service level agreements, roles,
and responsibilities.
Threat Agent: The risk to confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of organizational
assets is as the result of the combination of
the threat agent, the vulnerabilities that the
threat agent could exploit and the impact on
the smart grid. To identify the mitigating
factors, the goals that identify all the nature
of threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks as
listed in.4.1.
Impact
Vectors:
the
probable
consequences of the cybercrimes are
determined by the likelihood of the threat
and the level of impact. The impact of
cybercrime on the organization will cause
loss of assets such as intellectual property,
revenue loss as a result of meter tampering,
reputation damage through distrust, loss of
customer confidence.

Controls must be established to mitigate the
cybercrimes. Although this paper did not focus
on CPS risk management, we recommend
standard that we may adopt to assist in
preventing network intrusions that could lead to
cybercrimes. The organization must carry out
penetration testing on the distributed network,
subnets and substations communication
networks to identify all the vulnerable spots on
a regular basis especially on the public facing IP
addresses. There are organizations that provide
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risk management and controls such as NIST
Critical Infrastructure Framework, ISO 27002
ISMS, ISO 31000 Risk Management, IEC
61850.

decision trees in cybersecurity and a
comprehensive risk management approach to
CPS.

6 CONCLUSION
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Cybercrime and risks on CPS are on the increase
and its impact on business processes are
unquantifiable. There are many challenges
facing organizations in their quest to mitigate
cybercrime risks. The paper identified
cybercrimes, and threats that the attacker could
deploy and the vulnerable spots to exploit on the
smart grid application system in an
organizational business process environment.
Due to the invincibility of cyber attacks, and the
complex integration of CPS, identifying the
potential sources that a perpetrator can exploit
provides an understanding of the threat,
motives, and intents of the cyber attacker in
mitigating risks. Cybercrime risks in CPS are
inevitable, however, with risk assessments,
analysis, and reviews in place, it could be
managed in the event of any threat. Using the
AHP method, subjective judgment, expert
opinion and semi-quantitative methods to
identify the vulnerable spots, target, motive,
attack vectors, and potential consequences assist
in assessing cybercrime risks. An organizational
goal determines the type of risk mitigation
goals. We used BV, OR, TA, and IV to
determine the results. The prioritize risks and
the threat levels assist in cybersecurity strategic
planning, resource selection, budget allocation,
and policy formulations. The results were
determined by the relative importance of the risk
mitigation goals. The results revealed that CPS
attacks are imminent and require further studies
that look at the evolving nature of cyber crimes.
Therefore, to mitigate CPS risks, it is important
to provide a risk management framework that is
able to support specific organizational goal and
objectives. Further research is required to
determine the relative importance of CPS risk
management
considering the changing
cybercrime threat landscapes.
6.1 Future work
The paper focused on cybercrime and risks on
CPS and discussed security threats, attacks
risks, and vulnerabilities. Future works will look
at CPS smart grid attacks, machine learning, and
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ABSTRACT
Data transmission on the network of Informatics
Engineering Research Laboratory Universitas Ahmad
Dahlan using an unsecured public internet network,
in order to be able to access the network from
crossing actions and search for data traffic. One
solution that can be done is with Virtual Private
Network techniques using OpenVPN in learning
networks. This research describes attempts to make a
Virtual Private Network using the OpenVPN network
design
in
the
research
laboratory
of
Informatics Universitas Ahmad Dahlan and how big
the level of security. The results of implementing
Virtual Private Network using OpenVPN is that the
attempt gives a positive result, this is evidenced by
the sniffing of data that cannot detect the username
and password sent. Quality of Service measurement
results experienced a decline in network quality with
delay parameters rising from 51.4 ms to 463.4 ms,
packet loss rose from 7.8% to 20.2%, throughput
dropped from 82.8% to 71.6%, and bandwidth
dropped from 64786.6 bit/s to 55589 bit/s, it is due to
the encryption process and encapsulation that takes
time.
Keywords:
OpenVPN, Mikrotik, Analysis, Security, QoS.

1 INTRODUCTION
Informatics research laboratory of Universitas
Ahmad Dahlan (UAD) which can be used for
students to conduct research primarily in the
field of the internet network, and research in the
lab, lots of data are not allowed to be published
and confidential, but nowadays the available
networks in research laboratory have not
completely safe from the action of tapping the
data so that it gave rise to fears of impending

attack by the attacker who can intercept this data
from outside the area over a network the
Internet. Therefore research laboratory needs a
security system can protect data from the action
of hacking and data-sniffing by using Virtual
Private Network (VPN) with OpenVPN.
The basic idea of a private network VPN can be
used as an advantage of an open communications
network infrastructure. A VPN is needed to
specify a certainty that the confidentiality of
sensitive data can be kept transmitted on the
network a Local Area Network (LAN) or
workable so that only authorized users are able
to access sensitive data. The VPN system
integrated into the communication system is able
to realize security is very high, so as to guarantee
a secure VPN that has been realized by the use
of encryption and decryption.
The advantage of a VPN using the OpenVPN is
a local chain owned will be wide, the time it
takes to connect the local network to other places
also getting faster. Reduces operational costs
when compared with the use of a leased line as a
traditional way to implement WAN. A VPN can
reduce the cost of making the network because it
does not require wires (leased line). Increase
scalability as well as giving ease to be accessed
from anywhere because a VPN to connect to the
internet (Remote Access). OpenVPN uses the
mechanism of Secure Sockets Layer/Transport
Layer Security (SSL/TLS), SSL/TLS uses one of
the best encryption methods namely asymmetric
encryption. On asymmetric encryption, each
server and client has 2 keys, namely public key
and private key.
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Results of the network observation in this
research laboratory are not using VPN so for the
security of data sent and received is not fully
safe from assault and tapping. According to a
study of the literature, that the network security
and data transfer security method can use VPN,
therefore the author analyzes the network
security and Quality of Service (QoS) from the
VPN using the OpenVPN and analyze the level
of eligibility OpenVPN's security itself.
2 BASIC THEORY
2.1 Computer Network
Computer networks there are a variety of the
following types of computer network based on
scope. The scope here is how big the computer
network will be built. Based on spaces in scope,
a computer network can be distinguished into
three, namely [1] :
a) Local Area Network (LAN), is a computer
network which is built in the room a small
scope as a single building or group of
buildings. LAN is built in a limited scope
and usually owned by organizations that
already have the devices installed. An
internal data rate of the LAN is usually much
greater than the WAN.
b) Wireless Networks, are widely used in
environmental business. Wireless technology
is also common for both large areas of voice
and data network networks. It gives the
advantage in the field of wireless mobility
and ease of installation and configuration for
its users.
c) Wide Area Network (WAN), is a network
that covers a large geographic area requires
delimiters and rely at least partly on the
circuit provided by public operators.
Typically, a WAN consists of a number of
switching node interconnects. A transmission
from one of the devices is channeled through
the internal node to the device purpose. This
node (including node limit) does not affect
the contents of the data, their goal was to

provide a switching facility will move data
from node to node until they reach their
destination. Traditionally, WAN has been
implemented using one of the two
technologies: circuit switching and packet
switching. Recently, frame relay and ATM
networks have assumed the lead role which
uses it [2].
2.2 Virtual Private Network
Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a computer
network where connections between its nodes
utilize public networks (internet/WAN) as it may
be in certain cases or conditions do not allow it
to build its own infrastructure. When the
Connect VPN, the interconnection between the
node such as an independent network that has
actually created a special line pass through
connection or a public network. At every
company site, workstations, servers, and
databases connected by one or more local area
network (LAN) a LAN is under the control of
the network manager and can be configured and
tuned for cost-effective. The Internet or other
public networks can be used to connect the sites,
provide cost savings over the use of private
networks and reduction of the burden of wide
area network traffic to providers of public
networks [2].
2.3 Types of VPN Implementations
On the implementation, there are two types of
VPN, namely Remote Access VPN and Site to
Site VPN [2].
a) Remote access VPN

Figure 1. Remote access VPN

Figure 1 is Remote access VPN, Remote access
VPN also called Virtual dial-up Network
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(VPDN). VPDN is a type of user-to-LAN
connection, the connection that connects a
mobile user with a Local Area Network (LAN).
This means that the user can access the private
network from anywhere. Usually, this VPDN
utilized by employees who are out of the Office
and require a connection to the Office network
of the company. Usually, companies that want to
make this type of VPN network will work
closely with Enterprise Service Provider (ESP).
ESP will provide a Network Access Server
(NAS) for the company. ESP will also provide
special software to computers used by
employees of the company[2].
b) Site-to-site VPN
Site-to-site VPN used to connect various areas
that already fixed or fixed, this device utilizing a
dedicated VPN are connected through the
internet. Site-to-site VPN is divided into two,
namely, extranet and intranet. An intranet that is
where VPN is used only to connect various
locations that are still one agency or one
company. Like the Central Office is connected to
the Branch Office. In other words, administrative
control in control. While the extranet is where
VPN is used to connect the company with other
companies, such as partners, suppliers, or
customers. In other words, administrative control
is under the control of some of the relevant
agencies.
2.4 Network Security
The security of computer networks is defined as
a protection of resources against the efforts of
change and destruction caused by someone who
is not allowed, there are two things that are
related to the security and confidentiality of data
in computer networks namely representation of
the data and data compression, which was later
associated with the issue of encryption [3].
The security of computer networks namely the
protection afforded to the automatic information
system to achieve the goal, namely maintaining
the availability, integrity, and confidentiality [4].
CIA triad can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. CIA Triad

a. Availability
Availability means the system can ensure
that the system works well and the service is
not denied to users who are authorized. then
ensure proper access and can be trusted to
use the information. Loss of availability is
the disruption of access to the use of
information or information systems [4].
b. Confidentiality
Confidentiality means ensuring that personal
or confidential information can not be
accessed or used by another user or not on
show to unauthorized users. Can then
guarantee that user information can control
information associated with the user as can
be gathered and given to anyone. Then keep
the limitations of authority information
access such as protect personal privacy and
the information that matters.
c. Integrity
Ensure that the information and the program
can be changed only in a certain way and
with full authority to the user. Ensure that the
system functions as requested by users, there
is no willful and intentional to manipulate the
system. Then be able to guard against
improper information modification or
destruction,
including
ensuring
the
authenticity of the data.
2.5 Mikrotik RouterOS
Mikrotik on standards-based hardware Personal
Computer (PC) known for their stability, quality
control and flexibility for different types of data
packets and handling of these processes
(routing). Mikrotik created as a router-based
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computer much benefit for an ISP that wants to
run multiple applications ranging from the
lightest to advance. In addition to routing,
Mikrotik can be used as a management access
capacity, bandwidth control, firewall, hotspot
system, Virtual Private Network server and
much more [5].
Mikrotik began to be established in 1995 that
was originally intended for the company's
Internet service (Internet Service Provider, ISP).
Currently, MikroTik provides services to many
wireless ISPs for Internet access services in
many countries around the world and also very
popular in Indonesia [6].
2.6 OpenVPN
OpenVPN is an open source application for
Virtual Private Networking (VPN), where the
application can create a connection point to point
tunnel that has been encrypted. OpenVPN using
private keys, certificate, or username or
password to perform authentication in building
connections. Where to use OpenSSL encryption
[7].
a. Layer 2 and Layer 3 VPN.
OpenVPN offers two basic modes, which
operates as both a VPN layer 2 or layer 3
tunnel so that OpenVPN can also run on
Ethernet Frames, IPX packets and Windows
Network (NETBIOS) Packet Browsing, all
of which is a problem in the VPN solution
[7].
b. Protecting field workers with the internal
firewall.
Users who connect to the VPN Server will
make the tunnel and turn the laptop/computer
network settings, so that network traffic is
sent through the tunnel. If the tunnel is
established then the firewall from the VPN
Server will be able to protect your
laptop/computer connected, even though it is
not the local machine.
c. OpenVPN connections can be tunneled
through almost every firewall tunnel.

OpenVPN can work on sites that use HTTPS
protocol.
d. Proxy support and configuration.
OpenVPN has proxy support and can be
configured to run as a service and TCP or
UDP as server or client. As the OpenVPN
server, just wait until the client connection
requests, while as a client, it tries to make the
connection that corresponds to the
configuration.
e. Only one port in the firewall must be opened
to allow incoming connections.
Since the OpenVPN 2.0, a special server
mode allows connection of multiple
incoming TCP or UDP port of the same,
while still using a different configuration for
every single connection.
f. Virtual interfaces allow very specific
networking and firewall rules.
All regulations, restrictions, and forwarding
mechanisms concepts like NAT can be used
with OpenVPN tunnel.
g. High flexibility with extensive scripting
possibilities.
OpenVPN offers many starting points for
individual scripts. This script can be used for
a variety of purposes from authentication to
failover or more.
h. Transparent, high-performance support for
dynamic IPs.
OpenVPN no longer needs to use static IP'S
on both sides of the tunnel. The second point
is the end of the tunnel can have cheap DSL,
access with dynamic IP users will rarely see
the IP changes on both sides. the second
session is the Windows Terminal Server and
the Secure Shell (SSH) will only be "hang"
for a few seconds, but it will not stop the
requested demand after a brief pause.
i. No problems with NAT.
Both the OpenVPN server and clients can be
in a network that uses private IP addresses
only. Any firewall can be used to send traffic
to another tunnel.
j. Simple installation on any platform.
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Both installation and usage are very simple.
Especially, if you've tried to set up IPsec
connections with different implementations.
k. Modular design.
Modular design with a high degree of
simplicity both in security and networking.
There are no other VPN solutions that can
offer different possibilities on the same
security level.
3 RESEARCH METHOD
3.1 Method Of Data Collection
Data collection was conducted to obtain data or
documents required in the research. Methods
undertaken in this research are:
a. Literature Method
This method is done by means of the study of
literature by reading and comparing the books,
journals, and papers on Virtual Private Network,
OpenVPN, sniffing Internet, and related articles.
b. Observation Method
This method is done by Observation or
research directed towards the object being
examined, with UAD research laboratory
experimenting with network security against
sniffing, then provide solutions for prevention
use the new security system.

Figure 3. OpenVPN Network Topology

Figure 3 Is an OpenVPN Topology design,
OpenVPN server located in research laboratory
associated with Mikrotik router by taking an
existing internet access, and then in the
configuration of Mikrotik router to a client and
also take the internet available in research
laboratory, in this topology using the IP Public
Server 172.10.70.3/24 and Client 172.10.70.2/24
and the IP OpenVPN Server 10.100.100.1/32
and Client 10.100.100.2/32.
3.3 Testing System
Testing of the system will be done by conducting
an analysis of the QoS on the VPN network that
includes Throughput, Packet loss, Delay, and
Bandwidth, then conducted Security Test for
linking among servers with a user for sharing
data using VPN. To test security can be done an
assault by sniffing the data using tools of
Wireshark.

3.2 Design
The process of designing this system needed a
structured scenario. To simplify the process of
designing the implementation of required
network topology and flowchart to help in
understanding the process of designing an
OpenVPN to be made. As for the topology of
VPN using OpenVPN using two Mikrotik
routers to connect between the server and the
client.
Figure 4. QoS analysis flowchart

Figure 4, is the flowchart in the analysis of the
QoS, using Software Tools, namely Axance Net
Tools to measure Delay, Packet lost, Throughput
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and Bandwidth on the internet network Research
Laboratory. The principle of work is to connect
first to a network that will be the measure after
that start the analysis with time, then note down
the measurement results with the specified
parameters.

Figure 5. Attack Scenarios

In Figure 5, Assault scenario by using the tools
of Wireshark, which an attacker can place his
position in two machines communicate with
each other, then the attacker will perform the
action of sniffing data, and later in the analysis
to get the difference between when OpenVPN is
attacked and not attacked.

Figure 6. Enable OpenVPN

In Figure 6, this OVPN server tab is configured
for the port used, enter the certificate to the
server and choose security or encryption will be
used. After that make a PPP connection to dial
the secret from the OpenVPN client.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Creation of OpenVPN
Creation of VPN with OpenVPN network of
informatics research laboratory UAD after doing
research on QoS and security network from
sniffing action and known to the preliminary
results of the parameter delay, packet loss,
throughput, and bandwidth on the site
www.google.com and the sniffing is done with
the login to the website portal.uad.ac.id by
sending the username and password data,
sniffing data is done using the software
Wireshark.
The first configuration on the proxy server is to
enable OpenVPN on the main gateway, by
entering the router configuration using the
Winbox software and then configuring the PPP
(Point to Point Protocol) menu.

Figure 7. Configuring PPP Secret

Figure 7, is a secret PPP configuration that
functions as an identity identifier when the client
dials the connection on the OpenVPN server.
The configuration with the name OpenVPN and
password 12018182, OpenVPN service OVPN
and local IP and remote IP IP later on this
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remote be the IP of the client OpenVPN is
connected.

user and the password is entered with the
appropriate name and password created on the
PPP server secret, then put the certificate client
for authentication to the server.
4.2 Security Analysis Results
Sniffing data on a network of research laboratory
of Informatics UAD sniffing by performing
against the network, the data is then sent in the
form of a username and password from the client
computer. Results of sniffing data before using a
VPN with OpenVPN can be seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Results of Sniffing before using OpenVPN
Figure 8. Static Interface Configuration

In Figure 8, the static interface configuration is
used for the interface when the OpenVPN
connection is formed, here also included user
authentication when a client will connect to the
server. Then proceed with the configuration on
the router client.

From the results, it can be stated that a network
of research laboratory of Informatics UAD
HTTP to access the web is not secure from
eavesdropping, as can be seen in the username
and password as shown in Figure 10, When the
user performs the authentication to the
address portal.uad.ac.id or 103.19.180.90 with
the username 12018182 and the password
Iqbal12018182. The results are then compared
with sniffing the network against after using a
VPN with OpenVPN.

Figure 11. Results of Sniffing after using OpenVPN
Figure 9. Configuring OpenVPN client

In Figure 9, OpenVPN client configuration is
entered the IP address of the server's public IP,
namely 172.10.70.3 then the port used, on the

Seen in Figure 11, results of sniffing after using
a VPN with OpenVPN, the username and the
password changed to row characters that can not
be in the know or already in the encryption, so
that the results from data sniffing after using
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VPN with OpenVPN can be said to be safe from
sniffing the network data.

[9]

[10]

5 CONCLUSION
The level of appropriateness of the use of VPN
with OpenVPN is already quite worthy, this is
due to increased data security than before using a
VPN with OpenVPN, evidenced by the results of
testing the action data sniffing is done using
software Wireshark by sending data in the form
of a username and password, the results obtained
before using OpenVPN username and password
can be seen and detected, then after using
OpenVPN username and password data is not
detected or has been encrypted by the OpenVPN
so it is safe from the action of sniffing data. QoS
measurement results experienced a decline in
network quality with delay parameters rising
from 51.4 ms to 463.4 ms, packet loss rose from
7.8% to 20.2%, throughput dropped from 82.8%
to 71.6%, and bandwidth dropped from 64786.6
bit/s to 55589 bit/s, it is due to the encryption
process and encapsulation that takes time.
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ABSTRACT
The security of based internet information system is a
must to care about. Because the network which is public
and global basically are not safe. When the data sent
from a personal computer to another personal computer,
the data will across several personal computers it will
give another user a chance to steal the data. It almost
happened every day in the whole world. One of the way
to steal the data is Man In The Middle Attack which
attacks the server. Intrusion detection system is
implemented with sniffing, traffic data watch process,
and log traffic snort analyze are open source. Intrusion
Detection System Snort analyze all the traffic system to
sniff and search for several kinds of cybercrime in the
network. The research is implemented with a Live
Forensic method which basically has the same
traditional forensic technique that is identification of
saving, analyze and presentation. This research is
expected to get the information such as log with sets the
snort into personal computer to detect attack of web
server, and then analyze the log file to explore the
evidence forensic digital from log snort file. This
research generates information in the form of alerts from
attacks displayed by IDS Snort that are already installed
on the web server. The log file is analyzed using
Wireshark for exploration of digital forensics evidence
in the form of an IP Address that attacks, when the attack
occurred, how the attack occurred, and where the attack
occurred. Based on the implementation of IDS Snort to
detect Man in the Middle Attack. The results of the
exploration of digital forensics evidence are obtained in
the form of IP Address and port used by attackers to
access the web server. Mitigation of attacks is done by
blocking the IP Address and port used by the attacker to
access the web server. This research has been
successfully carried out.
Keyword: Ettercap, Forensic, Live, Network, Snort

I.
INTRODUCTION
The development of the internet network is getting
huge and wide, the security of internet information
system is a must to care about. Because the network
which is basically public and global basically are
not safe. If someone looks for something that the
main purpose is the internet and look for the
reference, but the internet will never always give
what being promised such as information from the
whole world, because there are so many crimes
happened on the internet, this crime called
cybercrime. That’s why the computer system must
be complete with the system which can protect the
sniffing and intrusion. The system called intrusion
detection system (IDS) [1].
Snort IDS is used to detect port scanning on a
computer network [2]. In addition to IDS Snort is
also used in monitoring wireless network traffic [3].
IDS is a system for identifying the sniffer who tries
to attack the system without authorized or legal user
but abusing privilege the source of the system. IDS
will notify if something suspicious or illegal had
happened [4].
Man In The Middle Attack is one of the attacks on
the network with open access LAN network. This
way it will be done intercepts username and
password (ARP Poisoning) by using a computer
attacker inside a network multiple computers [5]
therefore in their need to take preventive attack
detection. [6]
One of the mitigation that can be done to prevent
ARP Poisoning is by blocking the attacker IP
Address and port used for incoming [7] and [8] Man
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In The Middle Attack based evil twin become a
dangerous terror for WIFI network users. The
attacker will use fake AP (Access Point) with
different gateway configuration with legitimate
Access Point so the kind of this attack will be
difficult to detect. [9] IDS Snort is used for
monitoring wireless networks against packet
sniffing attacks. [10]
Live Forensic is a method which has the same
traditional forensic technique that is identifying the
storage, analyst, and presentation. Live forensic is
a response from lack of traditional forensic
technique which can’t get the information from the
data and exist information while the system is on a
process such as memory activity, network process,
file swap, running system process information from
the file system. This research uses live forensic
technique such as preparation, case simulation,
forensic investigation, analyst, and reporting. [9]
Based on the background of the problem, it is
important to have network forensic using snort to
detect the attack of Man in The Middle Attack.
Then the topic of the final project research is
Network Forensics Analysis Against Man in The
Middle Attack Using Live Forensic Methods.
II.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Conducted research about network forensic to
detect an attack in the web server which explains
about snort IDS configuration where snort works
real time [11]. [1] defines that intrusion detection is
a watch process of action happened in PC or
network and analyze the possibility of an accident.
The accident means terror of violation or threat of
policy violation computer security, acceptable
usage policies or based security practice.
The research conducted by [12] identified that the
attack of DDoS in the computer network, discussed
network security from DDoS attack, find the
attacker, and reconstruct the attack with the analyst
of sniffing evidence.
The research conducted by [13] is about package
identification in honeynet network ID_SIRTII/CC,
identified that parameter of the attack while getting
the traffic honeynet data network, investigated

package honeynet data, analyst PCAP in the
honeynet network. This research is using Tapping
Mirroring Method.
The research conducted by [14] is about the security
of your account in the browser such as Microsoft
Edge, Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome,
identified the comparison browser for an account
while using the private and public the purpose is to
find the evidence in storage, USB storage, CD,
traffic network and else.
The research conducted by [15] is about additional
device traffic network and discuss the attack in
traffic network and how to anticipate the attack
using an additional device traffic network.
The research conducted by [16] is discussed a
survey about the attack of Man in The Middle
Attack which is possibly attacker getting the illegal
access into a connection between two devices and
listened to traffic network. This kind of attack is
absolutely wrong because it’s almost invisible to
the victim’s devices. this research using D-H
exchange password where two wireless devices
sharing their secret password with the safe line
between them.
III.
RESEARCH METHOD
3.1. Research Subject
Research subject is the subject that will be
discussed is Network Forensic Analysis Against
Man in The Middle Attack Using Live Forensic
Method. The analysis is expected to be one of the
ways to increase the security of web server
generally especially web server in Universitas
Ahmad Dahlan.
3.2. Live Forensic
The research is a case simulation to try to
implement the snort to detect the sniffer or an
attack. The purpose of a case simulation is to testing
the snort to detect the sniffer an attack to the server
target that will be used to protect the network with
the ability to a response which available with the
policy of the safety from IDS Snort. The stages of
the research can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research Stages

The stages of the research conducted are: [17]
a. Collection
On this stage, the researcher conducted research
and some attempt find the evidence, introduction to
the sniffing and gather evidence. In the process of
detecting the attack, the system will be used is IDS
Snort. There are some rules in snort which
extracting the package across the network, so if
there are suspicious packages and not available
with the rules the snort will send the message alert
and save it as a log.

is exampled the exam test registration page where
an attacker will do the sniffing on the web server
using Ettercap. The target of the attacker is IP
Address web server or the client. When the client
access the exam test registration page then the
username and the password will be caught by
Ettercap and displayed by the client and also
username and password.
3.4. The Making of the Scenario
The making of the scenario and experiment can be
used to get the digital evidence as the first step
before analysis stage. The description of the
experiment in the research is shown as follows:
1) Experiment 1: Client access the web server and
request to enter the exam test registration page.
A client does the request in Figure 2.

b. Examination
These stage need to find the hidden information and
published the relevant document. The investigation
to a log file using IDS Snort. After the log safe as
an alert, then the log will be investigated.
c. Analysis
This stage is used to proof the case and to answer
the forensic questions about the attack who’s IP’s
attack, when, where, how, and why the attack
happened.
d. Reporting
This stage is the process of writing the report about
the data investigation from all the research. Make
the report about the attack that happens in the
network from the result of the log analysis and after
that, the researcher does the reconstruction to the
data from the action and make sure not damaging
the log.
3.3. Case Scenario
The case scenario in this research is adjusted with a
case of bank break-ins using Man in the Middle
Attack and the target is web banking. This
simulation is using computer device with local
network and XAMPP local server. This simulation

Figure 2. Client Request

Client request the web server and in response by
displaying the login page in the web browser to use
by the client to fill the username and password.
2) Experiment 2: The attacker will do the attack on
the web server using Ettercap and sniffing the
data sent by the client to the web server.
Attacker’s attack can be seen in Figure 3

Figure 3. Attacker’s Attack
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3.5. Testing of Scenario and Experiment
This stage is needed to get the digital evidence.
Long testing is not restricted to make it easier in
getting and analyze the digital evidence on the next
stages. The experiment is suitable with the
condition using a local network in the research lab
and using XAMPP as a local server. The network
design can be seen in Figure 4 and the attack
scenario can be seen in Figure 5.

all the log and will show the alert from attack by an
attacker.
3.6. Digital Evidence Collection
This stages will collect the digital evidence such
tested log file by the scenario and experiment which
has been determined before. Digital evidence
collection such as log file in snort application which
has been set in web server before. After getting the
evidence the next stages is analyzed the digital
evidence. The example of log snort can be seen in
Figure 6.

Figure 4. Network Design
Figure 6. Log Snort

At the network design picture, there are two clients.
An attacker and web server are connected to each
other.

Figure 5. Attack Scenario Web Server

In the attack scenario picture, there are two clients,
an attacker and a web server. In the web server,
there is the exam test registration page that will be
accessed by the client by the web browser. An
attacker will do the attack on the web server using
Ettercap and sniffing to the network traffic. With
the attacker who does sniffing then all request and
response made by the client who made the target by
the attacker will be recorded on the Ettercap
application while snort on the web server will catch

3.7. Analyze the Digital Evidence
After the digital evidence collected, then the next
stages are Live Forensic analyze in real time to find
the alerts of attack directly. As standard testing, the
researcher will be using network analyzer
application that has been used for digital forensic
analysis, that is Wireshark.
3.8. Mitigation
Based on the case of a man in the middle attack on
a web server, making a secure web server data by
blocking the IP address that carried out the attack.
To find out the IP Address that carried out the attack
can be seen in the IDS Alert results located in the
c:\Snort\log folder. Prevention can also be done by
using the XArp application to detect ARP or attack
Man In The Middle Attack. The XArp application
will display IP, MAC, Host, Vendor, interface, IP
status online or not, cache and first seen. A red cross
for ARP attack detected status and a green checklist
indicates that IP is not being attacked. Flowchart
system can be seen in Figure 7.
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d. Reporting
This stage is the process of writing data
investigation from all the research based on the
results of the forensic testing and investigation of
the case of Man In The Middle Attack attack.. Make
the report about the attack that happens in the
network from the result of the log analysis and after
that, the researcher does the reconstruction to the
data from the action and make sure not damaging
the log to found some information that can be used
as digital evidence.

Figure 7. Flowchart System

IV.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Live Forensics
a. Collection
At this stage the process of investigating and
seeking evidence is conducted. The introduction of
the intruders and collecting evidence. Used in
intrusion detection system Snort IDS. After the log
is stored as an alert, then the log will be researched
and examined.
b. Examination
At this stage to do a search and reveal hidden
information
relevant
documentation.
The
examination was conducted in a log file that has
been taken using Snort IDS. After the log is stored
as an alert, then the next log will be researched and
examined.

4.2. Case Scenario
The process of simulating a Man In The Middle
Attack attack is an initial step taken to test Snort
IDS configuration in detecting Man In The Middle
Attack attacks. The simulation starts with how to
prepare the website to test attacks on a server and
run XAMPP as a local server. Using 1 computer as
a web server as well as for Snort IDS, 1 computer
as a client and 1 computer as the web server
attacker.
a. Access the Website
Users access the website normally with URL
http://192.168.198.1/MITM/index.php . To get
full access user must type username and
password. When the user clicks the login button
then automatically URL, username and password
will be captured by Ettercap and displayed on the
page Ettercap. The registration exam page of
awareness can be seen in Figure 8.

c. Analysis
At this stage is used for authentication to the case at
hand and answer forensic questions regarding the
attacks, IP who carried out the attack, when the
attack took place, where the attack occurred, how
the attack took place, and why the attack took place.
Figure 8. Access the Website
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b. Man in the Middle Attack Process
Man In The Middle Attack process was helped by
using Ettercap tools. Ettercap is a tool that is used
to intercept and capture username and password
automatically an IP address that is targeted. The
packet capture results from Ettercap can be seen
in Figure 9. Ettercap can also be run on Linux
terminal by typing the command “Ettercap -i eth0
-T -q -M arp” can be seen in Figure 10.

be taken in the form of a packet capture (PCAP)
The parameters need to be installed on snort.
Parameters or script that use is “ Snort -A console
-i2 -c c:\Snort\etc\snort.conf -l c;\Snort\log”. So
that when detected traffic in accordance with the
rules that have been created snort who run the
command prompt will display the log and Snort
log will be stored in the folder c:\Snort\log.
Inspection log can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 9. Capture Ettercap

Figure 11. Inspection Log

The snort IDS Alert that detects the attacks of Man
In The Middle can be seen in Figure 12.

Figure 10. Run Ettercap on Linux Terminal

c. Data Collection
Collection of evidence in this study using the
traffic recorded by IDS Snort and stored as a log
stored in the folder c:\Snort\log analysis would be
conducted to obtain the results of the research.
d. Inspection Logs
The researcher using IDS Snort for detecting
intrusion on the network so that if a log file will

Figure 12. Alert Snort IDS

Furthermore, IDS Snort Alert will be analyzed by
using a network analyzer is Wireshark separately
determine the attack occurred. The data log files
are managed in check will then be taken in the
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form of a packet capture that consists of several
log files that the package captured by Snort IDS.
The logs will be in an analysis using Wireshark is
the data associated with the IP address of the
attacker, the port used for entry, as well as the type
of data in the attack. This information is very
useful in the investigation against attackers and
for blocking the port and IP address as measures
to protect web servers from Man In The Middle
Attack next.

managed to get a username and password and
access the website page using Iceweasel on Linux
times using IP address 192.168.198.3.
b. Mitigation
IDS Snort rule has been set previously. If the
traffic according to the rules it will be detected as
a Man In The Middle Attack and displayed as an
alert on the snort and then stored as a log in the
folder c: \ Snort \ log. Figure 14 shown alert Man
In The Middle Attack

4.3. Analysis and Forensic Investigation
The website that is the example of a Man In The
Middle Attack is a site that is built using basic PHP
scripts and uses localhost and XAMPP servers. The
web application is a login form on the interface
which is a gap from the attack of Man In The
Middle Attack.
a. The Result of Attack Simulation
Simulated attacks to deliver a strike package Man
In The Middle Attack in a network and the
attacker can access web pages using the username
and password circuitry in getting out of sniffing
using Ettercap. Digital evidence found in Man in
The Middle Attacks was analyzed by using
Wireshark.
In Figure 13 can be seen the results of log analysis
using Wireshark.

Figure 13. Wireshark Analysis Results

IDS Snort is working on a web server captures all
activities that occur in web server and send alerts
when there is suspicious activity on the network
that matches the rule that has been defined. The
results have shown the attacker Wireshark tools

Figure 14. Alert MITM Attack

When there is traffic in accordance with the rule
will be detected as a MITM Attack and will be
displayed as an alert at the command prompt. IP
detected attacks can be directly blocked by using
the IP Blocker application Firewall 5.0. In
addition to using IP Blocker Firewall 5.0, can also
use Netcut to block the attacker's IP.
V.
CONCLUSION
The conclusion obtained during the detection
process of Man In The Middle Attack on a web
server is implementation of Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) Snort on a web server can assist in
providing information to make the detection of Man
In The Middle Attack. The log file is stored in the
folder log is taken to be analyzed by using
Wireshark in order to find the illegal actions that
occur on the web server. IP Blocker 5.0 Firewall
and Netcut is used to block IP detected an attack
against the server. Implementation of tools Ettercap
as the attacker is performing Man In The Middle
Attack goes well and smoothly. This research has
been successfully carried out.
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ABSTRACT
One of hardware which is used for connecting
two different networks is the Router. Router is a tool
for sending data packets through a network or the
internet in order to reach its object. In this research,
an analysis of digital data collection was carried out
and found the differences in the router data flow
before and after the network is disconnected using
Wireshark and Netcut. The research step starts from
creating the scenarios that are often done on a daily
basis where the user accesses the internet network
from the router. At the results analysis, there are
various types of data such as Internet Protocol who
accesses, what is accessed, when user accesses, and
where user accesses. Then find a comparison on the
router data flow before and after the network is
disconnected.
Keyword : Live, Forensics, Router, Wireshark,
Netcut

1. INTRODUCTION
Digital forensics is a new science that
develops continuously so it is necessary to
deeply learn about this science. Digital forensics
science changes because of the development of
operating systems, smartphones and tablets.
These big quantities and complex digital
forensics steps require special capabilities and
software to solve the problem that occurs. There
are two general forensics digital analyzes, that
are dead forensics and live forensics [1]. Dead
forensics is a technique that requires data saved
permanently in a hard disk general storage
media device. Live forensics is an analysis
technique which involves data that runs on a
system or volatile data that is generally saved in
the RAM or transit on the network [2] [3].
Network forensics is a branch of digital
forensics related to monitoring and analyzing
computer network traffic for gathering
information, legal evidence or instructions
detection. [4].

Live forensics can be done when the
system is alive, because almost the entire
system usage is saved in RAM, pagefile,
hibernation files and crash dump files. An
important purpose of analyzing data in RAM is
to know the data location and the data contents.
All datas on a computer must pass through
RAM, whether it requires internet network,
copy or move files, open files on the hard drive
or delete them all recorded in RAM. The
difference between RAM and Hard drive is,
RAM records something that occurs at certain
times and conditions while the hard drive only
provides general data information. This is very
important because there is only a large data and
it never registers on a hard drive that is internet
data [2] [5].
One of the most important devices on a
network with a wide scope is a router. Routers
can save the data traffic identity based on the
tables which are available through the router.
The transfer of information sources between
networks on the router becomes the main
concern to find the important data which is
available in a connected network [6] [7].
The rapid progress of router technology
proves that routers are the most needed device
for companies, schools and universities,
therefore each organization has important data
that has been connected to the internet network,
so crime may occur. For intruders, routers are
very important to launch their actions so they
can enter the main system or data center that
they want to commit a crime. Full control of the
router causes other networks connected to the
router to be controlled. This is why many
attackers will target the router and launch
attacks against them. These attacks can focus on
configuration errors, known vulnerabilities, or
even weak passwords. Routers can be attacked
by gaining access to the router and changing file
configuration, launching attacks, flooding
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bandwidth, or poisoning routing tables. If the
router is successfully controlled, the
configuration can be removed [6].
The use of routers to open free internet is
starting to grow rapidly, there are free internet
spots to encrypted hotspot or wifi logins
everywhere. The presence of Netcut in the
middle of the public makes the users of the wifi
facility uneasy because all the bandwidth can be
used by the perpetrator to do what they want to
be able to cut the connection so that the
perpetrator's computer is connected to the
network, this action makes the facilities
provided cannot be used by other users. Even
with this software the perpetrator is able to turn
off the router connection so the connection is
off.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The research conducted by [8] this study
examines e-mail security on proprietary systems,
by comparing the e-mail security from gmail,
ymail and outlook using Live Forensics method.
The research conducted by [6] this study
analyzes DdoS attacks by utilizing an attack
detection system using Intrusion Detection
system (IDS) on routers to be able to find and
collect digital evidence, using Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) method.
The research conducted by [7] this study
analyzes forensic by using logs for
investigations and found evidence of an attack.
The result of the study shows that by utilizing
Basic Analysis and Security engine and
Wireshark that are able to detect the attacks
using rules in the snort which are the basis of
attack evidence
The research conducted [9] this research
finds a log of user activity, to be used as
evidence in determining the best forensic
method tools. Investigating volatile data on the
systems running in RAM can find out logs of
user activity. Data that can be used as evidence
can be obtained from file system metadata,
prefetch files, registry, web browser files and
specific document files. The cases are scenarios
with crimes that often appear and utilize
freeware tools.
The research conducted by [10] this study
implements live forensics techniques to
investigate digital evidence of the activity of
using Instant Messenger application, knowing
the characteristics of digital evidence from the
activities of using Instant Messenger application
and making comparisons among Instant
Messenger applications

The research conducted by [11] the aim of
this study is to determine the network source
attacks based on the log data, evidence,
identification,
analysis,
and
events
reconstruction, computer networks security from
attacks, based on the test results and analysis of
computer network security system can be
designed using computer network forensic
evidence. And after creating a computer network
security system, attackers will not be able to
carry out attacks in the future using the same
method.
3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
3.1 Network Forensics
Network forensics is the activity of
capturing, recording and analyzing events on the
network to find security attack sources or others
[12]. The forensics power allows analysis and
retrievals the facts and events from the
environment, because facts may be hidden.
Unlike forensic in general, computer forensics is
the activity of collecting and analyzing data from
various computer resources. Logs that come
from a computer (computer forensics) are
antivirus logs, database logs or logs from
applications used [13].
Network forensics is a part of digital
forensics, which the evidence is captured from
the network and interpreted based on the
knowledge from network forensics. This
research has some purpose that are to find out
what data is obtained during the network is
connected and then collect and analyze data
from computer networks [11].
3.2 Live Forensics
Live forensics is an analytical technique
which involves data running on a system or
volatile data that is generally save in Random
Access Memory (RAM) or transit on a network
[8]. Live Forensics techniques require precision
and accuracy, because the volitile data on RAM
can be lost if the system is off, and there is a
possibility of strucking down the important data
in RAM by other applications [10].
Live forensics has similarities to the
traditional forensics techniques in the methods
used, that are identification, storage, analysis,
and presentation, but live forensics is a response
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from a lack of the traditional forensics
techniques that cannot get information from the
data and the information only exists when the
system is running.
For example memory
activities, network processes, swap files, running
system processes, and information from system
files [14] [9].
The purpose of live forensics method is to
deal with the incidents quickly, data integrity is
more assured, encryption techniques are more
likely to be opened and memory capacity is
more lace when compared with the traditional
forensics methods. Many tools can be used in
live forensics for data analysis. Tools that are
compared to the live forensics method are from
memory usage capability, time, number of steps
and the best accuracy in performing live
forensics [15].
3.3 Forensics Stages
Generally, there are four stages which must be
done in managing evidence for network
forensics, that are collection, examination,
analysis, and reporting.

Figure 1. Forensics Stages
In Figure 1, forensics stages can be explained
that the network forensics stage method begins
with a collection or called collecting data
packets on the internet network. The next stage
is examination. It is a process for checking the
relevant data packets, then analysis stage is the
stage to determine the complexity level of the
data packet obtained, and the last stage is
reporting. It is reporting and explaining what has
been analyzed, then presented the data packets
has been found and documented in detail.
3.4 Router
Router is a network device that is used to
connect two different networks. A router is a
tool for sending data packets over a network or
the internet the internet in order to reach its
object, the process is called routing.
Router will look for the best path to send a
message based on the object address and origin
address. Router knows the address of each

computer in its local network, bridges and other
routers [16].
3.5 Netcut
Netcut is a tool that is used for breaking
the user's internet connection in a LAN/Hotspot
area, to divert or disconnect the flow of data
packets between users and the gateway [17].
3.6 Wireshark
Wireshark is commonly used in solving
network troubleshooting to check network
security,
debug
network
protocol
implementation in their software, debugging
protocol package implementation, and protocol
learning and also used for sniffers or sniffing
privacy data on the network. Wireshark is like a
media or tool that can be used by users for its
use, whether for goodness or crime. This is
because Wireshark can be used to search
sensitive information that roams the network
Wireshark can analyze data packets in real
time. It means that Wireshark application will
oversee all data packets that come in and out
through the interface that has been determined
by the previous user and then display it.
If the computer is connected to a highspeed network and the computer is applying a
network-based
application,
Wireshark
application will display a lot of data packets and
cause confusion because there are so many
network data packets that occur. Wireshark
application can filter certain types of protocols
that you want to display [18].
4. METHODOLOGY AND
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 System Architecture
In the first scenario, forensic information
is found on IP = 172.10.70.18, which is
connected to the computer network, that are the
IP who is accessing, what is accessed on, when
user accesses, and where user accesses. Then
analyze what happens to the router when the
internet network is stable.
in the second scenario, the network is
terminated using netcut at the IP = 172.10.70.18
then find the forensics data, that are the IP who
is accessing, what is accessed, when user
accesses, where user accesses and whether the
information is still obtained after the network is
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disconnected, then analyze what happens to the
router when the internet network has
disconnected.

observer will observe the data flow process on
the user's computer.
4.3 The Step of Research Process

4.2 Forensics Simulation on the Router
The simulation process of taking the
forensics information on the router is by using
three computers connected to the internet
network which will be accessed. The simulation
starts using one computer as a user, one
computer as an attacker and one computer as an
observer. The user's computer will access the
internet, while the attacker will disconnect the
internet network on the user's computer using
Netcut, then the observer will observe the flow
of internet network data when the user's
computer is still connected to the internet
network and when the user's computer has been
disconnected to the internet network, observers
also find out the forensics data obtained from
the user's computer.

Figure 3. Collecting the Digital Data and the
Comparison Between Before and After Using
Netcut

Figure 2. Experiment Scenario of Forensics
Analysis
Figure 2 shows the experiment scenario of
forensics analysis where the router with IP
172.10.70.1 sends data packets through the
network or the internet to the HUB that will
share to the observe computer IP 172.10.70.11,
the user's computer IP 172.10.70.15, and the
attacker computer IP 172.10.70.13. Attacker
with IP 172.10.70.13 terminate the network
using Netcut on the user's computer with IP =
172.10.70.15 so the user's computer will no
longer to connect to the internet network, and the

Figure 3. shows the step of forensics
analysis on the router that is getting data and
comparing between
before and after the
computer network is disconnected using netcut
software. This step of analysis consists of
several processes, that are:
A. Opening an active wifi network toward
Opening an active wifi network on
Wireshark.
B. All network activities that are connected to
the router will be recorded by Wireshark
and will be displayed in packages.
C. Analyzing the packages displayed in
Wireshark then find forensics information
on network usage, that are the IP who is
accessing, what is accessed, when he/she
accesses, and where he/she accesses the
internet network.
D. A computer internet network that has been
determined to be analyzed will be
disconnected using netcut software.
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E. The next step is analyzing the computer
network comparison before and after the
network is disconnected using netcut
software.
F. The report step is to report the results of the
forensics analysis on the router, that is what
is obtained from the analysis result and what
is the result of the comparison of netcut
usage on the computer network before and
after the network is disconnected.
G. The conclusion step is what conclusions are
expected from the results of the forensics
analysis on the router.
4.4 Data Collection
The data collecting used in this research is
recordings from Wireshark. The reconstruction
process starts after the user accesses the
computer network, then the user data will be
displayed directly by Wireshark.

Data
packet
displayed
from the
IP address

Figure 4. The Display of IP Packet =
172.10.70.15
In Figure 4, is known that the data packets
in the red block are data packets from IP =
172.10.70.15, displayed that the internet user
data with IP = 172.10.70.15 is accessing the
internet on 20-08-2018, at 09:18:49, In the
protocol, is displayed the NBNS protocol that is
the Netbios protocol. It is used by applications
on the Windows OS that are used in the TCP
protocol to send the data completely until the
data actually reaches to the receiver.
4.5 The Termination of Network to
Computer
In Figure 5, it is known that the IP in the
red block is the user's computer with IP =
172.10.70.15 which has been terminated at
9:19:36 on 20-08-2018 using netcut software.

IP Address
which is
terminated
using netcut

Figure 5. The Display When IP = 172.10.70.15
is Terminated Using Netcut

IP Address
after it is
disconnected

Figure 6. The Display of IP = 172.10.70.15
After the Internet Network is Disconnected
Using Wireshark
In Figure 6, the data packets which is in
the red block is the display of IP =
172.10.70.15, those data packets cannot display
the data packets when the internet network at IP
= 172.10.70.15 has been disconnected.
4.6 The Second Forensics Simulation On The
Router
The simulation process of taking the
forensics information on the router is by using
three computers connected to the internet
network which will be accessed. The simulation
begins by using 1 computer as a user, 1
computer as an attacker and 1 computer as an
observer, failed to get the forensics data after
the internet network is terminated to the user's
computer, so the second simulation is done
which only uses two computers, one computer
as a computer observers and attackers and one
computer as a user. Computer users will access
the internet, while computer observers and
attackers will disconnect the internet network
on the user's computer using Netcut and also
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observe the process of data flow when it is still
connected to the internet network and when the
user's computer has been disconnected to the
internet network, observers also find the
forensics data obtained from User's computer
using Wireshark.

data with IP = 172.10.70.15 is accessing the
internet on 20-08-2018, at 9:26:12, In the
protocol, is displayed the NBNS protocol that is
the Netbios protocol. It is used by applications
on the Windows OS that are used in the TCP
protocol to send the data completely until the
data actually reaches to the receiver.
4.8 The Termination of Network to
Computer
In Figure 9, is known that the IP in the red
block is the user's computer with IP =
172.10.70.15 which has been terminated at
9:27:02 on 20-08-2018 using Netcut.
IP Address
which is
terminated
using netcut

Figure 7. Experiment Scenario of Forensics
Analysis
Figure 7 shows the experiment scenario of
forensics analysis where the router with IP
172.10.70.1 sends data packets through the
network or the internet to the HUB that will
share to the observer/attacker computer IP
172.10.70.11 and the user's computer IP
172.10.70.15, then the computer with IP =
172.10.70.11 terminate the network using netcut
on the user's computer with IP = 172.10.70.15 so
the user's computer will no longer to connect to
the internet network.
4.7 Data Collection
The data collecting used in this study is
recordings from Wireshark. The reconstruction
process starts after the user accesses the
computer network, then the user data will be
displayed directly by Wireshark.

Data packet displayed
from the IP address

Figure 8. The Display of IP Packet =
172.10.70.15
In Figure 8, is known that the data packets
in the red block are data packets from IP =
172.10.70.15, displayed that the internet user

Figure 9. The Display when IP = 172.10.70.15
is Terminated Using Netcut
Data
packet
displayed from
the IP address

Figure 10. The Display of IP = 172.10.70.15
After the Internet Network is Disconnected
Using Wireshark
In Figure 10, the data packet in the red
block is displayed when IP = 172.10.70.15, on
20-08-2018, at 9:27:02, starts to be unstable,
where the IP always asks a request to DNS then
DNS cannot respond the request from the user
IP so the next protocol that is displayed is the
TCP protocol which means that the TCP
protocol cannot send the data completely to the
recipient so, TCP will always repeat because the
data that will be sent to the recipient has an
error.
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IP
address
disconne
c

Figure 11. The Display of IP = 172.10.70.15
After the Internet Network is Off Using
Wireshark
In Figure 11, the data packet in the red
block is IP = 172.10.70.15 after the internet
network is off, the IP always asks a DNS
request, but DNS cannot respond so DNS will
always repeat continuously.
4.9 Analysis and Comparison
In this step, present an analysis of the
simulation results that have been done, the
results of the analysis are in the form of any
data obtained from the research results and what
happens to the forensics router when the
network is stable and when the network has
disconnected, these are the following forensics
data:
From the first simulation of forensic data
that has been obtained, the internet user data
with IP = 172.10.70.15 is accessing the internet
on 20-08-2018, at 9:26:12, and the info displays
the word "Bukalapak", in this simulation the use
of the internet on the router is still running
stable where requests from IP to DNS occur
only one time to continue to the object domain,
Then the TCP protocol will use the NBNS
protocol to send the data completely until the
data actually reaches to the receiver.
Next, in the second simulation where
there has been a network termination using
netcut software, on this network termination the
forensics data that has been obtained is internet
user data with IP = 172.10.70.15, on 20-082018, at 9:27:02, and the last object IP =
103.64.14.20, in this simulation the internet user
on the router has lost an internet connection
where the IP has asked a request for DNS and
there is no response so the request occurs
continuously from IP to DNS, Then TCP
protocol will be displayed continuously because

the data sent by TCP to the receiver has an
error, so the data cannot reach to the receiver
completely.
Then in the comparison step of the
research results is comparing the first simulation
before the internet connection is interrupted and
the second simulation after the internet
connection has been disconnected, the result of
the simulation comparison is where the request
from IP to DNS occurs only one time to
continue to the object domain, this condition is
different when the IP is done by terminating the
network using netcut, then there will be a
continuous request from IP to DNS.
5. RESULT ANALYSIS
5.1 User Acceptance Test (UAT)
User Acceptance Test (UAT) is a user
testing process which is meant for producing
documents that are used as an evidence of the
analysis has been accepted by the user. The test
is done using the simulation process of forensics
data collecting analysis and what happens to
forensics router when the network is stable and
when the network has been disconnected using a
video that has been documented during the
research.
Some questions from testing User
Acceptance Test are : the user knows the IP that
accesses the network router, the user knows
when the IP accesses the network router, the
user knows what is accessed by another IP, the
user knows what happened to the router when
the network is disconnected and the user knows
the difference before and after the network is
disconnected.
From the results of the User Acceptance
Test assessment, it can be conclude that:
Analysis observers who have chosen Disagree
are (0%), Analysis observers who have chosen
Less Disagree are (9%), Analysis observers who
have chosen Agree get (29%), Analysis
observers who have chosen Strongly Agree get
(12%).
6. CONCLUSION
Finding the data in the forensics router,
helping in providing information about internet
usage that is done by other users, so the use of
the internet is not misused for bad purposes.
Giving the information that occurs on the router
data stream before and after the network is
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disconnected then understanding the difference
from both of them.
This research analyzes Netcut attacks by
using Wireshark as an attack detector. In the
previous research, the attacks used DdoS and
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) as an attack
detector. So, this research provides information
that occurs on the router data flow when it is
connected to the internet network and after being
disconnected from using Netcut then knowing
the difference when the data flow Router is
connected to the internet and when the data flow
Router is disconnected using Netcut.
The result of the simulation comparison is
where the request from IP to DNS occurs only
one time to continue to the object domain, this
condition is different when the IP is done by
terminating the network using netcut, then there
will be a continuous request from IP to DNS.
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ABSTRACT
A new method of cyber intrusion detection is
proposed in the present work. A statistical
process control technique with a significant
potential has been utilized for this purpose,
namely the Exponential Weighted Moving
Average (EWMA) chart. The experimental
dataset was the widely used NSL-KDD, and the
proposed method is focused on the "source
bytes" attribute and in the range of 0 to 1000
bytes. The evaluated types of intrusion were:
Denial of service (DoS), User to Root (U2R),
Root to Local (R2L) and Probe, in a single or
multiple attacking manner. The normal
situation (with no attacks involved) under
which a hypothetical network operates has
been considered as a normal process and the
method was evaluated as effective enough for
all attacks with source bytes that cause
diversions from the normal process.

KEYWORDS
EWMA, DoS, U2R, R2L, Probe, intrusion
detection chart, NSL-KDD Dataset

1 INTRODUCTION
As network and internet technology advances,
Cyber intrusions have become a very serious
threat to security. Four of the most popular
types of cyber intrusions are: The Denial of
service and the distributed type of it (DoS,
DDoS), the User to Root (U2R), the Remote
to Local (R2L), and the Probe. In the Denial
of service (DoS) and its distributed type
(DDoS) the intruder makes the computer
systems’ resources so that they become
unable to handle normal requests or deny
legitimate users’ access to a machine. In the
User to Root (U2R) attack the intruder takes
access to a normal user account on the

system, through a stolen password or social
engineering or a dictionary attack, with the
purpose to exploit any vulnerability so that to
gain a root access to the system. In the
Remote to Local (R2L) attack the intruder
gains local access as a normal user, in a
machine, by exploiting any vulnerability.
Hence, he is getting able to send packets to
that machine over a network. Finally, the
probe intrusions is an attempt of gathering
information from a system or network with a
view to circumvention its security controls
[12].
The American Air Force has created some
very useful datasets containing records of
network data, such as the Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 1998
dataset and the later versions: The Knowledge
Discovery and Data Mining Competition
(KDDCup) 1999 dataset and the NSL-KDD.
These datasets have been a valuable
contribution to the research community as
they have been extensively used for
evaluating the performance of Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS).
The present work utilizes the NSL-KDD
dataset and focuses on the “source bytes”
attribute of all the involved protocols to
achieve detection of all types of intrusions
(DoS, R2L, U2R and Probe). Consider that
initially the network is under normal
operation (with no attacks) and using the
source bytes that reach up to 1000 bytes, the
mean value is calculated from a hypothetical
training period and it represents the target
mean for the utilized process control
mechanism. The process control technique
applied is the exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) chart, which has the
potential to achieve intrusion detection with
the logic that when intrusions occur, a normal
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process diverts out of control. As analytically
described in Sec. 2 and 3, the source bytes
under normal operation within the
aforementioned
range
are
normally
(Gaussian) distributed, so that any attacking
source bytes beyond this range or close to
zero pushes the process to be out of control
and thus to be detected.
Intrusion detection in computer networks and
systems is a topic, which various research
papers have focused on. Some indicative
related works include the following: The
authors in [1] address the problem of detected
DoS attacks using three different control
charts, Shewhart chart, Cumulative Sum
(CUSUM) and exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA). They concluded
that the CUSUM and EWMA control charts
showed improved performance over the
Shewhart chart.
In our previous works [2], [3] of the same
research direction, the NSL-KDD dataset was
utilized for the detection of DoS intrusions by
focusing on the “source bytes” of UDP and
ICMP protocols. The applied control
mechanisms
(CUSUM
and
EWMA)
successfully achieved the detection of these
type attacks [2]. Moreover, the source bytes
of the TCP protocol were examined for the
detection of R2L attacks. The above two
detection methods were utilized, with the
EWMA to be more efficient in immediacy
and accuracy [3]. In both works the mean
value was calculated using the normal
network operation (where no attacks are
involved). The superiority of the EWMA
chart was the motivation for its application on
the detection of all types of intrusions of the
present work. The work in [4] detects network
intrusions on the KDDcup99 and NSL-KDD
datasets by using the class Truncated mean
vector, to estimate the class mean vector in
Linear
Discriminant
Analysis
(LDA)
modeling. The work in [5] uses statistical
approaches of correlation and regression
analysis to forecast potential intrusions.
DDoS attacks are analyzed to predict possible
attack volume, to protect the network
infrastructure and server systems.

The work in [6] proposes a method that builds
a network intrusion detection model based on
the preparation of quality clusters with the
aim to detect intrusions in TCP packets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the related work on
intrusion detection; Section 3 presents the
methodology including the theoretical
elements of the utilized control chart, the
experimental dataset and the proposed
method. Section 4 contains the evaluation of
the results. Section 5 presents the discussion
on the evaluation and finally Section 6
contains the conclusion and further work.
2 METHODOLOGY
Considering the recorded evolution of the
normal source bytes as a normal process, any
diversions of this normal process may be
considered as attacks. For the detection of
these possible diversions, the Exponential
Moving Average (EWMA) control chart has
been applied as the detecting mechanism [7]
aiming to detect all types of the cyber-attacks,
under certain conditions.
2.1 The EWMA Control Chart
The EWMA control chart belongs to the
statistical techniques for process control, like
the Shwehart and the Cumulative sum
(CUSUM) charts. It is often used to detect
small to moderate shifts in a process and its
statistic is defined as:
𝐸𝑊𝑀𝐴𝑖 = 𝑍𝑖 = 𝜆𝛸𝜄 + (1 − 𝜆)𝛧𝜄−1

(1)

where 𝜆 is the weight assigned to the current
observation (𝑋𝑖 ), which takes values in the
interval 0 < 𝜆 ≤ 1 and it is called smoothing
constant or sensitivity parameter. For lower
values of 𝜆 (close to 0) the weight affects
more the previews observations, while for
larger values (closer to 1) it affects more the
recent observations [7]. Also, as Hunter
pointed out in 1986 [8] the closer to zero (0)
is the value of 𝜆, the closer to CUSUM chart
is the behaviour of the EWMA chart.
Whereas, the closer to one (1) is the value of
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λ, the closer to Shewhart chart is its
behaviour. The starting value 𝑍0 is set to be
equal to the target mean 𝜇0 . The EWMA
structure has two control limits, the upper
control limit (𝑈𝐶𝐿𝑖 ) and the lower control
limit (𝐿𝐶𝐿𝑖 ) which are defined as:
𝜆

𝑈𝐶𝐿𝑖 =𝜇0 + 𝐿𝜎√(2−𝜆) [1 − (1 − 𝜆)2𝑡 ] (2)
𝜆

𝐿𝐶𝐿𝑖 =𝜇0 − 𝐿𝜎√

(2−𝜆)

[1 − (1 − 𝜆)2𝑡 ] (3)

where 𝐿 is a width coefficient between 𝑈𝐶𝐿𝑖
and 𝐿𝐶𝐿𝑖 . By varying the values of 𝐿 and 𝜆
the sensitivity of the chart may be affected.
2.2 The NSL-KDD Dataset
In this work, the NBL-KDD data set, which
comprises of 42 attributes, was used. The
dataset was cleaned and filtered to remove all
data duplication, which were in the previous
(KDD’99) version. In the current versions of
NSL-KDD data set, 20% of the entire data set
is earmarked as training data and branded as
“KDDTrain+_20Percent”
with
25192
instances while the reminding 22544
instances are reserved as “KDDtest+”. There
are 42 attributes in each version and the 42nd
attribute is categorized as ‘class’ which
specifies whether the given instance is a
normal connection or an attack [9]. The
dataset files were downloaded from [10]. This
work used the "KDDtrain20percent" dataset
for evaluation purpose. For clarity the 42nd
attribute in the dataset was named “xattack”
which contains a numbering that specifies the
type of the attack in numbering form as: (1)
stands for DoS, (2) is for inside attackers also
known as User to Root (U2R), (3) is for
Remote to User (R2L), (4) is for Probe and
(5) is the normal operation packets [3].
2.3 Proposed Method
The purpose of this method is to evaluate a
promising statistical control mechanism for
the detection of cyber network intrusions of
the type of DDoS, U2R, R2L and Probe. The

detection mechanism is the Exponential
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) which
will be utilized for the process control of the
normal source bytes of the protocols: TCP,
UDP, ICMP, as they have been captured by
the recording software.
A network that operates in normal conditions
(with no attacks) has been considered as an
initial stage for the evaluation purposes. The
network may be supported with packet
analyzer software like TCPDump or any tailor
made packet sniffer for the implementation of
data recording. In order to achieve the best
possible process control of the normal source
bytes, which is essential, as a precondition is
the delimitation of the size of the source bytes
to the maximum of 1000 bytes. This is due to
the fact that the values of the source bytes in
this range are very close to a Gaussian
distribution and this is a desirable situation
for an optimum detection result. The large
discrepancies of the TCP bytes mainly, are in
contrast to the logic of the EWMA, since it
requires the values of the random variable to
be close to a mean value 𝜇0 . By adjusting the
smoothing parameters (𝜆, 𝐿) of the EWMA
chart to appropriate values, detection is
achieved for attacking values close to zero or
close and beyond the upper limit of the
selected range (0 – 1000 bytes) (Sec. 3). The
number of the source bytes in the above range
of the tested dataset (20% NSL-KDD) is
approximately 11900, which are greater than
the 3/4 of the total.
Following the same logic as in our previous
works [2], [3], the estimation of the target
mean is crucial, and it has been achieved from
a hypothetical training period, where the
source bytes have been recorded in network
normal operation.
Hence, the target mean value was estimated
from the entire sequence of the normal source
byte values of the utilized dataset. The
assumption made was, that in an initial stage
the network was in normal operation (null
hypothesis) for 𝑛 instances. After this short
period of time the upper and lower control
limits (𝑈𝐶𝐿, 𝐿𝐶𝐿) of the EWMA chart have
been reached to the appropriate level from
equations (2) and (3). The first evaluation
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was the detection of a DDoS attack, while the
second was the detection of one R2L attack.
The third evaluation was the detection of one
DDoS and one R2L attacks at a close instance
and the fourth evaluation was the case of a
sequence of seven attacks of all types (DDoS,
U2R, R2L, Probe). (Sec.3) Detection was
achieved with the EWMA chart.
3 Evaluation of Results

instance 14 the values of 𝑍𝑖 are negative and
at instance 16 the lower control limit (𝐿𝐶𝐿𝑖 )
has been exceeded since the value of
𝑍𝑖 = −0,89.
The values of 𝐿𝐶𝐿𝑖 and 𝑈𝐶𝐿𝑖 in this graph are
-0,88 and 0,88 respectively as well as the
values of the 𝜆 and 𝐿 have been set to 0,2 and
2,65 respectively. These values of the
adjusted parameters (𝜆, 𝐿) were selected so
that to include into the normal process the
maximum normal source byte value of 999.

3.1 Preprocess of the Dataset
1.00

At a first stage, the target mean value was
estimated through a hypothetical training
period which represents a constant process of
the method. During the training period the
network operates under normal conditions
satisfying the null hypothesis 𝐻0 . Hence, the
entire list of the normal source bytes of all
protocols in the NSL-KDD dataset and in the
range of 0 - 1000 bytes was used for this
calculation. The target mean value was
𝜇0 = 270 with standard deviation 𝜎 = 176.
With the above values of 𝜇 and 𝜎 the source
byte values have been standardized (Z- score
normalization) [11] according to the equation
(4):

𝑋𝑖′ =

𝑋𝑖 −𝜇0
𝜎

(4)

where 𝑋𝑖′ is the new standardized value, 𝑋𝑖 is
the real observed value, while 𝜇0 and 𝜎 are
the target mean and standard deviation
respectively. The standardization process has
been done to produce a vector of values with
zero mean, unit-variance and much smaller
range of values (-1,5 to 0,3) than the real
ones.
3.2 Detection of DDoS intrusion
The first phase of evaluation was the case
where a small number of DDoS attacks (four)
took place at instances 14 to 17 with source
bytes size of zero (0). This source bytes’
value belongs to the TCP DoS attacking bytes
as it has been examined in the NSL-KDD
dataset. As depicted in Fig. 1 after the

𝑈𝐶𝐿𝑖
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Figure 1. Drift of test statistic of the EWMA with four
DoS attacks of zero (0) bytes at instance 14.

For lower values of 𝜆 the detection is
achieved at later instances while for greater
values (0,3 – 0,7) the detection is achieved at
the same instance. For values further to
𝜆 = 0,7 and up to 1, 𝐿 must be adjusted to
lower value than 2 to achieve the desired
detection.
3.3 Detection of R2L intrusion
In the second phase of the evaluation an R2L
attack of 1020 bytes was examined at the
same instance (14) as before. The values of 𝜆
and 𝐿 were maintained the same. As depicted
in Fig. 2 at instance 14 the value of 𝑍𝑖 = 0,89
has exceeded the upper control limit (𝑈𝐶𝐿𝑖 =
0,88). For lower values of 𝜆, the parameter 𝐿
must be adjusted to lower value than 2,65 in
order to achieve detection, while for greater
values of 𝜆, 𝐿 must be adjusted to greater
values than 2, so that the detection is limited
to one-time instance and no further.
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Figure 2. Drift of test statistic of the EWMA with one
R2L attacks of 832 bytes at instance 14.

According to the dataset, R2L attacks only
concern the TCP protocol source bytes. There
are no recorded R2L attacks of any other
protocol. Another point of attention is that the
R2L attacks are mainly unique (rarely in
sequence) scattered in the dataset. The ranges
of values of the recorded R2L (TCP)
attacking source bytes are: 0 – 365, 832 –
7045, 5131424 – 5135678 bytes. For the
attacking values of the first range the
difficulty to be detected is due to the fact that
they are close to the mean value of the fairly
normally distributed values of the range 0 1000. Detection in this range of values may
be achieved only if small values (0 – 50
bytes) are in sequence as depicted in Fig. 1.
For the second range of the R2L attacking
values, the values of 832 and 950 bytes were
detected with the same adjustment of the
parameters (𝜆, 𝐿), but they may be considered
as normal byte values since they belong to the
range 0 – 1000 bytes. A case of detection
could be the situation where a small sequence
(1 – 3 instances) of the same value would
happen.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

-0.80
-1.00

Instances

Figure 3. Drift of test statistic of the EWMA with four
DoS attacks at instance 14 and one R2L at instance 23.

Afterwards, at instance 23 an R2L attack of
1020 bytes came and the value of 𝑍𝑖 = 0,84
exceeded the 𝑈𝐶𝐿𝑖 = 0,83. In this evaluation
the value of 𝜆 = 0,2 while 𝐿 = 2,5. For
lower values of 𝜆, 𝐿 must be adjusted to lower
value than 2,5 to achieve the wanted
detection. For greater values of 𝜆 must be
adjusted until the value of 0,5 the detection of
the DoS attack is still achieved, while the
detection of the R2L attack is clearer as the
value of 𝑍𝑖 has exceeded further the 𝑈𝐶𝐿𝑖 .
This is because as 𝜆 approaching 1 the weight
concerns more the most recent observation
values. Thus, after the value 0,5 of 𝜆, 𝐿 must
be adjusted to lower values than 2,5 in order
to achieve the detection in the 𝐿𝐶𝐿𝑖 .
3.5 Detection of all of the classified types of
intrusions
In the fourth phase of the evaluation, a case
where several attacks have taken place within
the first 100 instances was examined.
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00

3.4 Detection of DoS and R2L intrusions

𝑍𝑖 1.50
1.00

In the third phase of evaluation, the case
where two types of attack (DoS & R2L) have
occurred in fairly close instances.
As depicted in Fig. 3 at instance 14, a small
sequence of DoS attack happened and at
instance 17 the value of 𝑍𝑖 = −0,89 has
exceeded the Lower control limit (𝐿𝐶𝐿𝑖 =
−0,88).

0.50
0.00
-0.50
-1.00
-1.50

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 89 93 97

Instances

Figure 4. Drift of test statistic of the EWMA with
seven attacks of the types: DoS, U2R, R2L, Probe
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In Fig. 4 the above situation is depicted, and
the sequence of the attacks has occurred as
shown in Table 1:
Table 1. Sequence of Attacks of Fig. 4
Attack

Instance

Type

SB

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

14 - 17
23
32 - 36
42
48
71 - 74
85

DoS
R2L
DoS
U2R
R2L
DoS
Probe

0
1020
0
1727
1020
28
2628

Standarized
SB
-1,54
4,27
-1,54
8,30
4,27
-1,38
13,43

Table 2 contains the detection instances with
the values of 𝑍𝑖 as well as the values of 𝐿𝐶𝐿𝑖
and 𝑈𝐶𝐿𝑖 .
Table 2. Detection of the Attacks of Table 1
Attack
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Detection
Instance
17
23
35
42
48
74
85

𝑍𝑖
-0,89
0,84
-0,82
1,19
1,24
-0,87
2,81

Control
Limit
-0,76
0,76
-0,76
0,76
0,76
-0,76
0,76

5 Conclusions and Future Work
An integrated cyber intrusion detection
method based on our previous works on
statistical process control has been proposed.
The method has been based on the source
bytes of all protocols as they have been
captured in the NSL-KDD dataset and in the
range of 0 – 1000 bytes. The utilized process
control technique for the detection was the
EWMA chart. The results were satisfactory
since the aforementioned types of intrusion
(DoS, U2R, R2L, Probe) as they have been
classified in the dataset were successfully
detected. The detection method becomes
more efficient, when the intrusion source byte
values of all types are close or exceed the
range limits, specifically the upper limit. The
EWMA process control chart provided a high
immediacy and accuracy as found from the
evaluation results.
Further to this work the case of mixed
EWMA and cumulative sum methods as well
as other statistical techniques like Lane chart
will be examined utilizing possible upcoming
newer versions of datasets.

4 Discussion on the Evaluation
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ABSTRACT
Mobile devices developed very rapidly along with the
development of technology. Improved service users
instant messenger applications such as WhatsApp
would be very susceptible to crime. Some crimes such
as pornography, premeditated murder and fraud, in the
case involving technologies that serve as the digital
evidence in court, either in the form of conversations,
pictures, video recordings, and other chat messages
originating from the application WhatsApp. The
method used in this study using National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). The NIST method
has four stages as a reference for the analysis of
evidence, namely the collection, examination, analisis
and reporting. Stages are used to process the data
security of the physical evidence found and to prove
the perpetrator. Analysis of the NIST investigation
process has stages that have been modified so that it
can adjust to the investigation procedure initiated on
the seizure of evidence until the discovery process
digital data from the evidence in the case of fraudulent
crimes using WhatsApp application. The study
produced the information stored in the database in the
form of data artifacts that the contents of the
conversation chat messages, log history of delivery,
phone number, and a conversation then based on these
data to get items of digital evidence which
subsequently became a reference in the proceedings to
determine the punishment for the perpetrators of fraud
Keywords: WhatsApp, Android, Forensic, Mobile,
NIST

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices are experiencing rapid growth along
with technological developments. Mobile devices are
slowly beginning to replace the role of computers with
the increasing number of features and applications
available on mobile devices, until February 2016,
there are 1 billion active users per month. The number
has increased compared to the number of What users
in January 2015 which as many as 700 million active

users each month. WA every day serving the delivery
of messages as much as 42 Billion [1].
WhatsApp also provides security holes for the privacy
of users one of which is tapping a conversation that
involves both devices smartphones and computers.The
handling of crimes involving digital devices should be
emphasized so as to assist the judicial process for its
effects. The Digital Forensics investigation
contributes to the abuse of WhatsApp Instant
messaging service features such as the investigation of
the handling of the WhatsApp conversation tapping
through a series of standard steps in accordance with
digital forensics procedures [2].
The supporting framework used to perform forensic
mobile analysis of the evidence is by NIST framework
(National Institute of Standards Technology).The
NIST framework has four stages for the analysis of
evidence with stages of collection, examination,
analysis, reporting [3]. The framework used can
indeed produce the required data, but in obtaining an
information cannot define the encryption used in the
WhatsApp message [4].

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Digital Forensics
Forensics is an activity to conduct investigations and
establish facts relating to criminal activity and other
legal matters. Forensics is part of the science that
encompasses the discovery and investigation of data
found on digital devices (computers, handphones,
smartphones, tablets, storage and the like), in which
case digital forensics can be divided into computerrelated forensics (host, server), applications
(including databases), and devices (digital devices).
Each of them has its own deepening [5].
Digital forensics can be said to be a scientific
framework in system development to identify,
locate, retrieve, and analyze evidence from
computers, computer storage media, and other
electronic devices and present the findings in a court
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case. Digital forensics can also be interpreted as the
collection and analysis of data from various
computers of computer power including computer
systems, computer networks, communication lines,
and appropriate storage media to be presented in
court [6].
2.2 WhatsApp Messenger Forensics
Live memory has different goals and needs while
doing forensic activities.This framework can get
forensic information when an event has ended or can
be categorized as we search for information with the
help of log/history database of WhatsApp
application.Using this framework is very easy and
requires only log/history database written in the
smartphone with the help of tools. In Figure 1 shows
illustrates the Forensic WhatsApp frameworkology
using Live Memory [4].

Figure 1 Forensic WhatsApp Framework Using Live
Memory.

The simulation design of WhatsApp conversational
tapping described the WhatsApp application testing
scheme as in this case concerning the existence of
digital evidence after interception occurred. In
Figure 2 shows the response to each application
between WhatsApp on Smartphone to WhatsApp.

Figure 2 WhatsApp Attack Workflow [2]

WhatsApp conversation intercepts from Image
above are focused on synchronizing data on
WhatsApp data on a smartphone or on a web

browser, then the two applications can access each
other simultaneously and identically.
2.3 Mobile Forensics
Mobile forensic devices data taken from the phone
by itself can be used as evidence.This evidence can
be the foundation when investigating a case by law
enforcement agencies. There is some evidence that
can be extracted from the phone. The types of
evidence that can be extracted from the phone
include contact numbers, call logs, SMS messages,
audio files, emails, and internet history. These
artifacts can be extracted by either logical or
physical frameworks. Logically it is extracted with
the device using some special tools. Software or
tools that can extract these artifacts are very limited.
So forensic investigators will find it difficult to carry
out this work in a timely fashion [7].
2.4 Digital Evidence
Digital evidence is information stored or sent in a
binary form that can be judged in court. These can
be found on computer hard drives, mobile phones,
personal digital assistants (PDA), CD, and flash card
on digital cameras, among other places. Digital
evidence is generally fraught with digital or
electronic crimes, such as pornography, prostitution,
identity theft, phishing, or fraud in the form of credit
cards or ATM. However, digital evidence is now
used to prosecute all types of crimes, not just digital
crimes [9].
2.5 Android
Android is an operating system (OS) developed by
open handset alliance (OHA). The basic architecture
of Android is shown to be built based on Linux 2.6
kernel. With Linux in flash, however, a flash
transition layer provides system device functionality.
A Memory Technology Device is required to
provide an interface between a Linux OS and a
physical flash device [10].
2.6 User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
User Acceptance Testing is used to indicate the final
use of software testing performed before new
information is introduced to an organization. The
main purpose of the UAT is to replace the new
system doing what it is set to do and meet the
requirements that the business has [11].
2.7 Cybercrime
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Another definition of cybercrime is a crime that uses
information technology as an instrument or target
and forensic digital essentially answers the question
of when, what, who, where, how, and why related to
digital crime [12]. There is a lot of cyberspace in the
cyber world, including cyberbullying, the term refers
to the use of information technology to bully people
to send or post the text in order to intimidate or
threaten others [13].

III.

RESEARCH METHOD
The framework used to perform analysis of digital
evidence or stages to obtain information from the
digital evidence is by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) framework
[3].The framework recommends a basic stage in the
forensic process as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Stages of Frameworks National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) [8].

Stages of research are the stage where simulations
can be performed from a case research to try to
locate a criminal on WhatsApp application based
on chat message conversations.With a variety of
simulations and stages conducted aiming to
perform mobile forensic implementation of the
analysis results in identifying the perpetrators in a
criminal case using WhatsApp then it can be
conclude the perpetrator who sent the chat message
[14].
The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) framework recommends a
basic stage in the forensic process, namely
collection, examination, analysis, and reporting
[15].
a) Collection. The first phase in the process is to
identify, label, record, and acquire data from
the possible sources of relevant data, while
following guidelines and procedures that
preserve the integrity of the data. Collection
is typically performed in a timely manner
because of the likelihood of losing dynamic
data such as current network connections, as
well as losing data from battery-powered
device

b) Examination.
Examinations
involve
forensically processing large amounts of
collected data using a combination of
automated and manual methods to assess
and extract data of particular interest,
while preserving the integrity of the data.
c) Analysis. The next phase of the process is
to analyze the results of the examination,
using legally justifiable methods and
techniques, to derive useful information
that addresses the questions that were the
impetus for performing the collection and
examination.
d) Reporting. The final phase is reporting the
results of the analysis, which may include
describing the actions used, explaining
how tools and procedures were selected,
determining what other actions need to be
performed (e.g., forensic examination of
additional data sources, securing identified
vulnerabilities, improving existing security
controls), and providing recommendations
for improvement to policies, guidelines,
procedures, tools, and other aspects of the
forensic process. The formality of the
reporting step varies greatly depending on
the situation

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the first stage forensic mobile is done to find
evidence (evidence) including the smartphone by
the perpetrator. Then for the next stage, for the
next stage can be described as follows:
1) Collection
In this phase is the initial stage of the search,
data collection, and documentation of
evidence, furthermore, in this research, the
sample of evidence analyzed in the form of a
smartphone that is the scenario as evidence in
a criminal case of fraud through the
WhatsAap Messenger application. Table 1
shows the result of documentation and
specifications of evidence
Table 1 Evidence Specification Table (Evidence)
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On a smartphone to get the desired digital
artifact with the condition of WhatsApp
aplication in the condition of a smartphone
that is already in the root with inactive screen
security feature. Because to allow users to
have full access to the system so that it will
have more control for the settings, but for
smartphones that are rooted should not be
permanently at risk of altering evidence and
may result in deleted data [16].
2) Examination
In the acquisition, a stage is done imaging
process which where each smartphone will be
a different way of process imaging in
accordance with the operating system and
mobile
devices
used
and
different
characteristics.
a) Early Smartphone Detection with FTK
Imager application
In Table 2 shows smartphone 1 and 2 are
already in root condition, but which can be
detected by FTK Imager only smartphone
1 by activating USB Debugging and the
smartphone is detected on ADB.

i. Imaging process on smartphone 1 using
FTK Imager
Process in Figure 4 shows determine the
file to be in imaging.

Figure 4 Selection Process Source File to be
in Imaging

There are 5 choices of source files. The
investigator selects the selected source file
of the Physical Drive because it is in the
form of a flash or can be said to drive
physically. In Figure 5 shows the result of
SHA1 Hash.

Table 2 Preliminary Process of Smartphone
Detection with FTK Imager using USB

While on smartphone 2 can’t be detected
in ADB, but can enable USB Debugging.
This is due to the condition of smartphones
and root privileges of smartphones and the
less supportive types of vendors.
b) Imaging process smartphone
In this process imaging using a tool one of
them is tools FTK Imager as a tool for the
process of copying data on the smartphone
and one way to secure the evidence so that
the data we analyzed can be compared
with the original in addition to FTK. To do
imaging all the files residing in the
smartphone but to get more smartphone
permissions must be in the root state.

Figure 5 Result of Hash File Imaging

Value where the value is used as a
reference to match the hash value in the
original file when it is done imaging so
that when we analyze the file already in the
same imaging with the original file of the
evidence.
ii. Imaging process on smartphone 2 using
Oxygen Forensic Suite
After completion of the device search
process will then appear the device
information is connected as shown on
Figure 6.
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ii. Extract Imaging Results on Smartphone 2
using Oxygen Forensic Suite
In Oxygen Forensic Suite is slightly
different from FTK Imager or Autopsy.
Because the folders are shown do not all
appear on the start page, but are merged
into a single data folder.

Figure 6 Information Tool

The investigator can match the authenticity
of imaging data with smartphone evidence
by looking at the IMEI code contained in
the smartphone Figure 7 shows the image
result using the Oxygen Forensic Suite.

b) Exploration of Imaging Data Extraction
Results
i. Exploration on smartphone 1
Figure 8 shows the database file in the
WhatsApp folder is in the tools whose data
comes from the extracted .dd file in the open
case then the result can be directly open to the
location of a file in G: \ / EVERCROSS
[FAT16] / [root] / WhatsApp/ database.

Figure 7 Imaging Results using Oxygen
Forensic Suite Tools

Phase
Examination
is
performed
examination of the data processing and the
results of the imaging process to then be
explored to obtain or find the required
evidence is WhatsApp database stored in
the storage device smartphone without
changing data integrity.
a) Smartphone Data Extraction from Imaging
Results
In the extraction of imaging results here is
divided into two between smartphone 1
and smartphone 2 adapts to the imaging
tools used.
i. The Imaging Results on Smartphone 1
Imaging uses the Autopsy
In smartphone 1 to open the imaging file
using Autopsy, actually using FTK Imager
can be used to extract the imaging result
and its result is the same. Here the author
tries to compare from both tools to open
the imaging file format .dd.

Figure 8 WhatsApp Smartphone Database
Folder Structure 1

ii. Exploration on smartphone 2
Exposure has done on smartphone 2 get fairly
complete results, because the findings of
extracts of imaging results there is a fairly
complete file and on forensic oxygen, tools
can read all existing data in the smartphone
with root conditions in order to provide more
access rights in exploring the data and we can
see more complate data on smartphone 2.
3) Analysis
This analysis phase aims to reveal and
analyze the results of the Examination stage to
obtain data related to WhatsApp application.
a) WhatsApp Database Decryption on Both
Smartphones
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i. Database
decryption
WhatsApp
Smartphone 1
From Figure 9 shows the decrypted database
file with a 340 KB file size. Then the file is
opened using the WhatsApp Viewer
application to see what the contents contained
in the WhatsApp database

Figure 12 shows the content of the
conversation that has been decrypted there is a
database of smartphone chat message
conversations 2.

Figure 9 The Decrypted Database File on
Smartphone 1

In Figure 10 shows the contents of the
database on smartphone 1 that has been
decrypted.

Figure 10 The Contents of a Decrypted Database
on Smartphon 1

ii.

Database
decryption
WhatsApp
Smartphone 2
The smartphone 2 for different sizes with
smartphone 1, smartphone 1 has a file size of
340 KB while smartphone 2 has a file size of
2.90 MB. That's because how much the
contents of the messages stored in the
database, then also counted from how many
sending files in the form of Photos, Videos,
Voice Note, etc. that will affect the size of the
database file. The decrypted database shown
on Figure 11.

Figure 12 The Contents of a Decrypted Database
on Smartphone 2

b) WhatsApp Database Exploration
In exploring the WhatsApp database here
using the DB Browser For SQLite, the tools
can provide information in the form of
database structures, phone numbers connected
with
WhatsApp,
sending
id
notes,
conversation message quotes, etc.
i. Exploring WhatsApp
Database on
Smartphone 1
For Figure 13 is the contents in the
messages.dcrypted.db file there are several
columns
that
are
filled
with
id,
key_remote_jid, key_id, status etc.

Figure 13 The contents of the
messages.dcrypted.db file on Smartphone1

Figure 11 The Decrypted Database File on
Smartphone 2

The Figure 14 shows information that we can
catch the column which is in the file wa.db
contains contact phone numbers connected
with WhatsApp or un-connected, the existing
column in the wa.db file consists of id, jid,
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is_WhatsApp_user,status,status_timestamp,
number.

Figure 16 Conversation Contents on
Smartphone 1

Figure 14 File Contents wa.db on
Smartphone 1

ii.

Exploring WhatsApp Database on
Smartphone 2
In Figure 15 which is the contents of the file
has a column consisting of id (To Record
Message Number), key_id(Unique Messag
Identification), key_remote_jid (ID WhatsApp
from
Communication
Partners),
key_from_me (Message Direction : '0' =
Signed in, '1' = Exit) .

Figure 15 Content messages.decrypted.db
file on Smartphone 2

c) Results Both Smartphone Analysis
In the conversation, there is an element of
conversation that is notification information
winning contents of the lottery and ends with
a fraudulent action on behalf of an agency. In
Figure 16 and Figure 17 shows the content of
a conversation between two smartphones with
the number of each registered or logged in
using the phone number on the smartphone
used.

Figure 17 Conversation Contents on
Smartphone 2

Both conversations above are the result of
exporting the WhatsApp Viewer file into a .txt
format. When we look from the picture 20 and
21 at the top of the picture there is a phone
number, phone number is the phone number
owned by smartphone 2 and vice versa phone
number is phone number owned by
smartphone 1. That is smartphone 1 receive a
message sent by smartphone 2, by looking at
the message (ME) which indicates even that is
the outgoing message da (he) indicates the
incoming message.
When
viewing
the
contents
of
messages.decrypted.db file then we will find
the sender of the message that is from the side
of the phone number with no id for
smartphone 1 of id 299 -304 is on the
smartphone 2 no id starting from id 34653478 as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14.
From the data we can also see who sends the
message and who receives the message by
latching on the column key_from_me in the
column contains the contents of '0' and '1', for
'0' means incoming message and '1' means
outgoing message, data the key_form_me
column will also get the contents of the
message sent by the sender to the recipient.
4) Reporting
After doing the analysis of evidence in the
form of two smartphones. With the above
findings can be concluded by using the mobile
forensic process and the NIST groove on the
Android platform, digital artifacts related to
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the evidence required and obtained. In the
artifacts include conversations, photos, voice
notes, call history and others, but in this
research researchers only focus on conducting
analysis on conversations stored in the
database only. the discovery of artifacts of
evidence or evidence in the form of two
smartphones as shown on Table 3.
Table 3 Information on Findings of Evidence from
Both Smartphones at Can
Information
Smartphone 1
Smartphone 2
Mobile phone +628133481133 +6281217550
number
6
285
username
Berry
Helmy
Contact
72
285
Conversation
9
20
Encrypted
9
7
Databases

From the results of the above analysis has
been expressed that the message sent by
smartphone 2 contains the notification of the
winner of the present and smartphone 1 is the
recipient of the message. So for the
perpetrator in this scenario is smartphone 2
because that sends messages first and contains
elements of fraud Because of the name of the
agency. Proof that smartphone 2 is the
perpetrator of the crime of fraud shown on
Figure 18.

Figure 18 Contact Information on Smartphone 2

The column display_name containing the
name of the victim with number
081334811336 number is the number on
smartphone 1. So it can be concluded that the
perpetrators of this fraud case scenario are
smartphone2
with
phone
number
+628121755028 on behalf of the Helmy
owner.

5)

User Acceptance Test ( UAT)
From the testing results, the percentage of
FTK Imager is (60%), Autopsy is (52%),
Oxygen Forensic Suite is (44%) the
percentage is taken from the highest value in
the column. Based on liker's interpretation of
the distance category between 41% - 60%
belonging to a fairly high interpretation, the
assessment for the forensic tools and
applications includes quite appropriate and
can be used as a tool for analyzing forensic
investigations in finding digital evidence.

V.

CONCLUSION
Based on the stages of Mobile Forensic and the
flow of the NIST framework conducted in this
research succeeded in producing information
presented in the form of disclosure of fraudulent
criminals from findings in the form of evidence
artifacts in the form of chat message conversation
sessions, user telephone numbers, message sending
id numbers, and account owner identities.
WhatsApp and get other media files that can be
used as evidence and also the most important
encrypted database backup files.
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